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Abstract
The details of the mission of Manichaeism—a religion that rose out of a Jewish-Christian milieu in Roman Babylonia in the 3rd century CE—emerge from both polemical sources and genuine Manichaean sources, the latter of which have been greatly expanded in the past century with a number of discoveries. This thesis presents a comparative study that critically evaluates the sources for and identifies the practices of the Manichaean mission in the Roman West between the 3rd century CE, when the religion was founded, and the 6th century CE, when the religion was persecuted off the face of the Western Roman Empire.

By comparing the corpus of Augustine (who was himself a Manichaean for 9 years) and Manichaean sources, the thesis identifies a total of eight Manichaean practices that can be tied to the Roman West: (1) the undertaking of polemical treatises and doctrinal debates; (2) the command of a broad range of languages; (3) exegesis of the New Testament to unearth Manichaean beliefs; (4) the comparison of Old and New Testament passages (= disputations) to demonstrate the falseness of the Old Testament, which no true Christian should believe in; (5) missions in the guise of merchant trade; (6) the appeal to similarities with the disciples of Jesus; (7) sensationalist appeals to the appearances of poverty and association with women; and (8) the donation of children by lay Manichaeans to become missionaries. Among those identified here, practices (6)–(8) seem to be unique contributions to the field; chapter 3 furthermore reconstructs the theological underpinning of practice (8). Previous scholarship has not focused specifically on a critical examination of the Manichaean mission.

In using a comparative method, this thesis compares attestation of Manichaean missionary practices internally (i.e., within, for instance, Augustine’s corpus to see if he is consistent in his attestation of the same practice) and externally (i.e., to see if polemical reports match up with genuine Manichaean reports). When making external comparisons, if attestation is found in Augustine but not in Manichaean sources, it is surmised that the practice is likely a heresiological invention; if in Manichaean but not in Augustinian sources, then perhaps a missionary practice that was not used or else simply not attested in the Roman West. The standard is generally, at any rate, to seek attestation in both sources and thus to verify that the practice was indeed used and witnessed in the Roman West.

Finally, the appendices present the first English translation of a recently discovered sermon by Augustine (Serm. 350F) and two tables compiling Manichaean disputations.
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1. Introduction

The following chapter introduces the religion of Manichaeism (1.1) and discusses the history of research (1.2) related to the missionary practices of the religion, especially in the Roman West, which is the geographical focus of this thesis. The last section (1.3) reflects on the methodological practices of this study, which is comparative in nature, using one text written against Manichaeans in particular, the Acta Archelai (hereafter Act. Arch.), as a case study for how the comparative study of the Manichaean religion has changed over time given new discoveries in the history of the study of Manichaeism. The thesis itself proposes and responds to the research question of what can be historically verified about the Manichaean missionary practices in the Roman West, studying eight general practices that can be compared in Augustinian and genuine Manichaean sources. Additionally, the thesis further gives a study of one missionary practice relating to the donation of children to the upper eschalons of the Manichaean church in order to become missionaries.

1.1. Manichaeism: A Brief Description

Manichaeism was a religion founded by Mani (216–274/6) in the 3rd century CE. A Babylonian native, Mani believed himself to be the Paraclete foretold in the Gospel of John. Thus, despite the common pejorative that his was a Persian religion, Mani claimed to profess...
the true Christianity. The Christian nature of his religion is particularly evident in Manichaean missions to the Roman West, where Christianity was by then already about to come to a head with Constantine’s conversion in 312. Besides Mani’s wide-reaching vision of the Manichaean mission, which imagined a pan-lingual religion with a global following, one of the most striking characteristics of Manichaeism included the division of its adherents into two distinct classes: that of the auditors (also known as the hearers or the catechumenate), who were the lay believers, and the Elect, for whom the auditors worked to provide food and housing and who themselves assumed the offices of the Manichaean church.

Furthermore, the Manichaens believed that the Elect, by consuming food, into which was mixed particles of light, were capable of returning the light that was trapped in this world skyward to the Father of Lights, the celestial principle where resided the Father of Lights, the highest deity in the Manichaean belief system and with whom all light was consubstantial. It is

Ramsey 2007, 397 (translation, slightly altered). On the topos of branding heresiarchs as barbarians, see, e.g., Pedersen 2004, 167n20; cf. S. N. C. Lieu 1992, 121–25, on the association of Manichaic with Persia; polemical etymologies for Mani’s name like that attested here is a common feature of heresiological works, for which see Tubach and Zakeri 2001.

The texts originating from the Roman West attest to the fact that Manichaens made use of the autonym “Christian” (Lat. christianus; Сопт. ћριστιѧυς): Secund. 1.3; Felic. 1.19–20; 2.12; Faust. 9.1; 31.2; Hom. 72:9; Keph. [258.29]—for a discussion, particularly of the passages in Faust., see Pedersen 2013, 181–92. In comparison, Central Asian sources, though they do not evidence Zoroastrian as an autonym, seem to borrow Zoroastrian terms in order to explain Manichaeism to its local audience—see, for instance, the discussion in MacKenzie 1979, 503n13, 525, on the use of pryš’m’r (MP, “reckoning”) in T III 260 (= M 7980–84) and dw’yxz (MP, “arising whole”; MacKenzie 1980, 304) in Sābhuragān 67: MacKenzie 1979, 506 (text), 507 (translation). Likewise, in the Far East, Manichaens were accused of preaching false Buddhism (佛教, fójùō), a notion that perhaps comes from the use of the word Buddha (佛, fó) to translate the notion of God in general and certain Manichaen deities in particular, as in the Sun God (日光佛, rígūångfó, “Buddha of sunlight”) and the Mother of Light (電光佛, dìånguāngfó, “Buddha of Lightning”), as well as other Manichaen notions, for which see Bryder 1985, 4–10, 75–123. The Chinese translation for the Christian God, on the other hand, used the Chinese principle of deity (天, tiān, “sky”; 神, shén, “deity; spirit”), words that referred to ruling (帝, dì, “emperor”; 王, zhāng, “master”) or immortality (仙, xiān, “immortal [literally, a person who has become a mountain]”), or some combination of those concepts. Considering the fact that Manichaen self-identification seems to have shifted depending on the dominant religions of the region, it seems safe to surmise that the Manichaen autonym of “Christian” was simply part of their missionary rhetoric in the Roman Empire.

Keph. CLI; M 5794 + M 5761; S. N. C. Lieu 2006. See the discussion in section 2.1 below. Mani even speaks of speaks in Keph. 189.1–4 of his disciples surpassing the four great kingdoms of the world: Babylonia and Persia (παντὰ ἡγαγόν τὴν Ῥωμαίαν), Rome (τὴν ἤγον Ἀθηναίαν), Ethiopia (τὴν ἄγον Ἐθνὶκαν), and China (τὴν ἄγον Κιναῖαν); Polotsky and Böhlig 1940, 189 (text). Mani’s missionary ambitions would indeed turn Manichaeism into a veritable world religion of its time; see further S. N. C. Lieu 1992, 86–90.

BeDuhn 2000, 25–33. On the offices of the church, which consisted (in descending order) of the head of the church, the teachers, the bishops, and the householders and presbyters, see Leurini 2013, 159–220.

Previously, it has been thought that Manichaeism was a dualistic religion in which good and evil were co-existing and co-existing forces of equal strength, represented respectively by the Kingdom of Light and the Kingdom of Darkness as well as that Manichaeism was not a truly monotheistic religion. These notions have both been challenged, however, particularly in light of the discovery of CMC, for which see the review in Scibona 2001;
this class to which belong, for instance, the figures of Faustus, Fortunatus, Adimantus, and Felix, with whom Augustine debates in some of his works. By working symbiotically, the auditors and the Elect would progressively return the light that was trapped in the matter of the world to the Kingdom of Light and, by doing such a work, achieve their own redemption and the return of their own souls to the Kingdom of Light.

Like their contemporary Christians, Manichaeans also believed that the end of times, what they referred to as the Great War, was imminent. Premonitions of its onset included the persecution of the Manichaean church, the torture of its adherents, and the destruction of their scriptures. In the end, however, the Manichaean church would prevail, and the entire world, converted to Manichaean faith, would work collectively to liberate the light from the world. Central to the Manichaean faith was thus the notion of dispersing the Manichaean faith across the world, the mission that is given a historical study in this thesis.

1.2. History of Research

This section looks at the scholarship history on the Manichaean mission. That the Manichaeans must have employed a successful mission is itself evident from their incredible success in dispersing their religion across three continents within the first couple of centuries of its birth. It is remarkable, then, that so little research has been done to determine the historically verifiably facts surrounding the Manichaean mission.

Scholarship on the subject is relatively sparse considering the profound ramifications of this research question on our understanding of late antique religions. The most common scholarly trend has been to rely on philological methods to answer to this question—that is, to

Bermejo-Rubio 2009, 222–27. It now seems that the notion of Manichaean good–evil dualism with equal force on either side emerged primarily from Augustine’s preoccupation with the origin of evil; Brown 2000, 35–42. Manichaean texts, on the hand, speak about the power of Light over Darkness (i.e., “radical dualism”), the former of which was diminished according to the Manichaean cosmogonic myth, because of its quality of consubstantiality, when light became mixed with matter (= Darkness). Although the substance of the Father of Lights is mixed into the matter of the world, he remains a single entity; it is in this way that Manichaeism maintains monotheistic beliefs. On the cosogonic myth of light mixed into matter and the versions told by Augustine, see further the discussion in section 2.2.

7Faust.; Fort.; Adim.; Felic.; Conf. 5.6.10–7.13; Retract. 1.16, 22; 2.7–8.
8See, e.g., Hom. 8.8: θνησίν ηπολευνο[μ]; Pedersen 2006, 8 (text).
9Hom. 8.8–21.30.
11Samuel Lieu offers a thorough overview of both eastward and westward spread of Manichaeism in his indispensable monograph S. N. C. Lieu 1992, 90–120, 219–42; see now as well his address at the 2013 Symposium of the International Association of Manichaean Studies, S. N. C. Lieu 2017.
focus on the study of translation as a form of religious propagation. This should come as no surprise, as the study of Manichaeism covers a wide breadth of languages: Coptic, Syriac, Greek, Latin, Middle Persian, Sogdian, Parthian, Bactrian, Uyghur, Khotanese, Classical Chinese, Arabic, and still others. Thus, to study Manichaeism already presupposes a philological mindset. As a result, scholars of Manichaeism are perhaps not entirely inculpable of privileging linguistic considerations in their approach to the study of the Manichaean mission. This is not, of course, to understate the linguistic capabilities of the Manichaeans; Augustine, for instance, notes that the Latin Manichaean texts were “well written in Latin,” though these texts, at least the canonical writings of Mani, would have had to have been transmitted from their original Syriac through a Greek/Coptic intermediary into Latin.

While the linguistic aspect of translation fulfilled the very fundamental basics of communication, the ingenuity of the Manichaean mission reached well beyond the philological acumen of its adherents. Beyond this question of language, however, scholarship has generally taken a piecemeal strategy to studying the Manichaean mission, mixing and matching from the following approaches:

1. Reconstruction of Manichaean missions based on Mani’s early missions (including the tactic of prioritizing the conversion of political leaders)
2. Missionary tactics through visual media
3. Proselytization through trade-routes and as merchants
4. Analyzing the public debates

For instance, see Peter Bryder’s published dissertation, Bryder 1985 (on Manichaean adaptations to a Chinese audience), S. N. C. Lieu 1987 (Lieu’s problematization of transformation versus translation in his review of Bryder 1985), and Bryder’s subsequent response to Lieu’s criticism in Bryder 1992, wherein Bryder concludes that the transmission, translation, and transformation of Manichaeanism from place to place and culture to culture are essentially three simultaneous processes. For other examples of the approach to the Manichaean mission by examining the process of translation to Zoroastrian, Buddhist, and Uyghur-speaking audiences, see also Colditz 2005; Takao 2000; Tongerloo 1984. On translation, transmission, and transformation of Manichaism in the Roman West, which evidences at least Latin, Coptic, Greek, and Syriac texts, see the discussion in section 2.3.2 below.

New dialects and languages are still being classified from the mammoth Turfan archive. For a recent overview of some important linguistic discoveries to emerge from the Turfan Manichaica, see Zimmer 2004.

Conf., 5.6.11: suae sectae si qua volumina latine atque composite conscripta erant (“some volumes fairly well written in Latin for his own sect”); Verheijen 1981, 62 (text); Rotelle 2008, 121 (translation).

The seven canonical writings of Mani were his Treasury of Life, Gospel, Pragmateia, Book of Mysteries, Book of the Giants, Epistles, and Psalms and Prayers. On the Syriac origins of the canonical texts of the Manichaeans, see S. N. C. Lieu 1992, 8; Tardieu 1981, 64–67. These writings are further discussed in sections 2.2 and 2.3.1–2.


Panaino 2004; Gulácsi 2015; Heuser and Klimkeit 1998, 270–90, the last of which is an updated version in English of Klimkeit 1982a.


5. Sensationalist strategies with pale-faced proselytizers\textsuperscript{20}
6. The role of women (possibly as door-to-door solicitors)\textsuperscript{21}
7. Cultural/linguistic adaptation of theology and missionary approaches\textsuperscript{22}

Although some scholars have attempted to undertake a general approach to Manichaean missionary practices, the process has generally favored one of the above angles.\textsuperscript{23} Others, like Julien Ries, have misleadingly adduced missionary principles based on dogmas found in certain Manichaean texts\textsuperscript{24} but without corroborating these with other similar sources.

Of the scholars who have broached the general topic of Manichaean missionary practices, Werner Sundermann\textsuperscript{25} offers the fairest synthesis of scholarly research, though his discussion of missionary techniques relies in particular on approaches 1 and 4, above, while Peter Bryder\textsuperscript{26} and Gábor Kósa,\textsuperscript{27} who, following their area of expertise, focus on the movement of Manichaeism from Iran into China, cover only approaches 1 and 6, above. What has been lacking thus far in Manichaean scholarship is a dedicated effort to analyze the Manichaean mission as such.\textsuperscript{28} This gap in scholarship is thus the starting point of my master’s thesis, in an effort to parse through the sources for a critical understanding of Manichaean missionary practices by combining and expanding on the approaches discussed above. This is an especially relevant topic now given the new Manichaean material recently published from Ismant el-Kharab (Roman Kellis), located ca.

\textsuperscript{21}Scopello 2001; Scopello 2005a; Scopello 2005b, 295–315; Coyle 2009a; Kristionat 2013, 132–63; cf. Burrus 1991 for a discussion gender politics in the Patristic sources generally and on Manichaean women as an example.
\textsuperscript{23}Sundermann 1986b; Sundermann 1986c; Sundermann 1987; S. N. C. Lieu 1992, 86–120; Bryder 1994; Sundermann 2009.
\textsuperscript{24}Ries 1977, 99–102. Ries describes in this article “les tres justices” (i.e., commandments) of Manichaean believers based on the use of the seemingly obscure use of the word δικαιοσύνη in Keph. LXXX, and which Ries sees as a direct response to Keph. 14.9–10, wherein the Paraclete (i.e., Mani) enigmatically announces its intention to speak about “justice.” Such a method is strikingly arbitrary in its attempt to reconstruct Manichaean doctrine based on the Kephalaia alone. In Ries’s defense, some important data, such as the use of δικαιοσύνη as a technicus termini for the Elect, do not emerge until after the discoveries at Ismant el-Kharab (Roman Kellis) in the 1990s; see, for instance, Bermejo-Rubio 2013, 233–34, wherein Bermejo-Rubio demonstrates this link through a convincing set of parallels in the Manichaean corpus, prompted by the use of the term in a prayer found at Kellis. This finding is discussed further in chapter 3 below. It should be noted that Ries’s scholarship is otherwise generally excellent and Ries 1957 and Ries 1959 remain classical studies on Manichaeism.
\textsuperscript{25}Sundermann 2009.
\textsuperscript{26}Bryder 1994, 54.
\textsuperscript{27}Kósa 2013, 303.
\textsuperscript{28}Bryder 1985, 150, even laments the fact that no monograph has yet appeared that would otherwise serve as a useful touchstone for any researcher on Manichaeism for the purposes of better understanding the Manichaean mission.
250 km due west of modern-day Luxor. Already, the data from the Kellis archive have attested to a new dialect in Coptic, re-dated and revised to a Manichaean identity what was previously regarded as the earliest existing Christian letter, furnished a veritable archive of Manichaean letters, verified the existence of a central Manichaean prayer alongside Arabic, Parthian, and Middle Persian parallels, further contributed to the research on the historicity of Act. Arch., and continues to be one of the most important discovery in the history of Manichaean studies since that of the Manichaean codices at Medinat Madi. The findings from Kellis as a whole have thus offered greater historical precision in the field of Manichaean research.

1.3. Methodological Considerations: Act. Arch. as an Example

In this section, I explore the comparative method of study in Manichaean research by discussing how certain key discoveries of texts related to Manichaeism have led to dramatic changes in how Manichaeism can be critically approached from a historical perspective. The key example for comparison is the Act Arch., a polemical work by Hegemonius whose fictional polemical elements and factual data on Manichaeism have been interpreted with varying degrees of historicity depending on the genuine Manichaean data available at the time of study. The work has been scrutinized as a historical source with fascinating results that continue to revivify discussion in the field. The productiveness of the comparative study of Act. Arch. justifies my

---

29The documentary and literary findings have been published in the Dakhleh Oasis Project series: Worp 1995 (I); Gardner and Choot 1996 (II); Worp and Rijksbaron 1997 (III); Bagnall 1997 (IV); Gardner, Alcock, and Funk 1999 (V); Worp 2004 (VI); Gardner and Choot 2007 (VII); Gardner, Alcock, and Funk 2014 (VIII).
31Gardner, Nobbs, and Choot 2000, 10.
32Gardner 2013.
33P.KellisGk. 98; M 194; M 790; M 7352; M 8050; M 8531; as well as the relevant passage in the Fihrist of Ibn an-Nadīm, for which see Flügel 1862, 64–65 (text), 96–97 (translation); see further the discussion in de Blois 2005; Gardner 2011a; Bermejo-Rubio 2013. This discovery is discussed alongside Augustine’s knowledge of the same prayers in section 2.2 below.
34For a full history, see Robinson 1992; cf. Gardner and Lieu 1996, 148–54. That these texts originate from Medinat Madi is reported by the peddler of the codices at Cairo, Maurice Nahman, who claims to have discovered these codices in a wooden chest at the ruins of an old house in Medinat Madi. Gardner and Lieu, 1996, 149, speculatively suggest that the fact that these codices, whose dialect has been identified as Lykopolitan, was discovered in the Fayyum might indicate the storage of the texts by “missionaries of religious refugees” fleeing persecution. The long-anticipated radiocarbon dating of these codices, the result of which are published in BeDuhn and Hodgins 2017, now indicate that these codices were produced between the late 300s and the early 400s CE.
own use of comparative methods in this thesis. Finally, I conclude this section with an outline of the contents of my thesis.

Research on Manichaeism has long been stalled by the limitation that, up until the 20th century, Western researchers of Manichaeism have had to rely for the historical data surrounding Manichaeism on the anti-Manichaean writings of largely patristic sources, most notably Epiphanius’ *Panarion*, 36 Hegemonius’ *Act. Arch.*, 37 and Augustine’s anti-Manichaean writings. 38 Beginning with Pierre Bayle (1647–1706), however, and strengthened by the more critical scholarship of Isaac de Beausobre (1659–1738), studies of Manichaeism began to strip off the theological imperative to demonize a religion that was, already by the end of the 6th century CE, all but effaced off the European continent 39 and was able to approach the heresiological data of the patristic sources from a more deliberate, historical-critical perspective, additionally seeking out non-Western sources in the hopes of widening the scope of comparative research. 40 These studies quickly peaked, however, given the limitations of the available sources, until such watershed discoveries as the writings of Ibn-an-Nadim in the late 19th century, 41 the recovery of Manichaean texts from Turfan (from which expeditions have sprung a wealth of Iranian texts that have even constituted an entire field of its own, the *Turfanforschung* 42 and

---

36 The editions by Karl Holl have been updated and revised in Holl, Collatz, and Bergermann 2013 (I); Holl and Dummer 1980 (II); Holl and Dummer 1985 (III). An English translation of *Pan*. based on Holl’s editions has recently been made available in F. Williams 2009 (I); F. Williams 2013 (II & III).
37 Beeson 1906. An English translation has recently been made in Vermes 2001. Additionally, Epiphanius, *Pan.* 66.6.1–11, 7.5, 25.2–31.5, preserve large amounts of *Act. Arch.* in Greek. See further BeDuhn and Mirecki 2007, 8–9, for a review of scholarship on *Pan.*, as well as the various Greek and Coptic fragments that comprise the text.
38 For a discussion of Augustine’s anti-Manichaean writings and my evaluation of them as historical sources on Manichaeanism, see section 2.2 below. On this early period of research in Manichaean studies, see Nyberg 1935.
39 S. N. C. Lieu 1992, 7, 215. Nevertheless, church leaders and intellectuals kept the term Manichaeans alive as a polemic to be lodged against the teachings of the Paulicians, Bogomils, Paterenes, and Cathars. Manichaean would even come to be seen as the spiritual progenitors of the Protestants during the Reformation; Bossuet, d’Auberive, and Caron 1816, 19:119. Even the Renaissance mathematician, physicist, and theologian Blaise Pascal would famously declare that “les Manichéens étaient les Luthériens de leur temps, commes les Luthériens sont les Manichéens du nôtre” (Pascal 1963, 4:340).
40 Non-Manichaean perspectives from works with less polemical concerns than the Patristic sources, such as the *Kitāb al-āthār al-bāqiyyah ‘an al-qurūn al-khāliyyah* of al-Bīrūnī, were essential comparative material for research on Manichaeism between the mid 17th and late 19th century; for a useful survey of Arabic and Syriac works that have been useful for Manichaean studies, see, e.g., Reeves 1996, 7–15, 21–28.
41 Flügel 1862; Flügel 1871; Bayard 1970. This 10th-century text details with remarkable accuracy, given how late the text is in the history of Manichaeism, Manichaean practices and belief that have found parallels, e.g., in the Manichaean daily prayers, attestation of which occur in the Turfan and Kellis archives; see de Blois 2005; Gardner 2011a; Bermejo-Rubio 2013.
42 See Sundermann 2000; Sundermann 2004, the latter of which additionally offers detailed information about each expedition, listed by country.
Dūnhuáng (敦煌市) in the early 20th century, the discovery of a Latin codex on Manichaean church order in Tebessa, Algeria, in 1918, of the Medinat Madi texts in 1929, and of the miniature codex detailing the life of Mani supposedly discovered in Upper Egypt (conserved in Cologne) in 1970, and, most recently, the excavations at Roman Kellis from the late twentieth century.

By the beginning of the 20th century, a new generation of scholars, fueled by the Göttingen Religionsgeschichtliche Schule, began to parse the newly discovered sources for the roots of Manichaeism. This movement, in turn, would be abruptly halted in the 1940s by harsh criticism from the newly hatched school of the phenomenology of religion, a school of thought that would anticipate another stumbling block for research in Manichaean studies: the postmodern challenge to historical criticism. In the wake of postmodernism, research on Manichaeism would be reborn again in a new light of historical critique that would more rigorously challenge the subjectivity of the researcher, the impotence of the single researcher daunted with a religion that spanned numerous continents and languages, and the fathomless chasm separating res gestae from historia rerum gestarum.

For a concrete example of the research history in Manichaean studies, I turn to the comparative study of Act. Arch. While Pierre Bayle, writing in the 17th century, was among the last of the scholars of Manichaeism to accept Act. Arch. as a completely reliable historical source on Manichaeism, Beausobre’s scholarship marked the beginning of the historical-critical study of Manichaeism with the publication of his Histoire critique de Manichée et du Manichéisme (1734/1739). In these works, Beausobre rightly noted that the story told in Act. Arch., which centers around a dogmatic debate between Mani and Archelaus, the bishop of the Roman Mesopotamian city of Carchar, was full of mistakes and contortions made evident by the...
comparative study of the reported doctrines of Manichaeism and geographical details surrounding the life of Mani. Beausobre thus argued that no such meeting could ever have taken place.\(^{52}\) He was also acute enough to surmise, based on a comparative study of Persian sources on Mani’s exile to Turkestan that \emph{Act. Arch.} would have had to have been written around 330 CE,\(^{53}\) and elsewhere concludes that the otherwise unknown figure of Hegemonius was author of \emph{Act. Arch.}, an attribution that remains accepted today.\(^{54}\) Beausobre was wrong, however, to discount the entirety of \emph{Act. Arch.} as a historical source, though his keen linguistic readings and his comparative study of patristic sources with non-Western sources would thereafter become a scholastic norm in the study of Manichaeism.\(^{55}\)

Following Beausobre’s critical study of \emph{Act. Arch.}, the text would remain a work regarded as nothing more than a Christian fiction until the end of the twentieth century.\(^{56}\) Even after the discoveries in Medinat Madi and Turfan in the early 1900s, only rough facts could be comparatively rescued from \emph{Act. Arch.:} the names of the disciples of Mani’s commission to the the Roman Empire and of some of the canonical writings of Mani, Mani’s self-designation as the Paraclete, and his succession by his disciple Sisinnius—even these facts, however, are laced with errors and misdirection.\(^{57}\) Following the discoveries at Kellis, however, Iain Gardner\(^{58}\) has pointed out remarkable similarities between the epistolary conventions in the documentary letters recovered from Kellis and those evidenced in the letter written by Mani to Marcellus in \emph{Act. Arch.},\(^{59}\) the letter in which Mani attempts to convert Marcellus and that then results in the debate between Mani and Archelaus and the same letter traditionally regarded as fictitious since Beausobre’s criticism of the larger work.\(^{60}\) Gardner’s study points convincingly to an astonishing level of authenticity in Hegemonius’s work that demonstrates that Hegemonius must have had

\(^{52}\) Beausobre 1734, 1:108–9, 144–54.
\(^{53}\) Beausobre 1734, 1:167–80; cf. S. N. C. Lieu 1994a, 136, who suggests a date between 330 and 348 CE.
\(^{54}\) Beausobre 1734, 1:132; cf. Tardieu 1986. This identification was drawn from Photius, \textit{Bibl.} 85, for which see note 136 below.
\(^{55}\) Ries 1957, 1:475.
\(^{56}\) See, e.g., the discussion in Ries 1959, 2:395–98.
\(^{57}\) Ort 1967, 36–37, 177–79. Even after reviewing these comparisons, Ort concludes that “the author of the Acta Archelai is of no importance at all for our studies A careful examination of the data of his book brings to light a number of unreliable passages” (179). Both the world and western commission of Manichaeism is discussed in section 2.3.1.
\(^{59}\) \textit{Act. Arch.} 5.1–13.4.
\(^{60}\) See, e.g., Vermes 2001, 40n13.
access to some genuine letters by Manichaeans, perhaps even the canonical letters of Mani himself, on which he would have modeled Mani’s letter in *Act. Arch.*61 Similarly, comparative studies of the text of *Act. Arch.* 44–45 with Augustine’s *Adim.* and Marcion’s *Antitheses* seem to have convincingly demonstrated a connection between Addā, the likely source of the passage in Hegemonius, and Marcion, a 2nd-century early Christian known especially for his controversial canonization of the New Testament and his rejection of the Old Testament God.62 The discoveries of Manichaean texts since Beausobre’s time thus demonstrate that the comparative study of the available data greatly determines the historicity of even texts like *Act. Arch.* that have deemed for centuries to be works of fiction.

It is thus with this critical-comparative methodology that, in this thesis, I evaluate as source materials texts that evidence Manichaean missionary practices in the Roman West. In chapter 2, I compare the evidence in Augustine’s extensive corpus on Manichaeism, the breadth and depth of which allows both a comparison with other (both Manichaean and non-Manichaean) sources, as well as within Augustine’s own corpus, to evaluate how consistent Augustine is in his evidence of various Manichaean missionary practices. In all, I discuss 6 general practices that can be securely tied to the Roman West: 1) the composition of polemical treatises and the striking of public doctrinal debates; 2) a thorough and broad command of languages; 3) exegesis of the New Testament to demonstrate Manichaean ideas; 4) the presentation of contradictions between the Old and New Testament; 5) the comparisons between Manichaeans and the disciples of Jesus as well as the use of certain popular apocryphal Christian texts; and 6) sensationalist appeals to poverty and the association with women. A seventh practice seems to be evidenced in the use of trade routes for missionary purposes. In chapter 3, I elaborate on a further practice that seems to be attested in Roman Egypt—the donation of children to become missionaries. I draw for this practice on comparative material from Augustine, Kellis, the Medinat Madi texts, the Cologne Mani Codex, Codex Tebessa (from Algeria), and the Turfan archive. In each chapter, I strive to establish a critical-comparative study of the material to verify that Manichaean sources attest to the practice generally and local sources, most of which are polemical in nature, attest to the same practice in Roman West.

---

61Gardner 2007. The evidence suggests that Manichaean letter writing conventions were developed in imitations of those in Mani’s canonical *Epistles.*
2. Manichaean Missionary Tactics in the Roman West: Augustine and Manichaean Sources

The following chapter provides a comparison between Augustine and Manichaean sources. Beginning with the missionary statement as given by the Manichaeans themselves, I discuss the attested sources, some philological considerations, and then provide a summary of general precepts of the Manichaean mission that can be extracted from this statement. I then turn to heresiological sources, focusing specifically on Augustine, for the Manichaean mission in the Roman West, evaluating these texts as historical sources. Finally, comparing Augustine with Manichaean sources, I evaluate eight general Manichaean practices that emerge from either Augustinian or Manichaean sources (or both) for their historicity. In the conclusion to this chapter, I also provide a table that compares how these eight general practices line up with the general missionary statement provided in the Manichaean Coptic and Middle Persian sources as well as how reliably each practice can be tied to the Roman West based on their sources of corroboration.

2.1. Mani’s Missionary Statement and Its Sources

Among early Christians and Jews, the Manichaean discourse appealed to theological gaps in the cosmogonic narrative, the logical inconsistencies of scripture, and the moody vicissitudes of a fickle God.\(^63\) Perhaps most importantly, Manichaeism seems, especially for Augustine, to have provided a theodic solution for evil with its dualist cosmology—thus, evil was not the creation of an omnipotent God but rather a co-existent, pre-cosmic enemy.\(^64\) The focus of

---

\(^63\)S. N. C. Lieu 1992, 152–68, 187–90

\(^64\)The notion of Manichaean dualism as the conception of good and evil as co-existing, pre-cosmic, and equal forces has been a commonly held understanding for as long as polemical treatises have existed on Manichaeaism. With the discovery of the Cologne Mani Codex in 1969 (see CMC 66.4–12 especially), however, the notions of monotheism and dualism in Manichaeism have begun to undergo revision; see Scibona 2001. It seems that this traditional understanding of Manichaean dualism may have come from Augustine’s description of Manichaeism as a way of justifying his entering the Manichaean religion, because they explained that good and evil were pre-existent, equal forces, a problem with which Augustine struggled throughout his episcopal career as a Christian to resolve in the biblical scriptures; see, for instance, Brown 2000, 35–42. Scholars have generally been cautious of the veracity of this claim, e.g., in his Conf., as one of the primary reasons why Augustine became a Manichaean—see, e.g., BeDuhn 2010, 1:31–41; cf. S. N. C. Lieu 1992, 175–77. The consensus now is generally that the question of theodicy must have played some role in Augustine’s decision to join ranks with Manichaeans, but presumably the description of good and evil as equal forces is perhaps an Augustinian invention. Furthermore, for reasons why Augustine became a Manichaean, one should not discount those related to the aesthetics of the religion, sensationalist appeals, the appeal of astrology, philosophical discourses, proselytizing strategies, social pressure, genuine belief on the part of Augustine, provincialism, and so on.
rational-ethical discourse against the scripture of others, in turn, underscored the centricity of scripture and writing in the Manichaean religion itself. Already in the introduction to the Kephalai, for instance, it is noted that, since the “fathers of righteousness”65—i.e., Buddha (ΒΟΥΔΑΙ),66 Zarathustra (ΖΑΡΑΘΑΣΤΗ),67 and Jesus (ἸΣ)—“did not write their wisdom in books [ . . . ] their righteous[ness] and their chur[rch will pass away from the world; because they did not write.”69 The undisputed authenticity and canonicality of Manichaean works thus held a distinct advantage over competing contemporary religions and is maintained as a characteristic strength of the religion in both the Coptic and the Middle Persian iterations of the Manichaean missionary statement.70 From these, three general statements71 can be extrapolated about how Manichaeans saw their religion as superior to others:

1. Whereas previous religions were provincial, often monolingual phenomena, Manichaeism was to be the first global and panlingual religion.72

---

65 As already noted by Puech 1949, 144–46, these “fathers of righteousness” (i.e., of the Manichaean prophetology) would change depending on the audiences Manichaean proselytizers wanted to sway; some lists include, for instance, Hermes Tresmagistos, Lao Tzu, Marcion, and/or Plato.

66 Keph. 7.34. Cf. Keph. 8.6; 12.[15], 17; Keph. Dublin 299.4. As with the next two references, citations of the Dublin Kephalai codex comes from Tardieu 1988, for which text see 163–168. An edition of the Dublin Kephalai is still being prepared by Iain Gardner, Jason BeDuhn, and Paul Dilley, for which details see Gardner 2015, 370–75.

67 Keph., 7.32. Cf. Keph. 12.[17], 19; Hom. 11.21; 70.21; Keph. Dublin 299.2.

68 Keph., 7.22. Cf. Hom. 11.5; Keph. Dublin 299.11.

69 Keph., 8.7–10: ην ἡ τετραγωνικοῦς οὐτῶν ἡ πατρικὴ ἀληθεία ἡ ζωὴ τῆς θεοῦν... (one line omitted) τοῦ ἀποκλήσεως... (Keph., 7.22). Note that, in both the Coptic and the Middle Persian texts, ten advantages are an addition that is not made in the Latin (Keph., 7.23), and is not a part of the original text (see now Funk's edition of the text in Funk 2000, 370–75).

70 Keph. CL1; M 5794 + M 5761. These MP texts are collected in one place in S. N. C. Lieu 2006; cf. S. N. C. Lieu 1992, 86–90. Note that, in S. N. C. Lieu 2006, 519–20, 526, Keph. CLIV as the source for the Manichaean missionary statement in the Coptic language is clearly a misprint, an error that occurs already in S. N. C. Lieu 1992, 87n4 and derives ultimately from Schmidt 1933, 45 (trans.), 87 (text). See now Funk’s edition of the text in Funk 2000, 370–75.

71 Note that, in both the Coptic and the Middle Persians texts, ten advantages are announced at the outset, though some are too fragmentary to make out or, in the case of the Middle Persian text, are missing completely. I do not find the fifth (Keph. 372.21–31: that Manichaeans have suffered more persecutions yet remain stronger than other religions) and seventh reasons (Keph. 373.10–19: that Manichaeans will survive the Great War) in the Coptic text nor the third reason by the Middle Persian text (M 5794 I + M 5761 V.8–12: that the unrighteous souls of old will be reborn to the Manichaean religion and find salvation there) useful to include here as elements of the Manichaean proterptic rhetoric for the conversion of non-Manichaeans but rather see them as apocryphal discourses to help those already converted to Manichaeanism cope with the current state of persecutions and to reaffirm their decision to convert to the Manichaean religion. This conclusion would support the scholarly opinion of Keph. as an accretion of Manichaean teachings that gradually formed over time, thus featuring rather developed Manichaean dogma because of the late production of the text that has come down to us; Pettiepiece 2009, 79–85. More importantly, however, the reasons listed at the outside are not rebutted in any polemical writing found in the Roman Empire, indicating their lack of efficacy, their absence from use at least in the Roman Empire, or indeed, as I have suggested, that there is a proterptic–aparrethic division implicit in these ten “advantages.”

2. Whereas other religions’ leaders failed to commit their precepts to writings and paintings, Mani had, with the end of making his religion everlasting, appointed officiates of his scriptures and committed his own wisdom to writing and paintings—this wisdom included the revelations of past religions, which had become corrupted over time precisely because they were not written down at the time of their revelations and would thus disappear over time. 73

3. Manichaeism boasted a wider cosmology and a tighter internal logic than other religions. 74

Each of these three points would have been powerful protreptics with critiques of other religions embedded in them and showcasing the linguistic, canonical, and logical strengths of the Manichaean religion. Small wonder, then, that Manichaeans stirred such furor in their days. It should be noted, however, that, while we cannot be certain of the dating of these texts, the

...
priority of the texts or their common source, nor can we be certain at what point in time these “advantages” were gathered, it is at least a fact that polemical writers rebuke, report, or at least mention these claims in a way that can be verified by the historian by comparing polemical claims with authentic Manichaean sources. Antonio Panaino even goes so far as to speculate that Manichaean provocations, directed specifically as they are against the scripture, language, and logic of nascent religious systems, even compelled Zoroastrians to re-edit, re-transcribe, and canonize the Avesta with a new script and draw up a commentary (i.e., the Zend), while Christian writers like Augustus were pushed to hone their exegetical skills, particularly in harmonizing Old and New Testament passages and developing a systematic approach to Christology. This argument (i.e., that Manichaeans were chiefly responsible for certain key developments in Zoroastrianism and Christianity) is exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, to prove but seems highly plausible given the historical evidence and seems particularly convincing from the vantage point of social identity theory.

2.2. Evaluating Augustine and other Hersiologists as Historical Sources for Manichaeism

Counter-arguments, mainly the polemical writings of Christian apologists, against Manichaean criticisms of scripture, logic, morals, and provincialism have supplied an immense, albeit very confusing and hardly impartial, data set. On the other hand, none of the Manichaean polemical writings against these apologists survive today in their entirety. Due to the lack of

---

75Lieu (2006, 526) speculates that the Šābuhragān may even have been the common source behind the text of these two missionary statements.

76Given the discussion in note 71 above, it is more than likely that it would at least have been after Mani’s death, putting the *terminus a quo* at 274/6 CE. With the radiocarbon dating of the Medinat Madi texts, reported in BeDuhn and Hodgins 2017, the *terminus post quem* for *Keph*, can be safely established in the late 300 and early 400s. This date range at least suggests that at least the Coptic Manichaean mission statement should have been relevant during the time of Augustine (354–430 CE), whose works are examined here in relation to the Manichaean mission statement.

77Panaino 2004, 251. On OT vs. NT contradictions in Augustine, see the discussion in section 2.3.4 below.

78See, for instance, Thomassen 2004, 248–50, where the focus is on “centralizing” and “decentralizing” forces of discourse; King 2008, 32–36, where similar such forces are termed the “call to unity” of heresiologists, a process simultaneous with their “production of division.” King’s focus, unlike that of Thomassen, is on the one-sided production of discursivity by the dominant “call to unity.”

79For lists of relevant polemical sources, see Mayer 1974, 2:76–86; Coyle 1978, 13–16; S. N. C. Lieu 1988; S. N. C. Lieu 1994b, 197–202. Although no one to my knowledge has attempted to improve upon Lieu’s lists, some important additions to Lieu’s overall list should include Oxyrhynchus fragments 4965 and 2603 and P. Harr. 107, which Iain Gardner has convincingly shown evidence Manichaean concepts and epistolary conventions, aided by the documentary texts recently discovered at Kellis (Gardner 2013, 294–309). In a private correspondence (18 August 2016), Lieu admitted to me that, though he had earlier signaled the beginning of a new research effort in an
comparative data, direct quotation of Manichaeans by the polemical writer is often treated here, as in the field at large, as authentic even if selectively quoted and carefully represented for partisan counter-argument. It is rather the content of what is claimed about Manichaeans that are challenged—for instance, whether or not, as Augustine claims, Manichaean sectarianism existed in the Roman West, which will be discussed below. Consequently, the relative lack of authentic data on Manichaean rebuttals to their Christian competitors has proven highly problematic for research on Manichaeism, due to the resulting task of having to parse genuine Manichaean discourse from polemical additions.80

It is, nevertheless, a useful exercise, since historical data on missionary activity can be graded by plausibility based on an internal comparison within the polemic (e.g., how does the author polemize other non-Christians? Is there any reason to doubt their quotations of their Manichaean opponent as genuine? Is the author consistent in their report of a given datum?) and an external comparison with other Manichaean or polemical writings (e.g., what, if any, genuine Manichaean texts and/or practices can be related to the polemical text? Are accusations made in these texts genuine or simply repetitions from other sources?). If external comparisons yield attestation in both polemical and Manichaean sources, then it is very likely that the missionary practice attested was in fact used in the geographical area. Likewise, if attestation occurs only in the Manichaean source, the practice was perhaps not used in the area, or, if attestation is only in the polemical source, then perhaps it is not to be trusted. As for internal comparison, the more a polemicist has written on Manichaean missionary practices, the easier it will be to provide a rigorous comparison with his consistency on any given practice. Through this comparative approach, I hope to provide a more critical study of Manichaean missionary practices in the Roman West.

One drawback of this approach is that it necessarily relies for historical information on polemical texts that participated in the many persecutions of the Manichaeans. Such texts, often Christian heresiologies and anti-Manichaean decrees, give valuable insight into geographical variation in the Manichaean mission but results in certain unresolvable problems: first, the data

---

80 At least since Beausobre introduced the criticism of the historicity of such polemical works in his *Histoire*, vols. III–V; on Beausobre and, more generally, on how research on Manichaeism changed drastically with key discoveries of texts related to Manichaeism, see the discussion in section 1.3 above.
from these texts must be rescued from their ideological webs of discourse, an imperfect process that necessarily depends on the amount of available indisputably Manichaean data in a given time and place as well as historical-critical methods of study; second, these texts are mostly written in either a Christian or Roman legal context, with the result that we can only extract specific information about the Manichaean missionary approach to Christian officials or generally from a Roman legal perspective. Consequently, we can know, in a critical way, precious little about how Manichaens approached everyday (lay) Christians, Romans, Jews, Mithraists, worshippers of Isis, and any number of demographics in the Roman West toward whom Manichaean missionaries might have developed specific missionary practices, as no account of the Manichaean mission by such ordinary folk survives.

It should be noted that, while previous scholarship has touched on the matter of how Manichaean writers have (falsely or accurately) portrayed Christian scripture and their methods of exegesis, these scholars have not focused on the particular problem of reconstructing the missionary/polemical strategy underlying such writings and arguments. Doing so will contribute to a larger understanding of features of the Manichaean mission in the Roman West as well as better inform the extent to which heresiologies reacted to Manichaean missionary polemics.

The single wealthiest source for Manichaeism in the Roman West is Augustine, who was himself a Manichaean for nine or ten years. Augustine even wrote twelve works explicitly against Manichaeism. Such was the amount of ink spilled by him against Manichaeans that John Kevin Coyle memorably describes “a desire to prove himself non-Manichean . . . behind

_____________________
81 On the religious diversity of the Roman Empire, see, e.g., Beard, North, and Price 1998, 1:245–312. Most likely, no historically verifiable data can be secured on the matter of whether Manichaens in the Roman West developed other programs of conversion unrelated to specific religious allegiances, nor would we know what such programs would have looked like.
82 See, for instance, Pedersen 2004, 206–54 (on the Manichaean criticism of the Creator God in the OT); Van den Berg 2010, 194–99 (on Adimantus’s argumentative approach to OT and NT passages); Baker-Brian 2009, 125–34 (on the Adimantus’s selective approach to OT and NT passages).
83 In the examples presented above, for instance, only a few pages are dedicated to the consideration of the missionary tactics of effects of such writings: Pedersen 2004, 186–99 (on the missionary tactics of Titus of Bostra himself); Van den Berg 2010, 178 (on the audience of Adimantus’s Disputationes); Baker-Brian 2009, 186–89 (on the Manichaean focus on scriptural contradictions).
84 Conf. 3.9.20; 4.1.1; 5.6.10. Pierre Courcelle thought that Augustine rounded this figure down to nine years from the otherwise numerologically significant ten years “à réduire le plus possible le laps de temps pendant lequel il fut disciple de Mani, lors même qu’il se reproche d’avoir été tel longtemps, trop longtemps”; Courcelle 1968, 78; cf. Brown 2000, 35–49; BeDuhn 2013a.
virtually everything he wrote." Augustine is thus a central source for Manichaeism that can be internally compared—that is, whatever he claims about a given Manichaean practice can be verified against his reports of the same practice in his other writings. Nevertheless, one central issue concerning Augustinian studies is the question of how much Augustine actually knew about Manichaeism.

Two camps seem to dominate Manichaean studies on this matter. On one side, scholars like Coyle err on the side of caution, arguing that, while Augustine reports some genuine Manichaean beliefs, he is clearly not familiar with every aspect about the religion and is often even confused about the most basic of Manichaean tenets. Others, most prominently Johannes Van Oort, argue that Augustine came to know Manichaeism intimately over his years both as a Manichaean and as an apostate, proof of which knowledge has incrementally emerged from the comparative data gleaned in the Manichaean findings of the past century and a half. My own approach is to recognize the experience of Augustine with Manichaeism as limited by his time spent as an auditor. While he may not have been directly exposed to Manichaean texts, or indeed certain Manichaean practices, Augustine reveals much information about Manichaeism that can be comparatively verified against the Manichaean evidence; other times, Augustine seems, for rhetorical purposes, to consciously paint a skewed version of Manichaean beliefs, about which he elsewhere demonstrates excellent knowledge. His depiction of the cosmogonic myth of how light came to be mixed with darkness, for instance, is sometimes quoted directly

---

86 Coyle 2009b, 40.
87 See, for instance, Coyle 2001; Coyle 2003; Ratzinger 1967; cf. Van Lindt 1992, 224n4; Kósa 2011, 115
90 His knowledge of, e.g., the Manichaean daily prayers seems to be rather limited in Haer. 46.18; Epist. 236.2; Fort. 1–3; Mor. Manich. 15.36. Cf. P.KellisGk. 98; M 194; M 790; M 7352; M 8050; M 8531; as well as the relevant passage in the Fihrist of Ibn an-Nadīm, for which see Flügel 1862, 64–65, 96–97. For the connection between the Manichaean texts, which has been the result of an exciting recent development in the study of the Manichaean prayer ritual, see de Blois 2005; Gardner 2011a; Bermejo-Rubio 2013. While it would be strange for Augustine not to be familiar with a prayer that would have been performed some three, four, or seven times a day, it is possible that Augustine is simply not forthcoming about his knowledge and experience of this practice in his writings—likewise, this would mean that his representations of Manichaean cosmology and cosmogony, both of which are summarized in the text of the prayer, are not accurate reflections of his knowledge of the religion (it would be unimaginable to think that Augustine never questioned his fellow Manichaean about the figures featured in the prayer over his period of nine years as a Manichaean auditor). Alternatively, the prayer might have looked dramatically different in the Roman Empire outside the secluded city of Kellis, or perhaps the prayer had not yet been established as far north into the Roman Empire as Carthage, where Augustine first fell into Manichaeism.
91 See, e.g., Conf. 3.12.21; cf. P.KellisCopt. 25.42–48. On this comparison, see chapter 3, below.
from Manichaean books, sometimes accurately described, and sometimes purposefully skewed to serve a rhetorical point.  

It is nevertheless important to note that what Augustine learned as an *auditor* may have been severely limited by the medium of religious instruction. He notes, for instance, that “only those who are your Elect can be fully informed about your way of life. You know, however, that I was not one of your Elect but a Hearer.” Elsewhere, Augustine reveals that, while Mani’s letter had been “read out” (*lecta est*) to him and his fellow auditors, he had “not yet heard” (*nondum audieram*) about the fundamental creation story detailing how good became mixed with evil during the creation of the world. Nevertheless, this is admittedly a rather strange remark on the part of Augustine, as this myth is closely tied to cosmogonic myth concerning the Cross of Light, also known as *Jesus patibilis* in the Roman West, which Augustine otherwise describes rather accurately, for instance, in his *Enarrationes in Psalmos*. Whether or not Augustine is simply being less forthcoming about his knowledge of Manichaeism, the underlying problems herein for the historian of Manichaeism in working with Augustine are determining how much access Augustine had to Manichaean sources and, subsequently, whether or not the answer to this question should carry any weight on the knowledge of Manichaeism ascribed to him.

---

92See, e.g., *Serm.* 350F.1; *Haer.* 46.10; cf. *Enarrat.* *Ps.* 140.12; *Nat. bon.* 44; *Agon.* 4.4. Since *Enarrat.* *Ps.* is likely a later work, it is certainly fathomable that Augustine somehow only later came across this knowledge, but, given the centrality of this Manichaean tenet (see, e.g., *Keph.* LXXV) and the lack of data in, e.g., Augustine’s *Retract.* to suggest otherwise, the most likely explanation seems to be that Augustine describes the myth differently depending on whether he is trying to give an accurate account or indeed if he is castigating Manichaens in front of his congregation to serve as a rhetorical talking point. On the latter, see, e.g., my discussion of *Serm.* 350F in section 2.3.4.1 below. This myth is also discussed in relation to Augustine’s knowledge of Manichaeism below.

93Kósa 2011, 115. Kósa usefully points out that terms that could be used to designate auditors across the various attested languages of Manichaean literature express some notion of hearing: “Latin *auditores* [audio = hear]; Greek: ἀκούστης [ἀκούωσα = listen to]; Syriac ᵁˢᵐᵃʾ [šmā = to hear]; Middle Persian ʰ}/${\text{nywš} = \text{to listen}}$; Parthian ngwš’ɡ’n [ngwš = to hear]; Sogdian ʰ}/${\text{nywš} = \text{to listen}}$; Uyghur aşidtäči [aşid = to hear]; Chinese ʰ}/${\text{fíng} = \text{to listen}}$; Perhaps the only entry missing in this list is the Coptic ʰ}/${\text{rɛɛwɛtɛw} = \text{to hear; obey}}$, which occurs at least twice in Coptic Manichaean literature: *Ps-Bk.* 118.28; 234.31.

94Fort. 3: De moribus autem vestris plene scire possunt qui electi vestri sunt. Nostis autem me non electum vestrum, sed auditorem fuisses; *Zycho* 1891, 84–85 (text); Ramsey 2006, 147 (translation).

95*Fund.* 5.6 (text: *Zycho* 1891, 197); *Duab.* 12.16 (text: *Zycho* 1891, 71).

96See, for instance, *Keph.* XVI; XVIII.

97*Enarrat.* *Ps.* 140.12; cf. note 92 above. Manichaean cosmogony and especially the coming into being of the Light Cross have been classically studied by Böhlig 1978; Jackson 1932; and recently by Franzmann 2003, 107–18. Sources on the subject both in Manichaean literature and otherwise are discussed in Sundermann 1993, an updated version (31 October 2011) of which is available at http://www.iranicaonline.org/ articles/cosmogony-iii.
On the first point, it is worth considering at least two explicit references Augustine makes to Manichaean books in his writings. The first, if rather incidental, instance occurs in his autobiographical Confessions, in which Augustine describes Manichaeans raving about the true God “unremittingly and in so many ways, though only in speech and in their huge, copious tomes.”98 If this passage shows that Augustine had access to Manichaeans books, from which he would later quote in his writings against Manichaeans (or, indeed, if these quotations simply survive in Manichaeans writings to Augustine, which in turn are not preserved), Augustine never explicitly says so, even though he should have had access to the books that were confiscated from Felix, a Manichaean Elect with whom he debated, and from which he even reads during their debate.”99 The second, more telling instance is from his polemical work On Heresies:

The (Manichaean) elect are forced to eat a Eucharist of sorts, sprinkled with human semen (semine humano)100 so that the divine substance might also be purified from it as from the other foods they take. . . . One of them, Viator by name, said that those who do this are properly called Catharists (Catharistas).101 He claimed that other parts of this Manichaean sect are divided into Mattarians (Matarios)102 and Manichaeans in the

---

98 Conf. 3.6.10: “frequentet et multipliciter voce sola et libris multis et ingentibus”; Verheijen 1981, 31 (text); Rotelle 2008, 82 (transliteration).
99 Felic. 1.14. Perhaps these books were simply burned (see Felic. 1.12). See further Decret 2002a; Decret 2002b; Van Oort 2012, 191–93.
100 Cf. Epiphanius, Pan. 26.4.5–7; “For after having made love with the passion of fornication (πάθει πορνείας) in addition, to lift their blasphemy (βλασφημίαι) up to heaven, the woman and man receive the man’s emission (τὴν βούρτου τὴν ἀπὸ τοῦ ᾱρένος) on their own hands. And they stand with their eyes raised heavenward but the filth (ἐκθαμβοῦντο) on their hands and pray, if you please—the ones they call Stratiotics and Gnostics—and offer that stuff on their hands to the true Father of all, and say, ‘We offer thee this gift, the body of Christ.’ And then they eat it partaking of their own dirt (τὴν ἐξωστόν αἰσχρότητα), and say, ‘This is the body of Christ; and this is the Pascha, because of which our bodies suffer and are compelled to acknowledge the passion of Christ (τὸ πάθος τοῦ Χριστοῦ)’”; Holl, Collatz, and Bergermann 2013, 281 (text); F. Williams 2009, 94 (translation). Here, Epiphanius clearly states that the passion of fornication (τὸ πάθος τῆς πορνείας) is meant somehow to reflect the passion of Christ (τὸ πάθος τοῦ Χριστοῦ), which is likely the reason why Epiphanius refers to this practice as a kind of πάσχα, just as Augustine refers in Haer. 46.9 to a kind of eucharista in his description of the same practice he alleges takes place in Manichaean rituals. Augustine also touches on this topic, describing the consumption of semen as a secretive and shameful act in Mor. Manich. 18.66; cf. also references to similar acts by so-called Gnostics in Pistis Sophia 381.6–10; 2 Jeu 100.16–21, for which see Schmidt 1978a; Schmidt 1978b.
101 The so-called Manichaeans sectarians given here as Catharistae are not to be confused with the self-designated καθαροί who followed the third-century bishop Novatian (cf. Aug., Haer. 38) or the Cathars of the Middle Ages. On the former type, best known for their church membership in exclusion of apostates, particularly in the case of Christians who had lapsed under persecution, see, e.g., Harnack 1898. On the latter Cathars, who came to prominence between the twelfth and fourteenth centuries, and their polemical association with Manichaeism by their contemporaries, who likely used either this passage or that of Haer. 38 against them, see Varga 1939; Söderberg 1949; Puech 1979. On the so-called Catharist sect of the Manichaeans, Augustine writes the following later in Haer. 46.10: “they are called Catharists (Catharistae), on the grounds that they are purifiers (purgatores), since they purify (purgantes) part of God with such great diligence that they are not kept back from the horrid shamefulness of such food (horrenda cibi turpitudine)”; VanderHout et al. 1969, 316 (text); Rotelle 2007, 45 (translation).
102 On the Matarii, cf. Faust. 5.5: quia in mattis dormiunt, Mattarii appellantur (“because they sleep on mats, they are called Mattarians”); Zycha 1891, 278 (text); Ramsey 2007, 89 (translation).
narrower sense (specialiter). . . Certainly, such books (illi libri) are, beyond any doubt, common to all Manichaeans, in which (in quibus libris) all those monstrous tales have been written: about the transformation of males into females and of females into males for attracting and releasing through lust the princes and princesses of darkness so that the divine substance held captive in them might be set free and escape from them. . . . And thus it follows that they are obliged to purify (purgare) part of their god from human seed (semine humano) by eating it, just as from the other seeds (aliis seminibus) which they consume in foods.

There are several points of interest in this passage. First, the trope of consuming semen and menstrual fluid, sometimes as here described as a Eucharist of sorts, an allegation discussed further below in section 2.3.6, and is one of the descriptions of so-called “Gnostic” sectarians memorably decried by Michael Williams as an instance in the “life history of a rumor . . . about obscene practices among Christians and others in antiquity.” Second, the description of Manichaean sectarians in the Roman Empire, which exists only in Augustine. And, finally, Augustine’s description of the myth told in Manichaean books, known as the seduction of the Archons, the only part of this passage that can be comparatively proven to be true.

Since this description of Mattarians and Catharists is nowhere corroborated by Manichaean sources, it would be sensible to dismiss Augustine’s claim on this basis alone. Remarkably, however, this solitary attestation has been proof enough for such recent scholars as

---

103 Contrary to Teske’s translation, which reads here “these books,” I understand “illi libri” as the antecedent of “in quibus libris.” Teske’s “these” makes little sense, since no books are referred to previously; thus, “illi” must refer forward to “in quibus.”

104 The pun here, connecting the common heresiological trope of consuming human semen (semen humanum) as Eucharist with the Manichaean belief in imprisoned light (alia semina), is an interesting and clever invention on Augustine’s part as a heresiologist.

105 Haer. 46.9–10: coguntur Electi eorum velut eucharistiam conspersam cum semine humano summere ut etiam inde, sicut de aliis cibus quos accipient, substantia illa divina purgetur. . . . Quorum unus nomine Viator eos qui ista faciunt proprie Catharistas vocari dicens, cum alias eiusdem manichaeae sectae partes in Mattarios et specialiter Manichaeos distribui perhiberet. . . . Et certe illi libri manichaeis sunt omnibus sine dubitatione communes, in quibus libris illa portenta ad illiciendos et per concupiscentiam dissolvendos utriusque sexus principes tenebrarum ut liberata fugiat ab eis quae captiva tenebatur in eiusmodi substantia, de masculorum in feminas et feminarum in masculos transfiguratione conscripta sunt. . . . Ac per hoc sequitur eos, ut sic eam etiam de semine humano, quemadmodum de aliis seminibus quae in aliminentis sumunt, debeant manducando purgare; VanderHout et al. 1969, 314–16 (text); Ramsey 2006, 44–45 (translation, slightly altered).

106 On the background to the consumption of semen and menstrual fluid as a kind of Eucharist, see the discussion in note 100 above.

107 M. A. Williams 1996, 184. For his analysis of Pan. 1.26.4.1–8, on the licentious acts of “Gnostics,” and a history of scholarship debating the veracity of this passage, see also pp. 179–84. Cf., e.g., Goehring 1988, 339–43; Baker-Brian 2013. Epiphanius makes similar accusations throughout his work to various acts of consuming semen and menstrual fluid, on which as well as a suggested background to the alleged practice, especially in relation to the Great Questions of Mary, see the excellent study in Marjanen 1996, 189–99.

108 Haer. 46.10; Faust. 5.5.
Van Oort and Richard Lim to establish the passage as a valid historical source for Manichaean sectarianism in the Roman Empire and thus merits further discussion.\textsuperscript{109}

Van Oort’s suggestion that these Manichaean “καθαροί” are attested in Keph. 44.27 is dubious at best.\textsuperscript{110} The relevant passage reads as follows: “Tell us, our Lord, of the \textit{Five Words} which are proclaimed in the sect (πάγια) of the Baptists and [these] other words which are found in the other sects (νεκροῖ). They speak their name, that is, those who are called—‘Pure (καθαροί)’.”\textsuperscript{111} Not only is this \textit{Keph.} poorly preserved, but the reference to καθαροί alongside the “sect” of the Baptists, which likely refers to the Elchasaites of Mani’s own background,\textsuperscript{112} would point to sectarians outside of Manichaeism. Moreover, as Ferdinand Christian Baur has suggested of \textit{Haer.} 46.10,\textsuperscript{113} the term \textit{Catharistae} is a remarkably apt way of referring to the Manichaean Elect as a whole. Likely, the word is grounded in the use of verbs meaning “to purify” associated with the redemptive activity of the Manichaean Elect and their divine counterparts.\textsuperscript{114} I suggest that the term \textit{Catharistae} may thus be a clever heresiological invention of Augustine’s, an instance of the common heresiological tactic of “guilt by association,”\textsuperscript{115} by which Augustine conflated Manichaean Catharinists and Novatians, through equivocation, at the locus of their common belief in some form of “purification.” This interpretation, which appears to be new among recent Manichaean scholarship, receives further support from similar language used in \textit{Keph.} XXVI to describe the Elect audience of the teaching: “you yourselves must be purifiers

\textsuperscript{109}Van Oort 2016a; Lim 1989, 242–45.

\textsuperscript{110}Van Oort 2016, 9n30; cf. the divine καθαροί referred to in P.KelisGk. 98.79.


\textsuperscript{112}CMC 5.10–12; 80.6–93.23; cf. Hom. 87.13. On the identification of Elchasaites with the Baptists of CMC, see Henrichs 1973; cf. Luttikhuizen 1985, 163–64. Contra all other Manichaean scholars I am aware of, Luttikhuizen alone insists that the Baptists of CMC have no relation with the Elchasaites.

\textsuperscript{113}Baur 1831, 289: “Ohne Zweifel hatten die \textit{Electi} von ihrer Bestimmung, das Naturleben, oder die Seelen, durch die Nahrungsmittel, die sie genoßen, zu reinigen und zu läuten, den bei Augustin De haeres. c. 46 vorkommenden Namen \textit{Catharistae}.”

\textsuperscript{114}Augustine describes the act of purifying the body of the elect or otherwise by divine figures with the following three verbs: \textit{(purgare)} \textit{Enarrat. Ps.} 140.12; \textit{Fel.} 2.8, 20; \textit{Haer.} 46.2, 5–12, 19; \textit{(mundare)} \textit{Fel.} 2.20, 21; \textit{C. Jul.} 6.3.7; \textit{(abluerere)} \textit{Nat. bon.} 44. Attestation of similar words to describe the same practice is plentiful as well in all other languages in which Manichaean texts are attested: Syriac \textit{ṣl}: Greek ἁπαξαλοίφειν, καθαρίζοντας; Coptic καθαρίζει, ἑττήθη, τέκνα; Arabic \textit{ṣaffā}: New Persian \textit{p l y}; Middle Persian \textit{ṣn y}, \textit{p c}; \textit{p r y}; \textit{pāgēn}, \textit{pālāy}; Parthian \textit{p r w}; \textit{p w c}; Chinese 潔; 淨; 清; 罔.

\textsuperscript{115}The phrase coined in Cameron 2003, 480.
and redeemers of your soul.”  

Moreover, given the ambulatory lifestyle of the Elect and their use of temporary homes (m’nyṣṭ’n’n) on their missionary journeys, it would hardly be a stretch to see this practice as the background to Augustine’s term Mattarii. This is all to say, at any rate, that Augustine’s references to Mattarians and Catharists as Manichaean sectarians should be regarded with great suspicion.

On the myth of the seduction of the Archons, Augustine’s account here is more accurate than some of his accounts elsewhere. The best evidence for this myth comes from Book 7 of Mani’s Treasury of Life, a text in fact preserved in Augustine’s writings, the relevant passage reads as follows:

He (i.e., the blessed Father) knows that all these hostile powers (hostiles potestates) are easily taken in because of the deadly unclean lust that is congenital to them, will yield to

---

116 Keph. 77.19: ἢ πῆρι πτούσαταί ἡν ἡ προσεληνήγχη: Polotsky and Böhlig 1940, 77 (text); Gardner 1995, 19 (translation). This commandment is inspired by a telling of the cosmogonic myth, though the text is fragmentary and not entirely sensible, surrounding the current state of affairs (i.e., in which light has been mixed with matter) that necessitates the purification of matter. The conclusion of the myth with the Third Ambassador seems to suggest a further connection with the Elect than has been previously suggested, though the figure is admittedly rather an elusive one—see Coyle 2009c, 112n54; cf. Van Lindt 1992, 109–18. A similar phrase, ἄρισταντι ἰντχς (“purifier of the soul”), is also used in Keph. 291.20, but the fragmentary context here is also difficult to understand, though the passage seems to have something to do with the divine figures involved in the redemption of light. Additionally, in Ps.-Bk. II 225.2, following Säve-Söderbergh’s reconstruction, there may occur the phrase πῆρι προ ἡπιγραμίκτης (“at the door of the purifier”), though this restoration mean that this is the only occurrence of the word ἄγνιστης (from ἀγνις, “to purify”) among the attested Coptic Manichaean sources and is, furthermore, a hapax legomenon in Greek. Nagel, on the other hand, suggests ἱπακτετής (“Folterer”), Gk. βασανιστής (from βασανίζω, “to examine; torture”), a much better-attested word, for which the forms βασανείς (Gk. βασανιζει) and βασανέος (Gk. βασάνασι) are well attested in Coptic Manichaean sources. Nevertheless, the meaning of the passage remains obscure regardless of the restoration preferre (Säve-Söderbergh 1949, 95n2; Nagel 1980, 64n9).

117 Keph. 208.21–23.

118 M 2 I Ri.18 (“m’nyṣṭ’n’n’”); M 4579.Rii.3 (“m’nyṣṭ’n’ (qdg)”); Koenen 1983, 99–101; cf. Utas 1985, 655–57. Koenen seems to believe that Manicheans laid the foundation to monasteries as we now know them, while Utas takes a more conservative approach and speaks only of the “monasteries” as are attested in the sources, which seem to suggest that they were served only as resting-places for traveling Elect and even simply as temples to worship at.


120 See, e.g., Serm. 350.F.1; Haer. 46.10.

121 One of Mani’s seven canonical works, the others of which are his Gospel, Pragmateia, Book of Mysteries, Book of the Giants, Epistles, and Psalms and Prayers. This list is attested in Coptic, Arabic, Middle Persian, Sogdian, and Chinese sources, though Hom. seems to add the Picture-Book and Ibn an-Nadîm the Šâbuhrâgân, a Persian handbook on Manichaism written with Zoroastrian terminology, in their accounts of Mani’s Canon; for these lists, see, e.g., Hom. 25.1–6; Keph. 5.23–26; 355.8–15; Ps.-Bk. II 46.21–47.4: 139.54–61; Fihrist (Flügel 1871, 336); M 733.2–4; M 915.R3–V21. For the text of the Fihrist, see Flügel 1871; for M 915, see Haloun and Henning 1952, 260.

122 The Treasury of Life is preserved only in Latin quotation by Augustine: Nat. bon. 44 (part of which is quoted below) and Fel. 2.5.
the beautiful forms they see, and will so be dissolved. Know that our blessed Father is identical with these powers of his (suae potestates), which, toward a necessary end, he transforms into the undefiled likenesses of boys and virgins and uses them as particular instruments, with which he accomplishes his will. . . . When reason demands that they appear before men, they show themselves in the form of beautiful virgins. On the other hand, when they are about to come before women, they remove the appearance of virgins and take on that of beardless boys, at which comely sight, ardor and concupiscence (ardor et concupiscentia) grow, and the prison of evil thoughts is broken, and the living soul (vivaque anime) which was held bound in their members is released and escapes and mingles with the purest air which is its native element.

This account of the myth, which interweaves cosmological explanations with the myth of the seduction of the archons, demonstrates that Augustine reproduces in *Haer.* 46.10 only such parts of the myth as are, without their surrounding context and cosmological underpinnings, especially scandalous to a reader presumably otherwise unfamiliar with Manichaeism. It is also evident that Augustine himself should have had a thorough enough understanding of the myth than one would think if looking at *Haer.* 46.10 in isolation. Augustine’s polemicized portrayal of Manichaean myths is furthermore interesting to consider alongside his apparently false claims of Manichaean sectarianism and human semen–menstrual fluid Eucharist ritual, as he thus seems to present factual statements about Manichaean practices with different gradients of truth and falsity, the result of which is perhaps meant to make all of what he writes seem true.

---

123In the citation of this myth by Theodor bar Khonai, the hostiles potestates refer to the archons, from whom light is drawn out, while the potestates of the blessed Father (i.e., the Father of the Lights) are understood as the Third Messenger and the Mother of Light, the former appearing in the sun and the latter in the moon. Furthermore, in bar Khonai’s account of the myth, there does not seem to be any switching of sexes. See bar Khonai *Lib. Schol.* 11.59 (pp. 316.12–317.6 in Scher 1912) and the discussion in S. N. C. Lieu 1992, 17–19.


Augustine’s entire commentary on this myth runs from cap. 44–47. Cap. 46 additionally preserves part of the *Epistula Fundamenti,* all the quotations of which text are collected in Feldmann 1987; Stein 2002.

125Cf. Van Oort 2016a, 19–20. Van Oort takes as fact Augustine’s statements about Manichaean “Catharists” in *Haer.* 46.9–10 and provides for comparison an interesting doctrinal summary of how Augustine “logically” develops the doctrine of the human semen Eucharist based on *Nat. bon.* 44–47. If Augustine has to rely on inference rather than reference, however, it is of my opinion that Augustine’s text proves to be more fancy than fact.
To return, then, to the question of whether Augustine’s knowledge of Manichaean texts should reflect upon the knowledge of Manichaeism ascribed to him, it seems the answer is less than straightforward. Augustine’s report of an attested Manichaean cosmogonic myth is mixed with apparently fanciful claims of Manichaean sectarianism and licentiousness. Elsewhere, where Manichaeans have a chance to respond to Augustine’s writings, one Manichaean auditor by the name of Secundinus, for instance, claims that his works read as if Augustine is “persecuting Hannibal and Mithridates under the name of Mani.”126 The danger for the historian thus easily becomes giving too much weight to the truths in accounts such as Augustine’s report of the myth of the Seduction of the Archons in *Haer.* 46.9–10 or then to the falseness in his account of Manichaean sectarianism and sexual licentiousness in the same passage. What is evident, at any rate, is that Augustine’s corpus is an invaluable source on Manichaeism, as his vast and varied œuvre allows not only internal comparisons (e.g., comparing his various accounts of the Seduction of the Archons) but also external comparisons (e.g., with the Manichaean literature that survives). By making both forms of comparisons, I attempt to provide a critical account of the evidence for the historical practices of the Manichaean mission. In the following sections, I make use of this critical approach in comparing Augustine’s claims about Manichaean missionary practices with the Manichaean evidence.

2.3. Manichaean Missionary Tactics

The following sub-sections investigate Manichaean missionary practices as attested in Augustine and compared with Manichaean sources. In most cases, the standard for comparison is that attestation must occur in both Augustinian and Manichaean sources. If attestation is found in Augustine but not in other Manichaean sources (as was, e.g., explored concerning his description of the so-called Catharist and Mattarian sectarians127), Augustine’s account falls under suspicion. Likewise, if attestation is found only in Manichaean sources and not in Augustine (as, e.g., may be the case with the Manichaean daily prayers128), then either Augustine is being coy with his

---

126 *Secund.* 1.3: visus enim mihi . . . sub Manichaei nomine persequi te Hannibalem atque Mithridatem; Zycha 1892, 895 (text); Ramsey 2006, 359 (translation, slightly altered).
127 *Haer.* 46.10.
128 See notes 41 and 90 above.
knowledge of Manichaeans, or it may simply be that practices differed in the Roman West from elsewhere.

In one curious instance, I even suggest a missionary practice not entirely attested either in Augustinian or in Manichaean sources, in part because Augustine seems unusually generous to Manichaeans and in part because of the hitherto unexplained Manichaean fascination with apocryphal texts relating to the disciples of Jesus generally and Thomas in particular.

### 2.3.1. Treatises and Public Debates

The Manichaean practice of argument (διάλογος) seems to be a missionary practice well attested both during the time of Mani and in his missionary campaigns both to the east and the west. Augustine himself reports having had three debates with the Manichaean Elect, takes Manichaeans to task in his writings, and even thematizes Manichaean (missionary) rhetoric in his *Conf*. Furthermore, Manichaean arguments seem to have manifested in the form of door-to-door solicitations, though I am doubtful of the authenticity of this account.

Indeed, already Mani’s missionary statements both speak about writings (MP/Pa. *nbyg’n*; Copt. ṕⲛⲗⲁⲧⲕⲧⲉ) and wisdom (MP *whyh*; Copt. ṛⲟⲟⲩⲧⲉ), and debates equally feature in his early missionary history. We are even told that Addā, the missionary Mani sends to the Roman West, makes writings (of which he also composes his own) and wisdom his weapon (MP/Pa. *zyn*) with which he defeats (MP ’ndxrt) other religions in doctrinal disputes (MP *hmwg p(ty)k’r*; So. प्‍र’ म ’न्यव्वन्च). Most likely, such disputes were with religious officials (as, e.g., those between Fortnatus, Felix, and Faustus with Augustine, which took place after Augustine’s ordination in 390), as Mani himself subscribed to a top–down approach to conversion, by which

---

129 As is the case with his account of the seduction of the Archons, for which see note 92 above.
130 This may well be the case, for instance, with Manichaean “monasteries,” for which see section 2.3.7 below.
131 See section 2.3.5 below.
132 CMC 79.15; 128.[7]; 138.2. Note the discrepancy with Clackson et al. 1998, 16, v. διάλογος, since I have followed the edition of Koenen and Römer 1988.
133 M 5794 I + M 5761 V.16–17; *Keph.* 371.20, 22–23, 26, 28; 372.11 (bis), 14, 17–18. See, e.g., Mani’s debates with the Baptists (CMC 83.20–93.3) and his successful debate with a leader of an unspecified religious group in a village in the Sasanian Empire (CMC 137.2–140.6).
134 M 2 I Ri.3, 20, 25; M 1750 + M 216c V.9; S 13941 + S 14285 V.8. A similar account, albeit with a polemical angle, is told in *Act. Arch.* 63.5–6. While it cannot be absolutely certain that the writings (*nbyg’n*) referred to here are those used for (protreptic) missionary use rather than for paraenetic purposes (i.e., for those who had already converted to Manichaeism), the evidence available surrounding Addā’s works (i.e., their reception by Titus of Bostra and Augustine, for which see below) would seem to suggest that they were indeed of polemical nature.
he tried to convert a king in order that the king would convert his kingdom; likewise, it seems that Mani’s missionaries attempted to convert religious officials in order that they would, in turn, convert their congregation.\(^{135}\) The title of at least one of Addā’s writings, his Μόδιος (“Vessel”; cf. Matt 5:14–15; Mark 4:21–25; Luke 8:16–18), from which I draw the title of this thesis, survives in the *Contra Manichaeos* of a certain Heraclion, then bishop of Chalcedon, via Photius’s *Bibliotheca*, and may or may not have been the same text Augustine refuted in his *Adim*.\(^{136}\) There may also have been a bishop Thomas,\(^{137}\) an abbot Mani (So. ἀ’θ’στ’νΔ’ρ’κ),\(^{138}\) or a teacher Pattēg (Pa. Ṝtyg (')mwcg; So. Ṝty mwz-’’k’)\(^{139}\) that may have joined bishop Addā (Pa. ‘d’ ‘spsg; So. ‘t’ ‘βτ’’ dong) to Egypt and who would then have helped in Addā’s mission in some way, though there would not seem to be corroboration of this fact in non-Manichaean sources.\(^{140}\) Alternatively, the sources do not necessarily say that these figures, 

---

\(^{135}\) Mani’s relationship with Shāpūr I of the Sasanian Empire attests to this fact; see, e.g., the discussion in S. N. C. Lieu 1992, 75–78; S. N. C. Lieu 2015, 125–30.

\(^{136}\) *Bibl.* 85.65b.11–16 (text: Henry 1960, 2:9–10); *Retract.* 1.22.1–2. On the unusual title of the Modion, see S. N. C. Lieu 1992, 91–92; Van den Berg 2010, 200–203. Augustine only refers to this text as *quaedam disputationes Adimanti*, so it cannot be certain which text he disputes; indeed, Richard Lim is too eager on this basis to see a connection between *Adim* and the Μόδιος (Lim 1992, 238–39). Pedersen 2004, 183, furthermore doubts that there is any connection at all, arguing that, based on the description given in Photius, Adimantinus’s *disputationes* does not have anything to do with Mani’s *Living Gospel*. The premise of this claim, it should be noted, seems in my opinion to be mistaken, as Photius does not claim that Adimantus’s Μόδιος has anything to do with Mani’s *Living Gospel*, but simply that Hegemonius thought (οὗτος) he was countering (ἀναρέχειν) Mani’s *Living Gospel* in his *Act. Arch.* when he was simply refuting Addā’s Μόδιος all along. This does not mean that Addā’s Μόδιος had anything to do with the *Living Gospel* but simply shows Hegemonius’s confusion. On the claim that Addā was further responsible for a teaching on anthropogeny, refuted in Titus of Bostra’s *Contra Manichaeos* 3.4–5, as well as being the author of both codices of the *Kephalaia* from Medinat Madi (though this latter claim is not given much evidence), see Van den Berg 2010, 203–11; cf. Pedersen 2004, 190–99.

\(^{137}\) Thomas’s presence in Egypt seems to be corroborated by Alexander of Lycopolis, a Neo-Platonist, in his *Πρὸς τὰς Μανιχαῖους δόξας* 4.19, which also happens to be the earliest attested refutation of Manichaeism; Brinkmann 1895. On the other hand, the Thomas of Manichaean repute is rather associated with the missionary journey to India, for which, see, e.g., *Ps-Bk. II* 192.15; cf. Richter 1994, 205–6.

\(^{138}\) M 1750 + M 216c R.11; So 13941 + 14285 V.5–6. This is almost certainly a different Mani from the eponymous Mani of Manichaeism. In the Pathian source, this Mani is referred to as [m]/’Ινη�γυ (“Mani the writer”), though this probably has something to do with the copying of texts at m’nyt’n’n.

\(^{139}\) So 13941 + 14285 V.5, [11–12]. A certain Παττήγιος ὁ οἰκοδεσπότης (“Pattēg the master”), whom Sundermann argues should be understood as Mani’s father who is also mentioned Pattēg, is also mentioned in CMC 89.7–8; 100.20–22; 140.12–13; Sundermann 1981, 56n4; cf. Römer 1994, 148. According to Sundermann, this is also the same Pattēg we meet in the Parthian M 4575 Rii.4. (*ptyg ms dr* (“Pattēg the bishop”). Based on a comprehensive survey of sources on Pattēg, however, Gardner and Rasouli-Narimani (2017) now propose that Pattēg was also the father of Mani (though Gardner and Rasouli-Narimani doubt the historical veracity of this alleged parentage). Pattēg the recipient of Mani’s letters, and Pattēg the teacher cited here are all different persons. A great teacher (πατηγορχός) is also met in P.KellisCopt. 20.24 and may potentially be the same person, or at least hold the same office, referred to in P.KellisCopt. 24.17; 25.42; 49; 29.14; 30.3; 52.4; 61.1. On my proposal of the role the Teacher played in training the young Elect, see chapter 3 below.

\(^{140}\) On the role of teachers, bishops, and “householders,” knowledge of which largely comes from the Turfan fragments, as well as an etymological discussion of their names in the attested sources, see the excellent study in Leurini 2013, 159–220. The closest parallel in non-Manichaean sources to the Iranian texts discussed above that
Thomas, Mani, and Pattēg, remained in the West—Pattēg, for instance, is said to have remained there for only a year (yk sʾr) in the MP text\textsuperscript{141}—so that it is not necessary to assume that religious authorities in the region would have made note of them, if they were indeed only active missionaries and aids to the mission for a brief amount of time. Furthermore, recent texts from the archaeological finds in Kellis, Egypt, have provided documentary evidence for Manichaean practice of copying or writings texts (ⲧⲱⲙⲉ), perhaps of similar nature to Addāʾ’s polemical treatises or then simply of Maniʾs canonical writings—the evidence is not here unambiguous.\textsuperscript{142}

Augustine’s works likewise attest to these missionary attempts to conquer Christianity by public debate. He reports, for instance, in Fort. (28/29 August 392), Felic. (7 December 404), and Faust. (ca. 408–410) having disputed (disputare) with Manichaean electi, about which he naturally reports great success.\textsuperscript{143} Augustine further directs Secund. (after 404) against a letter written to him by a Manichaean auditor and Fund. (late 395) against the opening of Maniʾs canonical Letters.\textsuperscript{144} His other works also discuss the lifestyle and belief system of Manichaeans, some quoting from canonical Manichaean works: Util. cred. (391), Mor. eccl. Manich. (after 387), Duab. (391–395), Lib. (395/6), and Nat. bon. (end of 404).\textsuperscript{145}

On the strength of the Manichaean argumentation, or wisdom (MP whyh; Copt. τοιοφη), the rhetorical acumen of Manichaeans is even made an overarching theme in Augustineʾs autobiographical Conf. (397).\textsuperscript{146} Augustine reports that, in his nineteenth year (372/3), during his

\textsuperscript{141}M 2 I Ri.6; Andreas and Henning 1933, 301 (text).
\textsuperscript{142}P. Kellis Copt. 19.13–19. On the Kellis find in general and this letter in particular, see chapter 3 below. While the letter c here is an uncertain reading, the context clearly suggests some act of writing or copying books (ϩⲛϫⲱⲙⲉ).
\textsuperscript{143}Retract. 1.16.1–2; 2.7.1–3; 2.8. See Richard Limʾs treatment of these three disputes in Lim 1992, 256–66.
\textsuperscript{144}Retract. 2.2, 10; Secund. 1.1–7.
\textsuperscript{145}Retract. 1.7.1–6, 9.1–6, 14.1–15.8; 2.9; cf. Possidiusʾ list of Augustineʾs anti-Manichaean writings, which includes some sermons, in his Indiculus 4. On Maniʾs canon, see notes 121 and 124 above.
\textsuperscript{146}Some scholars of Augustine argue, on the basis of Augustineʾs own presentation, that it was specifically Manichaeansʾ discussion of good and evil that lured him with their debates on and supposed answers to the question of the origins of good and evil—see Conf., 3.6.7; cf. OʾDonnell 1992, 2:185. On the centricity of the problem of evil and the spirituality of God in Augustineʾs works, see, e.g., OʾMeara 1954, 81–82; cf. BeDuhn 2010, 1:31–32, who urges caution in dealing with this claim, since it does not seem to account for the rhetorical purposes for which Conf. was written (i.e., convincing church officials that Augustine was not a crypto-Manichaean).
training to be an orator, he came across Cicero’s *Hortensius* (45 BC), which scintillated in him a “longing for the immortality that wisdom (*sapientia*) seemed to promise.”\(^{147}\) This pursuit for wisdom and rhetoric, he claims, was part of God’s divine plan to direct him toward Christianity, but, it also proved to be an obstacle: “when I studied the Bible and compared it with Cicero’s dignified prose, it seemed to me unworthy. My swollen pride recoiled from its style (*modum*) and my intelligence failed to penetrate to its inner meaning (*interiora*).”\(^{148}\) Disappointed by the lack of style and apparent inanity of the scriptures compared to Cicero, Augustine fell instead into the Manichaeans, whose “mouths were diabolical snares” (cf. 1 Tim 2:7; 6:9; 2 Tim 2:26), and by whom he would be encouraged to teach the art of rhetoric.\(^{149}\) Augustine thus claims that, whereas the Vetus Latina translation of the Bible had failed to evidence good rhetorical style and depth, Manichaeans succeeded.

What follows from there, Augustine claims, is an entire philosophical evolution before he is able to return to the Christian scriptures. Augustine’s philosophical journey begins with the Academics (who “recommended universal doubt, announcing that no part of the truth could be understood by the human mind”), from whom he move on to the works of “scholars who disagreed among themselves,” including those of Epicurus (who, Augustine says, would have won the debate between him and his friends on the topic of good vs. evil except that Augustine believed, unlike Epicurus, that “after death life remains for the soul”), the Neo-Platonists (from whom he learns about the divine origins of Logos), and finally to Paul (who teaches him to “put on” Christ; cf. Rom 13:13–14).\(^{150}\)

---

\(^{147}\) *Conf*. 3.3.6, 4.7: *immortalitatem sapientiae concupiscebam aestu cordis incredibili; Verheijen 1981, 30 (text); Rotelle 2008, 80 (translation); cf. *Nat. bon.* 14 for a similar report.

\(^{148}\) *Conf*. 3.5.9: *cum attendi ad illam scripturam, sed visa est mihi indigna, quam Tullianae dignitati compararem. Tumor enim meus refugiebat modum eius et acies mea non penetrabat interiora eius; Verheijen 1981, 31 (text); Rotelle 2008, 81 (translation).

\(^{149}\) *Conf*. 3.4.8 (text: Verheijen 1981, 30; translation: Rotelle 2008, 80): *Quomodo ardebam, Deus meus, quomodo ardebam revolare a terrenis ad te, et nesciebam quid ageres mecum! Apud te est enim sapientia. Amor autem sapientiae nomen graecum habet philosophiam, quo me accendebant illae litterae. Sunt qui seducant per philosophiam magno et blando et honesto nomine colorantes et fucantes errores suos (“How ardently I longed, O my God, how ardently I longed to fly to you away from earthly things! I did not understand then how you were dealing with me. Wisdom resides with you, but love for wisdom is called by the Greek name, “philosophy,” and this love it was that the book kindled in me. There are people who lead others astray under the pretense of philosophy, coloring and masking their errors under that great, fair, honorable name”); 3.6.10 (text: Verheijen 1981, 31): in quorum ore laquei diabolic; 4.2.2.

presentation at least emphasizes the fact that Manichaean “wisdom” (perhaps even simply “rhetoric” can be understood here) was such that a whole sequence of philosophers were required to untangle it before he could finally be brought back to Christianity.\footnote{151} Elsewhere, Augustine also discusses the logical sequence by which the naïve are lured into the Manichaean belief system, the Manichaeans’ rhetorical strategy of sowing doubt rather than supplying affirmation, though this strategy is not attested in Manichaean sources and may be a heresiological invention.\footnote{152}

Polemical reports (in P.Rylands 469 and Ambrosiaster, \textit{Comm. Tim.}) also suggest that, besides public debates, Manichaeans might have engaged in door-to-door solicitations. The evidence used by J. Kevin Coyle and Samuel Lieu to prove this point is, however, rather suspicious to me, not only because the reports come from polemical sources but also because the context of these passages seems to me to suggest that Manichaeans are not engaging in door-to-door solicitations but rather simply penetrating into the daily lives of Christians, perhaps by first converting their wives (Gk. εἰδοδύνοντας εἷς τὰς οἰκίας; L. subintrantes domos mulieres subdolis et versutis verbis capiant).\footnote{153} However, if these reports are true, then this would be an unusual case of polemicists sticking to the facts.

\begin{flushright}
Lai 32
\end{flushright}
From the above review, it thus seems that both Augustinian and Manichaean sources equally and widely corroborate an active missionary practice of treatise-writing and debate. Augustine’s thematization of Manichaean rhetoric in *Conf.* is particularly noteworthy in this case, as it suggests that the Manichaean use of rhetoric was such a staple of the mission as to be productively turned into a theme for the sake of a work that Augustine intended to prove his innocence in the face of accusations that he was a crypto-Manichaean.\(^{154}\) Furthermore, some scholars suggest that Manichaes also engaged in door-to-door missionary soliciting, though, in my reading, the evidence for this practice is not secure.

### 2.3.2. Command of Languages

The linguistic range of Manichaens is attested not least by the wide range of literary and documentary texts found in Latin, Greek, Syriac, Coptic, Chinese, Parthian, Middle Persian, Sogdian, Bactrian, Khotanese, and Uyghur. Mani’s missionary statement further emphasizes the superiority of his religion both in that his is a panlingual religion and that his canonical writings have been written down.\(^{155}\) Augustine’s knowledge of Mani’s canon, originally written in Syriac, and quotations from and reference to his canonical writings further demonstrate that religious houses take hold of our women with sly and crafty words, so that, through these women, they might deceive their husbands in the manner of the devil, their father, who defrauded Adam through Eve, —in spite of this, the title accords with the Manichaens above all others”). For the interpretation of the texts that understands Elect women as door-to-door solicitors in *P.Rylands* 469.32–35 and door-to-door solicitations by Manichaens in general in *Comm. Tim.* 2.3.7.1, see S. N. C. Lieu 1992, 126; Coyle 2009a, 195–96. Perhaps this notion comes from a similar source as, e.g., Lucian’s lampooning of Cynic beggars who engage in door-to-door solicitations (ἐπιφοιτῶντες) for daily sustenance; *Fug.* 14. My own understanding of these two texts, especially in light of *Comm. Tim.* 2.3.7.1, is perhaps that the Manichaens attempted to convert (or simply ended up converting) women first, who would then attempt to convert their husbands; additionally, a more conservative approach to *P.Rylands* 469.29–35 would simply be to understand τοῖς ἐπιφοιτῶντες εἰς τὸ γόνατός not as door-to-door solicitations but as the incursion of a foreign religion into one’s daily life and ἴν’ ἐπιφοιτῶμεν . . . μάλιστα τὰς λεγομένας παρ’ αὐτοῖς ἐκλεκτάς not as a comment that Elect women engage in missionary solicitations but rather that one should simply be on guard against female elect above all. At any rate, these texts seem to be rather mixed up in misogynistic language (particularly *P.Rylands* 469, which later suggests that the Elect women solicit in order to acquire menstrual fluid for a Manichaen ritual unspecified in the text, but doubtless the same ritual referred to, e.g., in *Aug.*, *Haer.* 46.9), on which see the discussion in section 2.3.6 below; see also the discussion on the consumption of human semen and menstrual fluid in section 2.2 above.

\(^{154}\) On the multiple accusations of Augustine as a Manichaean well after his conversion to Christianity and the composition of his *Conf.* in response to such accusations, see BeDuhn 2009.

\(^{155}\) See discussion in section 2.1 above.
(and rhetorical) literature had been readily translated for the purposes of the Manichaean mission.156 Furthermore, the material from Kellis (mid–late fourth century CE, Dakheleh Oasis, ca. 250 km due west of modern-day Luxor) gives attestation to Syriac–Coptic, Syriac–Greek, and Greek–Latin bilingual texts,157 in addition to the some intriguing instructions for a boy, possibly a missionary-in-training, from his father, Makarios, to exercise his Coptic and Greek and, separately, about his learning Latin.158 On the former attestation, there is even a possibility that the instructions were to practice his conjugation of verbs. In the letters, we read, after a brief list of texts titles, “Here too, the ἀρνηται are with you: study them! Here are the ἱκλισεις. Write a little from time to time, more and more. Write a daily examples (οὐτγυπος), for I need you to write books here.”159 Since this passage follows a list of titles and is later followed by another list,160 the editors take ἀρνηται and ἱκλισεις as titles, meaning Sayings (ἀρνηται) and Prostrations (ἱκλισεις), though neither term is attested as a title in Greek or Coptic Manichaean sources; the editors nevertheless suggest that these titles are reminiscent of the Manichaean daily prayers.161 Alternatively, these words can be taken to mean “verb” (ῥήμα) and “conjugation/declension” (κλίσις), the denotation of which is well attested in Greek grammar books.162 Thus, the

156 See, e.g., Fel. 1.14; Faust. 13.18; Nup. 2.50; Nat. bon. 42. On Faustus’s background in Cicero and Seneca, see Conf. 5.6.11. On Mani’s canonical writing, see section 2.3.1 and notes 121 and 124 above. All of Mani’s writings except for the Sābuhragān, written in Middle Persian, were composed in Syriac.


160 P. KellisCopt. 19.82–84 (trans. Gardner et al.): ἐφοσον ἐτώλο ὑγρα ὁ περί περί νηπιοτόπος (οὗ ἐν ἱερείῳ ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵνα ἵ

exhortation to write a “daily example” (ⲥⲧⲩⲥⲟⲩⲧⲡⲟⲥ ⲉⲛⲏⲛ) could well refer to the mastery of whatever verbs Makarios has provided his son. This interpretation would at least fit well in the context of the linguistic capacity of Manichaeans.

In favor of this interpretation is a wooden board (inv. #D/2/44) with a list of Greek verbs found in the temple of Tutu, located on the western edge of the archaeological site. This wooden board is written with what Worp describes as “a well-trained hand” and is found together in the same room with a papyrus (inv. #D/2) that lists similar verbs but seems to have been written by “an untrained scribe.” While the connection between these two texts is obscure and the papyrus is indeed rather fragmentary, it is possible that they belong to a common setting in which instruction on the conjugation of Greek verbs was given by a teacher (= the well-trained hand) to a student (= the untrained scribe). If this was a common or somehow memorable feature of Greek education in Kellis, this would perhaps explain the rather oblique allusion to verb conjugations in P.KellisCopt. 19.

Overall, command of various languages was clearly a central tool for the Manichaean mission, as it facilitated the rapid spread of the religion by the mid–late 3rd century. It also happens to be another of the Manichaean missionary practices that is well attested in the sources, Manichaean and otherwise, manifesting, for instance, in Augustine’s quotations of Mani’s canonical writings (originally written in Syriac) in Latin. In this sub-section, I have additionally suggested that the Kellis archive now perhaps provides two concrete examples of the training of Coptic-speaking residents in Greek. In the case of P.KellisCopt 19, the practice of Greek is related to a missionary trainee discussed further in chapter 3.

2.3.3. Manichaean New Testament Exegesis

Much of the evidence surrounding Manichaean New Testament Exegesis in Augustine comes directly from his debates with the Manichaean Elect and seems to be fundamentally

Thyrax’s Ars Grammatica (2nd century BCE) 1.1.53.6, Apollonius Dyscolus’s De adverbiis (2nd century CE) 2.1.150.2, from Aelius Herodianus, περὶ παθῶν (2nd century CE); on the authenticity of this work by Herodianus, see Dickey 2014, 338. Despite Gardner’s note, this interpretation was arrived at independently during the second annual Furubo Coptic camp in Ytteresse, Finland, with Antti Marjanen and Ivan Miroshnikov.


164 Although the Manichaean New Testament Exegesis in Augustine comes directly from his debates with the Manichaean Elect and seems to be fundamentally...
rooted in the notion that the New Testament became corrupt because it was never written down by the disciples themselves.165 Given the appeals by Manichaean missionaries in Iran to Zoroastrianism, it seems clear that New Testament exegesis was correspondingly tailored to the Roman Empire, where Christianity had become dominant by the end of the fourth century.166 Furthermore, this approach to scriptural texts of questionable canonicity is clearly rooted in Mani’s missionary claim that his writings had, unlike all other religions until his own, been written down with undisputed authority.167

It was precisely this weakness (i.e., its lack of canonicity) in Judeo-Christian tradition upon which Manichaeans attempted to capitalize, though Augustine himself claims not to have found these arguments compelling.168 The exact nature of this argument seems to be explicated in Augustine’s debates with Faustus, each chapter of which comprises an exegetical debate; in the final point reported of Faustus’s arguments, Faustus justifies the Manichaean practice of choosing to accept some of the New Testament while rejecting others. Discussing the pericope of Jesus’s healing of a centurion’s servant (Matt 8:5–13; Luke 7:1–10), Faustus claims that Jesus’s vision of “Abraham and Isaac and Jacob in the kingdom of heaven” (Matt 8:11), which does not appear in Luke, was interpolated by the “semi-Jewish” (semi-Iudaei) redactors of the New Testament, those who took “rumors and opinions” (famae opinionesque) and merely “imposed on them the names of the Lord’s apostles and of those who were thought to have followed the apostles.”169 By interpolating these names to the New Testament, these semi-Jews were said to have attempted to justify the evils of the patriarchs, whose sinful acts are shamelessly and openly detailed in the Old Testament. On this point, it should be noted that Manichaeans are thought to

---

165 Supposedly, Marcion had a similar idea about the NT, though his exact argumentation does not survive—see J. Lieu 2015, 414–17; on Marcion’s possible influences on Manichaeism, at least as reported by Augustine, see also section 2.3.4.2 below.

166 Hutter 2000, 313–18.

167 See discussion in section 2.1 above.

168 Conf. 5.11.21 (text: Verheijen 1981, 69; translation: Rotelle 2008, 130): Et imbecilla mihi responsio videbatur istorum; quam quidem non facile palam promebant, sed nobis secretius, cum dicerent Scripturas Novi Testamenti falsatas fuisse a nescio quibus, qui Iudaeorum legem inserere christianae fidei voluerunt, atque ipsi incorrupta examplaria nulla proferrent. (“The Manichees’ reply seemed feeble to me, and they were understandably disinclined to bring it out openly, preferring to give it to us in private. They alleged that the New Testament writings had been falsified by some unknown persons bent on interpolating the Christian faith with elements of the Jewish law”). The context of this passage is a private debate held between an unnamed Manichaean and a certain otherwise unknown Christian by the name of Elpidius.

169 Faust. 33.1–3 (text: Zycha 1891, 788; translation: Ramsey 2007, 427): qui tamen omnia eadem in apostolorum domini conferentes nomina, vel eorum qui secuti apostolos viderentur. For Faustus’s impressive styling of Moses, Abraham, Lot, Isaac, Jacob, Judah, David, Solomon, Hosea as outright sexual and moral deviants, see Faust 22.5; cf. 10.1; 20.3.
have rejected the Old Testament altogether—in doing so, they would have additionally fulfilled the third general precept of Mani’s mission statement highlighted above, namely that Manichaeism was a religion that, unlike Christianity, which combined Old Testament with New, held to logical standards that demanded the rational cohesion of their scriptures. Faustus concludes his discussion with the following statement:

It is not without merit that we never listen to such passages from the scriptures (e.g., Matt 8:11), which are so discordant and different (inconsonantes et varias), without exercising judgment (iudicio) and using our reason (ratione). Rather, considering (contemplantes) them all and comparing (conferentes) them with one another, we weigh whether or not Christ could have said any of them. For many things that bear his name but do not agree with his faith have been inserted into our Lord’s sayings by your predecessors.

This remarkable conclusion, which stems from the relative lack of canonicity on the part of the New Testament, would thus enable Manichaeans to pick and choose from the New Testament based on their own reason (ratio) and judgement (iudicium). Faustus even demonstrates the flexibility of this criterion by following up that, even if Matt 8:11 “is authentic (verum), it commends to us Christ’s mercy and goodness, and, if it is an interpolation (falsum), the crime belongs to its authors. Either way we are safe, as always.” Some other applications of this picking-and-choosing of Manichaeans include the rejection of the whole of the Acts of the Apostles and the rejection of any physical descriptions that implied that Christ was anything other than a spiritual being.

---

170By rejecting the Old Testament, Manichaeans also saw themselves as the true Christians, according to which they adhered to Jesus’s analogy, that a new patch (= Gospels) not be sewn onto an old garment (= Jewish laws) (Matt 9:16; Mark 2:21; Luke 5:36); Faust. 3.1; see also S. N. C. Lieu 1992, 154–59; Böhlig 2013, 40–42. On the general precept of Mani’s mission statement concerning rational cohesion, see discussion in section 2.1 above. It should be noted that Funk 2009, 122–26, now challenges the notion that Mani rejected the OT entirely, giving some examples of OT pericopes that are used analogously in a positive light in a Manichaean context and thus suggesting that the rejection of the OT may have been a later Manichaean development, as well as that Manichaeans may simply not have been in agreement about the authority of the OT. It is difficult to counter this claim until Funk has published the editio princeps of the Synaxeis codex, but it seems at least the Manichaeans that were in discussion with Augustine did not accept the authority of the OT. Some of the OT references now collected in Pedersen et al. 2017 (see esp. xxxv–xl for a description of the six OT text clusters found in the Manichaean corpus) perhaps support Funk’s claim and at least demonstrate thorough knowledge of the OT by Manichaeans, though Pedersen et al. 2017 does not attempt to address the question of whether or not this means that Manichaeans would have accepted the authority of the OT (xxiv–xxv).

171Faust. 33.3 (text: Zycha 1891, 788; translation: Ramsey 2007, 427): Nec immerito nos ad huiusmodi scripturas tam inconsonantes et varias, numquam sane sine iudicio ac ratione aures afferimus: sed contemplantes omnia, et cum alis alia conferentes, perpendimus utrum eorum quidque a Christo dici potuerit necne. Multa enim a maioribus vestris eloquii domini nostri inserta verba sunt, quae nomine signata ipsius cum eius fide non congruent.

172Faust. 33.3 (text: Zycha 1891, 789; translation: Ramsey 2007, 427): sive est verum, Christi hic miseratio commendetur et bonitas; sive falsum, scriptoribus eius crimen inhaereat: nos utrovis modo in tuto sumus, ut semper.

173On the rejection of the Acts of the Apostles, see, e.g., Adim. 17.1; Faust. 32.5; Util. cred. 3.7; Fund. 5.6; Epist. 236.2; Haer. 46.15–16. On the rejection of any physical decription of Jesus, see, e.g., Keph. 12.20–13.10; Ps.-
The Manichaean understanding of the New Testament naturally extended to further exegeses of other passages and is well studied in Manichaean scholarship.\textsuperscript{174} So I will reserve my own discussion to a brief examination of one instance, the Manichaean notion of the Kingdom of Light and Darkness and allusions thereto in the NT, referring as well to some other key points of Manichaean exegesis.\textsuperscript{175} To explicate the Kingdom of Light and Darkness, Manichaeans seemed to have paid special note to the parable of the good and the bad tree (Matt 7:17–20; 12:33; Luke 6:43–45), a topic that even forms the discussion of Kephalai II. Pointing to these biblical passages, Manichaeans would claim that, if only good fruit came from good trees, then likewise evil could not have come from a good God. This, they claimed, both justified the rejection of the Old Testament and related the passages to the Kingdoms of Light and Darkness, which these two trees were said to represent.\textsuperscript{176} In Keph. II, this metaphor even explicates the five limbs of the bad tree, this first of which, “consideration” (πνεύμα), is “the law of death from which the sects take instruction.”\textsuperscript{177} Some other points of exegesis include, for instance, the Manichaean take on the trinity (1 Tim 6:16; 1 Cor 1:24),\textsuperscript{178} Pauline conceptions of the old and the new man (Rom 6:6; Col 3:9–10; Eph 2:14–16; 4:22–24),\textsuperscript{179} and the two natures at war in man (e.g., Rom 7:5; }

\textsuperscript{174}For further studies on Manichaean NT exegesis, see Sundermann 1968; Tardieu 1987, esp. pp. 134–140, where Tardieu attempts to reconstruct the rules for New Testament exegesis; Böhlig 2013, esp. pp. 35–64. Following the publication of Pedersen et al. 2017, work is still to be done on the New Testament quotations, which will eventually be published in this series, Biblia Manichaica, and will be a great help for the study of the Bible in Manichaeism.

\textsuperscript{175}These two pre-existing kingdoms are at the heart of Manichaean cosmogony and cosmology, the war between which gave rise to the world and the trapping of light in matter, an element of darkness. See, e.g., Keph. VI, XV, XXIII, LII, and LXIX. Keph. XXIII, e.g., reveals that nothing has been known to have existed before these two kingdoms. See also Heuser and Klimkeit 1998, 14–24.

\textsuperscript{176}Cf., e.g., Ps.-Bk. II 56.21; 136.20–21; Hom. 29.5; Adim 26; Fort. 1.14; Felic. 2.2. There may even a reference to the significance of these trees in Manichaeism in the pear theft episode of Conf. 2.4.9, on which, see, e.g., BeDuhn 2010, 1:39–41. This passage was likewise used by Marcion supposedly to justify dualistic principles; see, e.g., Tertullian, Adv. Marc. 1.2.1; 4.17 and the discussion below in section 2.4.2 on the possibility of Marcionite influences on Manichaeism in the reports of Augustine; cf. Coyle 2008a.

\textsuperscript{177}Keph. 21.28–31: τὴν ἑυδοκίμησιν τῶν θεομοσίων τῆς ἐποίησεν κακός ἀναπνέειν λόγον ἄλλον Ἀρχόν: Polotsky and Böhlig 1940, 21 (text); Gardner 1995, 26 (translation).

\textsuperscript{178}Conf. 3.6.10; Faust. 20.2; cf., e.g., Ps.-Bk. II 39.12, 49.29–30, 82.30–31, 87.11, 113.18, 115.7–116.18, 164.14–14, 186.3–12, 189.30, 190.25, 191.13. In 49.29–30 and 87.11, the holy spirit (πνεῦμα ἐστοχλόα) is specifically referred to as the paraclete (πνεῦμα); see, e.g., CMC 17.4–5; 46.2–3; 63.[21–22]; 70.[20–21]; cf. John 14:16. This connection is mentioned somewhat more explicitly in Ps.-Bk. II 116.2–3. See also Decret and Van Oort 2004, 55–58.

\textsuperscript{179}For comparisons to Manichaean sources and discussion, see Falkenberg 2016; Heuser and Klimkeit 1998, 74–76.
Additionally, Codex Tebessa II–XI provides a wealth of New Testament quotations used to justify the distinction between the work of the Elect and that of the auditors. From this review, it is evident that Manichaean New Testament exegesis, corroborated extensively both in Manichaean and anti-Manichaean sources, was used widely as a way of justifying Manichaean practices and beliefs to Christians and to convince Christians of the Manichaean meaning behind the New Testament. One central feature seems additionally to have been the attack on the canonicity of the New Testament with the allegation that semi-Jewish redactors had interpolated many false passages into the New Testament, for which reason these passages should be identified and rejected.

2.3.4. Disputations: Old vs. New Testament Contradictions

Another well documented feature of Manichaean polemical criticism, both in Augustinian and Manichaean sources, seems to be their attack on scriptural writings, especially—in the Roman West, at least—of the Old Testament. The general strategy—extensively reported in Augustine, especially in his *Adim.*, a refutation of such contradictions alleged by Addā—seems to have been to point out contradictions between Old and New Testament in a calculated effort to discredit the former, and, thus, any form of Christianity that accepted the Old Testament. In so doing, Manichaeans simultaneously attempted to show that they were the true Christians, rejecting the Old Testament according to Jesus’s own analogy that a new patch (= New Testament) not be sewn onto an old garment (= Old Testament). Furthermore, the consistency of the scriptures of a single religion is one of the general principles in Mani’s missionary statements that Mani himself determines makes Manichaeism superior to religions before him and was thus doubtless one of the reasons for the superiority of Manichaeism claimed by his missionaries.

---

180 For comparisons to Manichaean sources and discussion, see Böhlig 2013, 44–47.
181 Two recent efforts to study this tactic, as represented by early Christian opponents, focus on the exchange between Adimantus (= Addā) and Augustine: Van den Berg 2010; Baker-Brian 2009; cf. S. N. C. Lieu 1992, 151–218. Nils Arne Pedersen and René Falkenberg are also preparing a 3-volume edition of Biblical quotations in Greek, Coptic, Syriac, Arabic, and Iranian Manichaean texts for the CFM, the culmination of their 3-yearlong project (2012–2015), “Biblia Manichaica—Reception and Transformation of the Bible in Manichaean Sources” at Aarhus University. The first volume has recently been published: Pedersen et al. 2017.
183 See discussion in section 2.1 above.
Among the Manichaean sources, we see some allusions to writing that may have
cconcerned such contradictions, for instance, in a Middle Persian account of the Manichaean
Missionary History. In this text, Mani compels his disciples, prior to their journey to Rome,
to “become familiar with the writings (nbyg’n)” —though this particular reference is just as
likely to refer to Mani’s own scriptures. According to this account, Addā, one of Mani’s
disciples, was sent westward, to the Roman Empire (hrwvm), as a merchant (w’ecrg’n); there,

Addā laboured very hard . . . founded many monasteries (ws m’nyyst’n’n), chose
(wcyd) many elect and hearers, composed writings (nbyg’n) and made wisdom (whyy)
his weapon. He opposed the “dogmas” (qyš’n) with these (writings), (and) in

184 Werner Sundermann has studied extensively the fragments (in Middle Persian, Parthian, Sogdian, and
Uyghur) comprising this text in Sundermann 1986b; Sundermann 1986c; Sundermann 1987. For a chronology of the
early mission and a comparison of the historical and geographical data across the various fragments, see
Sundermann 1986c, 243–50.

185 On the possibility that Addā was accompanied by others already in this first journey, see the discussion
of the Sogdian and Parthian parallels to this text in section 2.3.1 above.

186 M 2 I Ri.1: nbyg’n ndws bwyd; Andreas and Henning 1933, 301 (text); Gardner and Lieu 2004, 111
(translation). Nothing before these first three words survives, so the context of this statement is not completely clear.
Nevertheless, these disciples who are sent to the Roman Empire (i.e., Addā and Pattēg) are said to witness “doctrinal
disputes” (MP hmwg p’tyk’r; So. prβr’rynwc), which would be incomprehensible unless they were familiar with
the scriptures of those other religions: M 2 I Ri.3; S 13941 + S 14285 V.8 (Boyce 1975, 39; Sundermann 1981, 36).
At any rate, “writing” (nbyg) seems to be well-attested both in the general meaning of “writing” and as sacred
scriptures of Manichaeans and non-Manichaeans alike; see Durkin-Meisterernst and Sims-Williams 2004, s.v. nbyg.

187 For its Parthian parallel (M 1750 + M 216c), see Sundermann 1981, 25–26; for its Sogdian parallel (So
the Sogdian parallel is the most detailed, the Parthian text is fragmentary and the Middle Persian text, which I have
selected here, the most concise.

188 On the use of established trade routes by merchants-proselytizers of the Manichaean mission, see the
discussion in section 2.3.7 below.

189 In the Sogdian text, Addā performs all these acts jointly with Pattēg—perhaps the same as the father of
Mani and one of the twelve teachers, who joins Addā in Rome for one year—and an abbot whose name happens to
be Mani (So13941 + So14285 V.5–12); cf. Gardner and Rasouli-Narimani 2017. This is assumed to be the case as
well in the MP text in Klimkeit 1993, 202.

190 References to monasteries, as here, in the Turfan collection (e.g., M 36 R.1, V.14; M 1750 + M 216c
V.6; M 67 Vii.4, 6, 15) has led many scholars to conclude that there must have existed a vast monastic network
between and within Egypt and Syria; see Koenen 1983, 96–102, 106. Iain Gardner has himself sought to secure
references to monastic contexts, especially from the Kellis archive—i.e., P. KellisGk. 12.18: το λουσιᾶτηρων;
P.KellisCopt. 12.7: ρωστετο; P.KellisGr. 96: Ῥος(ος) Μωνι(χαιον) —with mixed results; see, for instance, Gardner
2013, 304n50; cf. Pedersen 2012, 269–70. Nevertheless, there are too few archaeological data at the moment for
scholars of Manichaeism to confirm the existence of such monasteries in the Roman Empire. On the possibility of
such “monasteries” in the Roman West which may have been more resting-places the for wandering Elect than
permanent residences for ascetics, see further the brief discussion in section 2.3.7 below.

191 While no agent is expressed with wcyd (“chosen”), it seems to be most natural to assume that Addā (and
perhaps Pattēg) is the one who has done so; see Boyce 1960, 39n1.

192 On the basis of this text, the word wisdom is one possible restoration in the Parthian parallel, M 1750 +
M 216C V.8–9, where it is then related to the rebuttal of other religions (psow(c)y dyn’n); Sundermann 1981, 26.

193 A common word for religions other than Manichaeism in Manichaean sources. See Durkin-Meisterernst
and Sims-Williams 2004, s.v. qyš; Clackson et al. 1998, 65–66, s.v. δόγμα.
everything he acquitted himself well. He subdued and enchained the “dogmas” (qyš’n). The use of rational discourse (whyh) against (or with) writings (nbyg’n) thus features prominently in Manichaean’s own account of their missionary history. If Addā subdued the Western dogmas (i.e., non-Manichaean religions) by means of any other more prominent method than disputation of Old Testament versus New Testament contradictions, none of the other texts or notions seem to have survived. Thus, the only viable conclusion, given the sources available, was that Addā’s supposed success in opposing forms of Christianity in the Roman West was chiefly by pitting Old Testament against New Testament pericopes. It is perhaps to this sort of argumentation that Augustine himself reportedly succumbs to Manichaean proselytizers, “in whose mouths were diabolical snares . . . and they kept saying, ‘Truth, truth!’”

Manichaean use of scripture, comparing Old Testament with New Testament pericopes, is, furthermore, a well-attested source of Manichaean exegesis in Augustine, for which his debate Contra Adimantium Manichaei discipulum (Adim.) is the amplest source. For this reason, I borrow the term “disputation” from what Augustine claims was the title of the work by Adimantis—a student of Mani’s and likely the first Manichaean missionary active in the Roman West, whose Disputations was the subject of Augustine’s refutation in Adim.—to

---

194The Sogdian text (S 13941 + S 14285 R.15) additionally reports that Mani gave prf’yri ny-t’k (“exhaustive instructions”) concerning how to associate with women; Sundermann 1981, 35 (text); Klimkeit 1993, 203 (translation). Unfortunately, this part of the text is rather fragmentary and thus does not provide the context surrounding this commandment.

195M 2 I Ri.11–22 = MM ii.302: ‘d’. . . ws m nywšg’n, kyrd nbyg’n ‘wd whly hy’sht zyn. pdyrg qyš’n rπ, b’g ‘wyš’n pd htwys bwx¡, sr’šynyd ‘wd ‘ndrxt ‘w qyš’n; Sundermann 1981, 301–302 (text); Asmussen 1975, 21 (translation).

196On nbyg’n, see note above.

197On the compositions of Addā, cf. also section 2.3.1 above. His disputationes, which would have collected these contradictions, is discussed further in this section.

198Conf. 3.6.10: in quorum ore laquei diaboli . . . et dicebant, veritas et veritas: Verheijen 1981, 31 (text); Rotelle 2008, 82 (translation, slightly altered). For the argument that “truth” here refers to literal utterances of words meaning “truth” in, e.g., Manichaean homilies, divine epithets, and prayers, see Van Oort 1997, 238. Contra Van Oort, I see no reason why “truth” here cannot rather be understood as Manichaean’s claims to be speaking the truth, e.g., about the Father of the Lights, who, in Manichaean belief, is the true God, or the truth that the OT and the NT stand in contradiction to one another. For the case that this passage in Augustine was likely directed protreptically at specifically Manichaean readers, see Kotzé 2008, 193–95; Kotzé 2011, 5–8.

199See Appendices B and C for tables listing passages in Augustine’s corpus in which Manichaean are said to pose Old Testament against New Testament pericope. A list of scholarship follows in Appendix B. Two recent monographs on Adim.—Baker-Brian 2009; Van den Berg 2010—were greatly helpful in this effort, but, as can be seen in the scholarly listed in Appendix B, do not cover all attested disputationes.

200Retract. 1.22.1: quaedam disputaciones Adimanti; Mutzenbecher 1984, 63 (text).

201On the likely, though hotly debated, association of Adimantis with the Addā of, e.g., M 2 I and thus a direct disciple of Mani, see, e.g., Decret 1986; Gasparro 2000; S. N. C. Lieu 1992, 90–92. An overview of the scholarly debate is also given in Van den Berg 2010, 11–23.
mean Manichaean juxtapositions of Old and New Testament texts. In each chapter of *Adim.*, Augustine poses a disputation by Adimantus, which he then refutes, arguing that the scriptural texts are in fact in harmony.

Rather than recapitulating the analyses of Manichaean disputations, I refer instead to the relevant literature in the notes to the table in Appendix B. Additionally, in Appendix C, I have opted to arrange Manichaean disputations by the topic of their disputation, as opposed to the more theoretical lens of Baker-Brian—who organizes the disputations in *Adim.* to those on behavior, theology, and anthropology—and the descriptive categories of Decret—who organizes the disputations attributed to Adimantus that he is aware of into those dealing with the evils of God and the prophets of the Old Testament, with the crucifixion of Christ, and with the low morals of the Old Testament. This choice is deliberately made, as my purpose is not to study disputations attributed solely to the figure of Adimantus but to Manichaeans as a whole. Indeed, I see no reason why it has to be assumed that all Manichaean disputations derived from a single source (i.e., Adimantus), when Augustine refers to Manichaeans in general when rebutting their disputations. One drawback of this approach is that it fails to distinguish the disputations which are authentically Manichaean and those which Augustine himself may have invented. Nevertheless, I argue that it is worth considering the possibility that Augustine reports disputations similar enough to the Manichaean missionary tactic that they are worth studying in this perspective.

Indeed, looking at the table compiled in Appendix C, while the exact scriptural texts cited in the disputations do not always line up, even for those certainly from the same Manichaean sources, the argumentation of the thematically grouped disputations is very similar. In the case of *Adim.* 4 (Gen 4:10–12 vs. Mat 6:26, 34) and *Enarrat.* Ps. 145.13–14 (Ps 36:6 vs. 1 Cor 9:9), for instance, the scriptural proof-texts have great variation and even opposite points, yet Augustine poses a similar argument in either case. In *Adim.* 4, the disputation is between a

---

202 *Adim.* 1–21. In cap. 22–28, Augustine’s references to Adimantus’s use of disputations and their exact argumentation become more obscure.

203 The influence of Manichaean disputations might be seen, for instance, in the composition of Augustine’s later work *On the Harmony of the Gospels* (*Cons.*).

204 Baker-Brian 2009, 135–37; Decret 1978a, 96–100; Decret 1978b, 73n19–75n44. There are some points in which I disagree with Decret about what is considered a disputation; see, e.g., the note to *Adim.* 18.1–2 in Appendix B.

205 See, e.g., *Gen Man.* 1.22.32–33; 2.13.19.

206 This possibility is discussed below in section 2.3.4.1.

207 Cf., e.g., the thematically similar but scripturally different disputations commonly discussed in *Adim.*
pericope that cursed all life to barrenness as a result of Cain’s fratricide (Gen 4:10–12) and one in which Jesus suggests to his disciples, by comparison to the fowl of the sky, that they need not worry about food (Matt 6:26, 34). In *Ennarrat. Ps.* 145.13, the disputation is between a pericope in which God has blessed all manner of life (Ps 36:6) and one in which Paul seems to imply the God does not care about oxen (1 Cor 9:9). If the rhetorical similarities are not enough, Augustine even uses Matt 6:26, the NT proof-text of the disputation in *Adim.* 4, to prove his case in *Ennarrat. Ps.* 145.14. Whether or not this link can establish a connection between Augustine’s citation in *Ennarrat. Ps.* 145.13–14 and the disputations of Adimantus is empirically unknowable and unprovable. Rather, my approach is more conservative in indicating that Manichaeans were somehow involved in Augustine’s presentation of the disputations and that, if anything, it can be most securely said that the Manichaeans would most likely have given similar disputations on the same topic.

In the following sub-sections, I consider the disputation attested in *Serm.* 350F, a recently discovered text and thus one that has not yet received discussion in Anglophone Manichaean scholarship, then move on to the topic of the influence Marcion may have played in the formation of Manichaean disputation, using *Serm.* 170 as a point of comparison.

2.3.4.1. *Sermo 350F*: An Example of Augustine’s Appropriation of Manichaean Disputations

*Sermo* 350F, on universal almsgiving, is among the sermons of Augustine recently discovered in Erfurt in an incomplete 12th-century manuscript of the *Bibliotheca Amploniana.* The sermon, discussed in this context for the first time, seems to be one instance in which Augustine appropriates the Manichaean missionary practice of highlighting Old Testament versus New Testament contradictions for the sake of discoursing on a problematic Old Testament passage. This evidence puts the Manichaean disputation cited by Augustine (for which see Appendices B and C) into perspective, as they suggest that Augustine sometimes uses

---

208 This is at least the argument according to Augustine. *Adim.* 4 (trans. Teske): Evangelio contrarium demonstrare cupientes, non sane, mihi videntur cogitare cum hominibus se agere, sed prorsus quasi pecora forent, qui eos audirent vel eorum scripta legerent (“In their desire to prove that it is contrary to the gospel, it certainly seems to me that they do not think that they are dealing with human beings; instead they act as if those who listened to them or read their writings were animals”).


210 The text is published in Weber and Weidmann 2008; Schiller, Weber, and Weidmann 2009. *Serm.* 350F is also thus referred to as *Serm.* Erfurt 4. Since an English translation has not yet been made available, I have provided my own translation of this text with commentary, for which see Appendix A.
Manichaeans simply as a rhetorical tool for dealing with complex exegetical matters. Even if such disputations are inauthentic, however, I argue that they remain useful, as they demonstrate the Manichaean mindset when it comes to forming Old vs. New Testament disputations (see especially Appendix C for the similarity between Manichaean disputations and what seems to be Augustine’s own inventions).

The text of Serm. 350F is itself an expanded version of a previously known sermon (= Serm. 164A) and expounds on the merits of almsgiving for both the righteous and the unrighteous (eleemosyna, misericordia, stips). The sermon itself begins with an accusation that Manichaean cosmology fosters a callous attitude toward almsgiving, in which the unrighteous are to be ignored. Augustine then passes over this accusation and proceeds from there to untangle an Old Testament pericope (Sir 12:4, 6–7) that seems to be in contradiction with a New Testament one (Gal 6:9–10). In light of this disputation, as well as the relative newness of this text, it is worth considering how Augustine exploits the Manichaean topos of disputation for the purposes of his discourse on almsgiving.

Little, unfortunately, can be said about the date of the sermon based on its contents, though the editors of the Erfurt texts propose a terminus a quo of 390 on the basis of Augustin’s

---

211 I have not attempted to determine, in Appendices B and C, exactly which disputations are authentic but have simply indicated in which instances it seems Augustine lays out a disputation he explicitly says comes from a Manichaean. Alternatively, it may be that some of the contradictions he does not explicitly say come from Manichaeans are in fact Manichaean disputations, but Augustine simply omits any mention of them in his discussion and reserves his discussion to the exegetical solution he proposes to apparent contradictions in the OT and NT pericopes. From this brief discussion of possibility, it should be evident that this is a rather complicated matter, one that perhaps cannot be falsifiably argued one way or the other with the available data, so I have not attempted to do so.

212 Lambot 1956. This sermon, comprising seven manuscripts, was referred to as Serm. Lambot 28 (now Serm. 164/A auct.) until the re-systematization of Augustine’s sermons in Verbraken 1976, 53–196.

213 On the understanding of misericordia, a term whose connotation fluctuates throughout the text, as concrete almsgiving vs. general mercy in Serm. 350F, see the discussion in the commentary in Appendix A below.

214 Serm. 350F.1; cf. Haer. 46.10; Enarrat. Ps. 140.12; Nat. bon. 44; Agon. 4.4.

215 Comparisons made herein to the Vetus Latina (VL), the OT text used by Augustine, are to editions currently available in the ongoing Das Beuroner Vetus Latina–Institut 1949. On Augustine’s preference of the VL over to the Jerome’s Vulgata, which was a work in progress during his time, as well as Augustine’s use of Sirach in four of his sermons, see Beentjes 2013.

216 Serm. Lambot 28 was originally assigned 164/A on the basis that the content of the sermon seemed to Verbraken focus on an exegesis of Gal 6:9–10, quotation of which occurs in cap. 2 and 4; Verbraken 1976, 93, 172. The expanded text now doubles the text, revealing that the point of almsgiving, rather than exegesis, constituting the focus of the sermon.

217 For instance, because the text was published in the same year as Van den Berg 2010, he does not discuss Serm. 350F in his consideration of Sermons containing Manichaean disputations (pp. 75–95).
more active pursuit of religion after his ordination to priesthood. Likewise, not much is known about where and to whom this sermon was given, or indeed whether or not Manichaeans would have been present in the audience or within the vicinity to merit Augustine’s reference to them. In fact, in comparison with the language and direct quotation of Manichaeans in other sermons, it is perhaps even likely that Manichaeans were not present. Rather, Augustine’s reference to Manichaeans is likely for rhetorical effect.

The discussion of the sermon opens with the accusation that some people believe that “alms (eleemosyna) should be given merely to the righteous, while nothing ought to be given to the sinful.” Worst of all such people, Augustine says, are the Manichaeans, who refuse to feed (parcere) the unrighteous (impii) on the basis on their twisted belief system. This madness (haec insania), Augustine insists, should alone be enough to “offend the senses of all sane people.” This tactic of giving incriminating details without further explanation, known commonly as apophasis, is used to great rhetorical effect in this sermon, branding guilty by association any among his audience—even those that might “think no such thing but still believe that sinners ought not to be supplied with food”—who would dare think in like manner, that almsgiving (misericordia) should be restricted from the unrighteous (impii). Thus, based on the lack of details comparable to other works that feature Manichaeans more prominently and Augustine’s prominent use of apophasis, it seems likely that no Manichaeans were in fact present.

---

218 Lambot 1956, 155; Schiller, Weber, and Weidmann 2009, 202. On this matter, Lambot simply suggests that this sermon has the ring of those given “lorsqu’il était prêtre.”

219 A recent thesis from the University of Padua makes note of this but does not give comparative data outside of scriptural quotations: Catapanco 2014, 23–24.

220 Cf., e.g., Serm. 1.1–3; 12.1–2; 50.1, 13. As noted by Van den Berg 2010, 29, 94, the verb calumnari is used amply throughout Adim. and Serm. 1; 12; 50. It is likewise worth noting the use of the noun calumnia in these texts.

221 Serm. 350F.1: Sunt qui eleemosynas putant iustis tantummodo esse praebendas, peccatoribus autem nihil eiusmodi dari oportere. In hoc errore primum sacrilegii locum Manichaei tenant.

222 Referring to the cosmogonic myth by which light is trapped in matter, for which see note 92 above. As with Franzmann 2013, I can find no proof elsewhere in Manichaean writings of this precept, so here again, as with Nat. bon.44–47; Haer. 46.9–10, Augustine seems to be taking liberties in taking Manichaean beliefs to their logical end. Manichaean almsgiving, in fact, is described in terms of what ought to be given to the Elect and never in terms of what should be restricted; see, e.g., Keph. LXXX (192.3–193.22); M 6020.


224 Also known as praeteritio or paralipsis; see, e.g., Kirchner 2007, 190: “praeteritio (παράλειψις, ἀντίφρασις) is when an orator mentions something only to state that he will omit further discussion of it.”

Why, then, mention Manichaeans at all? This passage seems to give evidence into Augustine’s mindset after debates with such Manichaean doctores as Felix, Secundus, Fortunatus, Adimantus, and Faustus. It is, in fact, a popular if rather unprovable conviction among Manichaean scholars that sects like Manichaeans played a prominent role in pushing thinkers like Augustine—and subsequently Christianity as a whole—to develop theories of Christology in order to justify apparently contradictory biblical passages.\(^{226}\) It likewise seems here that Augustine has internalized strategies of combating Manichaean disputations, using arguments similar to those that deal with the theme of “Revenge vs. Forgiveness or Kindness”: Adim. 7; 8; 17; Serm. 110a; 82.\(^{227}\)

The similarities across all six of these texts (i.e., Adim. 7; 8; 17; Serm. 110a; 82; 350F) are rather striking. In all but Serm. 82, for instance, the golden rule (Matt 5:38–40, 44, 45) appears in some form or another to combat various Old Testament pericopes that seem to advise doing otherwise (Sir 12:4, 6–7; Exod 20:5; 21:24; 23:22–24).\(^{228}\) In Serm. 350F, the argument goes that, while the Old Testament seems to distinguish treatment between the humble or just (humiles)\(^{229}\) and the unrighteous (impii) (Sir 12:4, 6–7),\(^{230}\) the New Testament seems to advise universal kindness (humanitas) upon both righteous and unrighteous (Matt 5:44; 7:12; Rom 12:20; Gal 6:9–10).\(^{231}\) In fact, Augustine argues, these pericopes are not contradictory so long as one understands that there is both a sinner (peccator) and a man (homo) inside every individual, and it is only this spiritual sinner that is unrighteous (impius) and deserving of punishment (persequi, punire). And, in fact, when the Old Testament reads punishment or vengeance (vindicta; cf. Sir 12:6), what is really meant is censure (obiurgatio), which theology Augustine draws from Old Testament and New Testament texts alike (Ps 149:5–7; 1 Cor 11:31–32; 2 Cor 2:2; 13:2–3).\(^{232}\) Harmonization of the alleged contradiction by first offering a figurative reading of the Old Testament text, then citing similar Old Testament–New Testament proof-texts of this

---


\(^{227}\)See Appendix C.

\(^{228}\)Adim. 7.1; 8.17.1; Serm. 110a.8; Serm. 350F.2.

\(^{229}\)Scriptural variation here between V da misericordi/misericordiam, VL da justo, and LXX ὃς τὸ εὔσεβεῖ, a rather odd discrepancy for Augustine, is discussed in note 371 below.

\(^{230}\)Serm. 350F.2; Schiller, Weber, and Weidmann 2009, 208 (text). For humilis as humble in the spiritual rather than the monetary sense, see Blaise 1954, s.v. humilis.

\(^{231}\)Serm. 350F.2–3, 5.

\(^{232}\)Serm. 350F.4.
figurative reading is common throughout Augustine’s responses to Manichaeans disputations.\textsuperscript{233}

One further similarity across these texts is that, no matter how certain one can be that Manichaeans are present around the time of Augustine’s speech,\textsuperscript{234} there is always some mention that Old Testament and New Testament pericope are contradictory (\textit{contraria, adversantia, falsa}) and often a notion of the deception (\textit{decipere, detestabilis crudelitas}) of the ignorant (\textit{imperiti, non intellegere}).\textsuperscript{235} Thus, even if Serm. 350F does not seem to be a contradiction that derives from Manichaean disputations, it nevertheless follows the same logic as and shares similar features with disputations that discuss the same theme.

\textsuperscript{233}In Adim. 7.1, for instance, the contradiction between God’s punishment of the fourth generation of a sinner (Exod 20:5) and His treatment of righteous and unrighteous alike (Matt 5:45) is resolved by arguing that punishment in the OT means self-punishment (\textit{ostenditur non esse saevum Deum, sed unumquemque in se saevire peccando}, “it is quite clear that God is not brutal but that each person is brutal to himself when he sins”), for which Augustine cites Wis 2:21; Prov 5:22; Rom 1:24. He then goes on to say that, in fact, the OT does elsewhere talk about fair treatment of all in Wis 11:27, and that, at any rate, if the Manichaeans are upset with a \textit{zelans Deus}, “a jealous God” (Exod 20:5), they should likewise be upset about the same phrase used in 2 Cor 11:2. The most striking example of this latter strategy (i.e., attempting to point out faults in NT literature that should upset Manichaeans, since they value only the NT) is Augustine’s rebuke of the Acts of Thomas in Serm. 17.2.

\textsuperscript{234}In fact, of the ones listed here, only the references to Adim. securely locate a Manichean interlocutor. Serm. 82.8 employs the rhetorical device of apophasis, like in Serm. 350F.1, and thus likely also uses Manichaeans as a straw-man figure.

\textsuperscript{235}Similar wording, in bold, can be found in the following passages: Adim. 7.1 (text: Zycha 1891, 127; translation: Ramsey 2006, 184): Sed cum ad capitula veteris et novi testamenti veniami, ut \textit{imperitos decipiant}, et ea sibi \textit{adversa} esse crimenitur, finguunt se nimis bonos (“But when the Manicheans come to passages of the Old and the New Testament, they pretend that they are extremely good, in order to deceive the ignorant and in order to charge that the Testaments are \textit{opposed} to each other”); 8 (text: Zycha 1891, 130; translation: Ramsey 2006, 186): Huic loco Manichaei, quod in veteri lege par vindicta permittitur, et dicitur oculum pro oculo, dentem pro dente esse perdendum, sic calumniatur, quasi et ipse dominus haec duo sibi veluti \textit{adversantia} atque \textit{contraria} in evangelio demonstraverit (“The Manicheans criticize this passage because the old law permitted punishment equal to the crime and because it says that an eye should be lost for an eye and a tooth for a tooth, as if the Lord showed in the gospel that these two were in \textit{opposition} and in \textit{contradiction} to him”); 17.1 (text: Zycha 1891, 164; translation: Ramsey 2006, 207): His verbis de veteribus libris ita commemoratis, tamquam \textit{contrarium} opponit Adimantus quod in evangelio scriptum est, dicente domino (“Against these words quoted in that way from the old books, Adimantus sets, as if \textit{contrary} to them, the words of the gospel”); Serm. 82.5.8 (text: Migne 1865, 509; translation: Hill 1990a, 374): Metuendum est, ne sibi \textit{contraria} sint praecepta divina. Sed intellegamus esse ibi summam concordiam, non quemadmodum quidam vani sapientes, qui errantes opinantur \textit{contraria} sibi esse duo Testamenta in Libris veteribus et novis (“I’m afraid it looks as if divine injunctions are \textit{contradicting} each other. But let us be sure about this, that in fact perfect harmony prevails here; don’t let’s share the ideas of some deluded people, who hold the erroneous opinion that the two covenants, represented by the books of the Old and New Testaments, \textit{contradict} each other.”); 110a.8 (text: Dolbeau 1994, 48; translation: Rotelle 1997, 101): non \textit{contra} legem dicit, quomodo nonnulli male intellegentes opinantur quod Evangelii mansuetudo \textit{contraria} est legis asperitati (“it is not contradicting the law, the misunderstanding of those who fancy that the mildness of the gospel is contrary to the harshness of the law”); 350F.1–2 (text: Schiller, Weber, and Weidmann 2009, 207–8): Haec verba quemadmodum accipienda sint non intellegentes \textit{detestabili crudelitate} induantur. . . . \textit{ne cogitatione perversa} cum divinam voluntatem in divinis libris \textit{non intellegitis} . . . humanae pravitati. . . . Nec ideo tamen falsa sunt illa quae supra posuimus (“Not understanding how these words ought to be understood, these people deck themselves with \textit{detestable cruelty}. . . . should you \textbf{not understand} the divine will in the divine books because of this perversive way of thinking . . . with this \textit{human deformity}. . . . Nor, however, is the passage we have set out earlier \textbf{false}, for they themselves are holy tenets”).
If Augustine is indeed using Manichaeans by this time purely as a rhetorical device, as I have tried to show, it can perhaps only attest to the rhetorical strength of the Manichaean missionary tactic of disputation that the Old Testament stands in contradiction to the New and that, by dismissing the Old Testament, Manichaeans were thus able to fashion themselves successfully as the true Christians. This interpretation is perhaps also strengthened by the remark in Augustine’s *Retractions* that he had “solved with reason (sane) some of Adimantus’s disputations in sermons delivered to the people in church.” That is, rather than responding to a Manichaean contradiction directly, Augustine appropriated the practice of Manichaean disputations for the sake of his own exegetical interests. This may well be the case for any or all of the sermons labeled uncertain in the table compiled in Appendices B and C. Thus, even after Manichaeans had been driven out of Hippo, Augustine would continue to contemplate the disputations they posed and used his refutations of them to continue to persuade his congregation to resist such efforts of proselytization.

### 2.3.4.2. Marcion’s Influence on Manichaean Disputations?

One rather striking comparandum to the Manichaean practice of disputation is to be located in Marcion’s book, the *Antitheses*, which largely survives in Tertullian. While the conclusion by both Marcionites and Manichaeans (i.e., that the Old Testament and the New Testament stand in contradiction to one another) seems to be rather similar, I argue, contrary to some previous studies, that the argumentative means, at least as attested in Augustine, seems to be quite different. While Marcion targeted the Old Law given by Moses and the New Law given by Jesus, Manichaeans regarded the whole of the Old Testament as false. Furthermore, in Augustine’s corpus, only three passages discuss Old Law versus New Law contradictions, one of which even seems to equate Marcionites with Manichaeans in the rather suspicious trope of guilt by association. It thus seems that Marcionite influence on Manichaeans, specifically on the

---

236 *Retract.* 1.22.1: Aliquas sane earumdem quaestionum (i.e., Adimanti) popularibus ecclesiasticis sermonibus solvi; Mutzenbecher 1984, 64 (text).
237 Viz., *Serm* 2; 71; 82; 152; 153; 170; 354a.
239 See, e.g., *Serm.* 12.1–3; 182.3, where Augustine explains to his audience in dialogue form how to defend themselves against Manichaean disputation.
240 See, e.g., Cameron 2003.
Manichaean practice of disputations—at least as attested in Augustine—is fabricated on a heresiological basis.

Previous scholarship has been mixed on the discussion of Marcionite influence on Manichaeism. In his article on the topic, Jason BeDuhn draws rather convincing parallels between the *Antitheses*, as reconstructed by Harnack, and *Act. Arch.*, though these disputations both survive in highly polemical works.²⁴¹ Samuel Lieu, in an effort to explain these parallels, speculates that Addā was a Marcionite prior to his joining ranks with the Manichaeans.²⁴² This view is supported by Nils Arne Pedersen, who highlights the connection between Manichaean and Marcionite notions of the ignorance of the Creator God as well as Mani’s awareness of Marcion in his canonical writing, the *Treasury of Life*.²⁴³ Tardieu, on the other hand, focuses on the differences between Marcion and Manichaeans, noting the striking differences between the Pauline epistles Marcion regarded as authentic and those of Manichaeans, as well as their entirely different approaches to the Gospels—whereas the Gospel of Marcion, which Marcion used instead of the Synoptics, is Luke “expurgé du début (parenté de Jésus, généalogie, nativité, circoncision, scenes du Temple, baptême, tentation, episode de Nazareth),” the Manichaeans simply aimed to create “une harmonie évangélique au sens prope.”²⁴⁴ At any rate, the fundamental difference agreed upon by all these scholars is that the connection between Manichaeans and Marcion was the bifurcation of Old and New Testament on the basis that a false law had been given in the Old and the true one in the New.²⁴⁵ The thematic arrangement of Manichaean disputations in Augustine (see Appendix C), which proves here to be an invaluable research tool, enables me to revisit this claim at least through Augustine’s works.

²⁴¹BeDuhn 2007, esp. 140–41; Harnack 1921.
²⁴³Pedersen 2004, 177–254; Pedersen 1993, 168. On the canonical writings of Mani, see section 2.3.1 above.
²⁴⁴Tardieu 1987, 142–45. See also Tardieu’s table on p. 143, which compares the canonical order of the Pauline epistles according to Marcion’s *Apostolicum* and Tardieu’s own reconstruction of the Manichaean order of the Pauline letters. It should be noted, however, that Tardieu does not give the exact principles by which he restores the list he provides for Manichaeans—no such list exists in the Manichaean sources—rather that the list is “réconstituée à partir de la fréquence des citations transmises isolément ou groupées” (142n136). The statement that Manichaeans simply formed “une harmonie évangélique” is presumably just meant for rhetorical effect; the Manichaean approach was much more nuanced, for which see the discussion in section 2.3.3 above.
²⁴⁵A similar argument related to Old and New Testament Law is also to be found in Ptolemy’s *Letter to Flora*, quoted in Epiphanius, *Pan.* 33.3.1–7.10. For further comparisons, see J. Lieu 2015, 410–14.
All the disputations that explicitly pit the Old Testament law with the New Testament gospel occur in the group of Augustine’s sermons that deal with the New Testament: *Serm.* 152 (418/9); 153 (418/9); 170 (417). The last text even implicitly mentions Marcionites:

That’s (i.e., that there was a giver of the law and another of the gospel) what the Manichees suppose, with their twisted minds, and the other heretics (i.e., Marcionites) who said that there was one giver of the law (*datorem legis*) which was given through Moses, and another bestower of the grace of the gospel (*largitorem evangelicae gratiae*); the first a bad God, the second a good God.

If the above dates are right, by the times these sermons were given, Manichaeism had long passed as a problem in North Africa, which was now at a climactic point in its struggle with Pelagians, who were especially known for their belief in and theology surrounding the inborn ability of all post-lapsarian humans to discriminate between good and evil. Thus, there is no reason to think, unlike in, e.g., *Serm.* I, XII, and L, that Augustine was dealing with actual Manichaeans among his congregation. Rather, what the three sermons have in common is that they all deal centrally with a New Testament text that problematically mentions the law (*Serm.* 152: Rom 7:25–8:3; *Serm.* 153: Rom 7:5–13; *Serm.* 170: Phil 3:6–16). The problematic nature of the New Testament pericope seems to call to Augustine’s mind the Manichaean practice of disputations and, in the passage cited above, the Marcionite error in particular. It is further suspicious that no attested Manichaean disputation draws on the claim that “the law of God which was given through Moses was not in fact given by God.” This claim is suspicious because it is in fact much too weak. Manichaeans did not focus on the Mosaic law in particular but rather the entirety of the Old Testament. Almost as if responding to Augustine’s claims that Manichaeans focused their attention on the Old Testament law, Faustus himself says,

We are certainly not enemies or opponents of the Law and the Prophets (*inimici Legis ac Prophetarum*) or of anyone at all. In fact, if you will now permit us, we are ready to

---

246 According to the grouping in Verbraken 1976. For the dates suggested, see the citations on pp. 90, 94; on Verbraken’s organization of Augustine’s sermons, see note xli to Appendix B below. In addition to these texts, *Adim.* 5.1; 16.1, 1–2; *Faust.* 1, 6; 18.2 (bis); *Gen. Man.* 1.22.33 also deal with individual issues like whether or not Sabbath should be observed or circumcision practiced. In contrast, these three sermons deal with the Old Testament laws wholesale. 247 *Serm.* 170.2.2: sicut Manichaeus mente perversa sentit (i.e., alium dedisse legem, alium Evangelium), et reliqui haeretici, qui dixerunt, aliumuisse datorem legis quae data est per Moysen, alium autem largitorem evangelicae gratiae; illum quidem Deum malum, illum vero Deum bonum; Migne 1865, 927 (text); Hill 1990b, 240 (translation).


249 *Serm.* 153.2: Manichaei enim legem Dei per Moysen datam, dicunt non a Deo datam; Partoens 2008, 51 (text); Hill 1990b, 59 (translation).
admit that all those things (i.e., which are written in the Old Testament) are false which were written about them and because of which they seemed odious to us.\textsuperscript{250} What Faustus’s statement shows is that the Manichaeans did not pick the Old Testament apart, agreeing with one thing and disagreeing with another—to them, the Old Testament was to be rejected in its entirety. The Old Testament, in other words, did not constitute an exegetical problem, the sort of which Augustine proposes in \textit{Serm.} 152, 153, and 170. Rather, Augustine seems merely to be using Manichaeans as a convenient rhetorical tool, using their own scriptural disquisitions against them. In addition, what Augustine seems to have done in \textit{Serm.} 170.2, by connecting Marcionites with Manichaeans, is to further link the two, branded guilty by association, chiseling away at the boundaries of identity by which any aberrant sect can claim uniqueness from another. In short, the case of Marcionite influence in Augustine’s report of Manichaeism seems to be nothing short of Augustine’s own contrivance.

The evidence in Augustine’s corpus thus seems to suggest that Marcionite influence on Manichaeans was a heresiological invention. While both Marcion and Manichaeans rejected the Old Testament, they did so on crucially different grounds. While Marcion focused on the Mosaic Law \textit{versus} Jesus’s abrogation of the law, Manichaeans had a larger focus on the Old Testament, discounting, \textit{inter alia}, its abhorrent mores and evil God. Thus, even if Addā was once a Marcionite, the Manichaean approach to the disputation of Old Testament \textit{versus} New Testament contradiction was evidently a practice markedly different from that of Marcion, one that even seems to have been used toward missionary ends by demonstrating that Manichaeism was a religion with logically consistency, unlike Christianity, and one that followed Jesus’s commandment of discarding the Old Testament.

\section*{2.3.5. Likeness to Disciples and the Example of Thomas}

The use of scriptural literature considered apocryphal and perhaps also the appeal to the mindset of the disciples of Christ in their incredulity at seeing Jesus arisen are two possible missionary tactics that emerge from curious details in Augustine’s sermons, in his attacks against docetic Christology, the belief that Christ existed on Earth in spiritual form only,\textsuperscript{251} a notion that

\begin{footnotes}
\item \textsuperscript{250} Faust. 22.1: Minime quidem nos hostes sumus, aut inimici Legis ac Prophetarum, sed nec ullius omnino: adeo ut si modo per ipos vos liceat, simus parati fateri, falsa illa omnia (i.e., in Veteri Testamento scripta) esse quae de eis scripta sunt, et quorum causa videntur nobis exosi; Zycha 1891, 591 (text); Ramsey 2007, 299 (translation, slightly altered).
\item \textsuperscript{251} On the uncertain origins and tents of Docetism, see Slusser 1981; cf. Goldstein and Stroumsa 2007.
\end{footnotes}
certainly seems to have been shared by Manichaeans. This practice (i.e., the appeal to similarities with Jesus’s disciples and Thomas in particular), as linked to the Manichaean understanding of the corruption of the New Testament is, to my knowledge, proposed here for the first time in Manichaean studies. Evidence for this practice is taken from what, in his sermons, Augustine calls the common mistake of both Jesus’s disciples and the Manichaeans (i.e., Docetism) and the use by Manichaeans of the Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles and the Gospel of Thomas in the Roman West.

On what he perceives as a heretical belief in Docetism, Augustine is characteristically acerbic in his treatment throughout his corpus. In his sermons, Augustine frequently touches on the beliefs of Docetism and equates it with Manichaeism: “Whoever denies that Christ is human is a Manichaean.” In one instance, Augustine even launches into a tirade of insults upon discussing Manichaeans’ denial that Jesus had a mother: “You contentious, loathsome troglodyte!” One rather lengthy discussion on Manichaean docetic beliefs even switches to an analogy of Manichaeans as wolves (lupi) that Augustine urges his audience to catch (capere) and butcher (trudicare), following which Augustine lays out how to rebut docetic arguments against scripture. All manner of docetic beliefs is thus met swiftly with Augustine’s furor—that is, until Augustine discusses them in relation to the disciples of Jesus.

Then enters a curious line of reasoning in which Augustine seems to give the Manichaean logic, from his own volition, some merit. After opening a sermon delivered during the Octave of Easter (ca. 400) on the abhorrent beliefs of Docetists, Augustine turns to the Catholic church (“What about you, Catholic Church”), reads some relevant scriptural passages (John 1:1–2; 19:30), then says, “Listen now. Pardon those who think the same as the disciples before them...

---

252 See, e.g., Keph. 12.20–13.10; Ps.-Bk. II 121.9–11; M 24.R8; cf. Franzmann 2003, 51–87. For the latter text, a Parthian hymn on the crucifixion of Jesus, see Henning 1944, 112. The docetic nature of Jesus in Manichaeism has also been studied by Rose 1979, 120–28. Furthermore, Faustus seems to use John 1:1 and Mark 1:1 as proof-texts that Jesus was not born from man but from God only: Faust. 3.1 (text: Zycha 1891, 262; translation: Ramsey 2007, 78): Quorum (i.e., Ioannis Marcique) mihi principia interim non immerito placuerunt, quia nec David, nec Mariam inducunt, nec Ioseph. . . . Nisi forte alterum hic (i.e., Mattheus), et alterum ille (i.e., Marcus) annuntiatus esum. (“The beginnings of John and Mark immediately and quite rightly pleased me because they introduce neither David nor Mary nor Joseph. . . . perhaps Matthew and Mark each announced a different Jesus”); cf. his longer explanation in Faust. 26.1 as well as Adim. 1; Serm. 1.1–3, which discuss in disputation form the Genesis account of the creation as opposed to the that of the Johannine prologue.

253 On this, see discussion in section 2.3.3 above.

254 Serm. 92.3: Qui negat hominem Christum, Manichaeus est; Migne 1865, 573 (text); see also Serm. 37.17; 72a.5; 92.3; 116.4; 159b.12; 182.2–3; 183.9.13; cf., e.g., Faust. 3.2–6; 23.5–10; 26.3–8.

255 Serm. 72a.5: O stulte, o contentiose, o merito odiose!; Morin 1930, 1:160 (text).

256 Serm. 182.2–3.
mistakenly thought (cf. Luke 24:37).“ Even if this is only a rhetorical remark on the part of Augustine, as immediately afterwards he goes on to say that the disciples at least “didn't persist in their mistake,” it is significant to note that Augustine’s tone is much softer. It is likewise rather strange that Augustine would volunteer this detail in support of Manichaeans, when he nowhere else claims that Manichaeans make this defense of themselves. I argue that this seemingly unintentional defense of Manichaeans reveals a Manichaean belief, at least in the Roman West where Christianity was the prevailing religion of the 4th century, that is unattested elsewhere in our sources.

In the telling remark by Faustus about Manichaean New Testament exegesis may lay the explanation to the unusual passage in this sermon. In Faust. 33.3, we learn that Manichaeans thought of the New Testament as it existed then as a composition by semi-Jews (semi-Iudaei) on the basis of rumor and opinion (famae opinionesque), which, besides rejecting parts of the New Testament, enabled them also to reject the Acts of the Apostles in its entirety—Manichaeans did so on the basis that they believed that the Paraclete (i.e., ἄλλος παράκλητος) of Christ’s promise did not manifest in the Holy Spirit of the Acts of the Apostles but in fact in Mani himself. In its stead, Manichaeans are known, at least in Coptic, to have made use of the Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles.

Returning to Faust. 33.3, this passage seems to show that Manichaeans made a distinction between the disciples and the later redactors of their gospels; while they praised Jesus’s disciples, they lamented the fact that the disciples themselves did not write the text of the Gospels. This distinction between the disciples and the redactors of their Gospels would then

---

257 Serm. 238.2: Quid tu, Catholica? . . . Modo audi. Ignosce illis qui hoc putant, quod prius errantes discipuli putaverunt; Migne 1865, 1123 (text); Hill 1990c, 57 (translation).
258 Serm. 238.2: illi in errore non perseveraverunt; Migne 1865, 1123 (text); Hill 1990c, 58 (translation).
259 Cf. Serm. 229j.1; 237.1; 265.1; 265d.2; 375c.3, which discusses the same relationship between the mistakes of the disciples and those of the Manichaeans, though with a uniformly negative tone.
260 See section 2.3.4 above.
261 John 14:16; cf., e.g., CMC 17.4–5; 46.2–3; 63.[21–22]; 70.[20–21]. On the Manichaean rejection of the Acts of the Apostles, cf. Adim. 17.1; Faust. 32.5; Util. cred. 3.7; Fund. 5.6; Epist. 236.2; Haer. 46.15–16. See also Decret’s discussion in 2004, 68–71.
262 Nagel 1973; Kaestli 1977. Cf. Kósa 2011, who claims that evidence of readership of the Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles among Manichaeans is attested largely in polemical sources and that the Manichaean sources often cited (i.e., Ps.-Bk. II 141.1–143.32; 192.5–193.3) indicate that references to the Apocryphal Acts were simply part of the rhetorical appeal of adapting Manichaeism to a regional audience. Even if Manichaeans did not make ample use of the Apocryphal Acts, however, my point still stands that the use of the Apocryphal Acts may somehow have been linked to certain Manichaean beliefs about the disciples and their perceived similarities in belief, especially concerning Jesus.
perhaps explain why, in Augustine, we find comparisons of the mistake made by the disciples and the Manichaeans, as Manichaeans may have used this comparison in a favorable light, since it would have cohered with their exegetical approach to the New Testament. That is, they would have argued that, by seeing Jesus as all spirit and no body, they were closer to the original thinking of the disciples than the later interpolation by the redactors of the Gospels.

In addition to the Manichaean use of the Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles, Manichaean comparisons of themselves with the disciples may also have extended to their use of the Gospel of Thomas. In *Serm. 375C*, Augustine returns to the topic of docetic beliefs held by the disciples again during the Octave of Easter (ca. 403), a couple years after *Serm. 238*, focusing on a cryptic episode about Thomas touching the flesh of Christ (John 20:24–29). Upon seeing Christ arisen, the disciples run to Thomas to tell him what they saw, to which he responds, “Unless I put my hands in his side, and touch the places of the nails, I will not believe (John 20:25).”

But, whereas Jesus says to Mary Magdalene, “Do not touch me, for I have not yet ascended to my Father (John 20:17),” Thomas is told, “Touch me (cf. John 20:27).” It seems to be on the incredulity of the latter that the Manichaeans privilege Thomas among the disciples: “What do we think a Manichaean says?: ‘Thomas saw, and Thomas touched, and Thomas felt the places of the nails, and his flesh was not real.’” Even though it seems likely that Augustine is not quoting a Manichaean verbatim, it is nevertheless perhaps the case that Manichaeans did use this passage to prove that Christ was not flesh; after all, John does not say what Thomas felt or came to believe, the ambiguity of which seems to be captured in the discussion of *Serm. 375C*. This theory is given further support by Manichaean use of the Gospel of Thomas and the Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles, the possible comparison between the disciples’ docetic beliefs and those of  

---

263 On the Manichaean use of the Gospel of Thomas, see Gathercole 2014, 80–90, especially the literature cited in p. 80n66. Note that Matteo Grosso’s dissertation has since been published; see now his revised table of parallels, which includes those between the Gospel of Thomas and Manichaean literature: Grosso 2012, 285–98. I am especially grateful to Grosso for mailing me a copy of his monograph. See also the analysis of these parallels in Coyle 2008b, which Coyle describes as thin, though he does not discount the possibility that the Gospel of Thomas might nevertheless have been used by Manichaeans.

264 *Serm. 375C.1*: Nisi miserо manus meas in latus eius, et tetigero loca clavorum, non credam; Morin 1930, 1:340 (text); Hill 1990d, 340 (translation).


266 *Serm. 375C.2*: Putamus, Manichaecus quid dicit? Et vidit Thomas, et tetigit Thomas, et loca clavorum palpavit Thomas, et falsa caro fuit; Morin 1930, 1:342 (text); Hill 1990d, 341 (translation, altered).
Manichaeans themselves, and the general Manichaean approach to the New Testament that privileged the disciples to the redactors of their gospels.

Thus, on the question of why Manichaeans were interested in the Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles, to which Jean-Daniel Kaestli has suggested may have been because of their “préoccupation missionnaire : s’adapter au language et aux traditions chrétiennes pour gagner des adeptes à la foi nouvelle,” I add that a further reason may well be that these texts were bound together with Manichaean missionary appeals to the disciples and the favorable comparisons they would have made between the incredulity of the disciples (and Thomas especially) upon seeing Christ arisen. It may perhaps have helped also that at least the Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles seemed to have promoted a docetic Christology. This conclusion should not be seen as mutually exclusive with but rather as complementary to that of Wolf-Peter Funk, who argues that Manichaeans were drawn to Thomasine texts based on the affinity with their own beliefs, and with that of Ernst Hammerschmidt, who highlights the connection between the epithet of Thomas as twin (Δίδυμος: John 11:16; 20:24; 21:2) and the notion of Mani’s syzygy (σύζυγος: CMC 18.15; 19.17; 22.16; 23.5; 32.8; [35.14]; 69.14; 73.1; 105.18; 125.16; 130.16; 139.16).

In the above analysis, then, I have attempted to show that Augustine’s accusation of Manichaeans as having made the same mistake as the disciples in their docetic notions of Christology obfuscates a claim that Manichaeans may well have made of themselves—i.e., that they were like the disciples in their beliefs about Jesus’s incorporeality. There is a further possibility that John 20:24–29 was used by Manichaeans to show that Thomas himself discovered Jesus’s incorporeality by attempting to touch his body. This proposal perhaps adds one additional explanation to others that have been suggested in scholarship history for why Manichaeans used the Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles and the Gospel of Thomas.

---

267 Kaestli 1977, 112.
268 See, e.g., Foster 2015. While scholars have previously also described a certain docetic nature in the Gospel of Thomas, it seems that this is no longer really the case—see Gathercole 2014, 332n9. The nature of the Gospel as “secret sayings (ⲛⲁⲓⲧⲱⲟⲩⲓ)” (text: Layton 1989, 32) can nevertheless be seen as connected to the cryptic episode of Thomas and Jesus described in John 20:24–29, since the latter would seem to imply, according to Augustine’s description of the Manichaean reaction, a hidden message not conveyed in the Johannine text.
269 Funk 2002, 91–92; Hammerschmidt 1958. On the identification of Mani’s σύζυγος as a “twin brother” or as simply a “pair” in the Manichaean corpus and the influence of the notion by Elchasaite and Zoroastrian tradition, see the overview, especially of the Iranian sources, in de Blois 2003. The opinion of Hammerschmidt is echoed in Sundermann 1986a, 12.
2.3.6. Sensationalism: Poverty and Association with Women

The notion that sensationalist methods for conversion were used by the Manichaean admittedly come from rather cryptic sources dealing with women on the one hand and the notion of “poverty” on the other. It does not seem that previous scholarship has touched on the missionary nature of these sensationalist appeals. While the Manichaean sources clearly refer to the “poverty” of the Elect and there is even a missionary connotation to poverty implied in one of the literary texts found at Kellis, the only explanation for what this poverty actually looked like in the Roman West seems to be found in polemical sources that describe the appearances of the starving Elect as a strange and curious sight to behold. I suggest as well that there me be a connection between Manichaean poverty and the nature of poverty as a religious ideal in Late Antiquity and the fourth century in particular. As for their association with women, the Manichaean missionary strategy seems to have been to convert women first in order that they would then convert their husbands, though the nature of this claim is difficult to untangle from the general misogynistic association of women with superstitio, the notion of often overzealous religious faith.

The most explicit reference to the missionary implications of poverty occurs in a recently discovered Coptic source from Kellis that Gardner identifies as the canonical Letters of Mani: 270

You have become people made better by blessed poverty (τηθρνεἰ ἡμακαριος). Now, since you have been bringing forth catechumens and churches—you proclaimed and they listened to you—you are obliged the more now to perfect (χωκ αβαλ) the blessing of this poverty (τηθρνει), by which you will gain victory over the sects and the world (ναγνα μη ποσσοι). It is profitable (ναπε) for you to perfect it (ασακε αβαλ) and be vigilant in it; because (poverty) is your glory, the crown of your victory. 271

While it is clear that blessed poverty (τηθρνει ἡμακαριος) is supposed to give an edge to the Manichaean mission, it is not actually clear why it should nor how this poverty actually manifested itself. The Manichaean Psalms are even more cryptic, referring ambiguously, for instance, to the “peace of poverty” (εφηνη ενθεθρνει), “a great name” of poverty (ουρεν

---

270 On the recent discovery of Kellis and its finds, see section 3.1 below.
and “putting on blessed poverty” († αὐτὸ θεωρεῖν ἴμακρος).\textsuperscript{272} One Psalm even refers to the “commandment of poverty” (τέντον ἴμακρος),\textsuperscript{273} a notion that has parallels in Uyghur (kutlug čigayin [ārmāk čxšap’t]), Sogdian (frnxwndc ọş’t’wc), and Arabic (the subdual of ʃahwa).\textsuperscript{274} Codex Tebessa, a text in Latin on Manichaean church order, also refers to the Elect as those who are “poor in resources” (op[i]bus pauper).\textsuperscript{275} A Middle Persian source likewise reports that the Elect do not store treasures because of which they are persecuted.\textsuperscript{276} Thus, the idea that poverty somehow makes it possible to “gain victory over the sects and the world” (τίμημα τοῦ ἀγαθοῦ ἀνθρώποι ἐν παρθηνίᾳ) is difficult to understand even with this number of parallels.

I suggest, in this case, that the poverty of the Elect has something to do with the sensationalism associated with the religiosity of poorness in Late Antiquity—i.e., that the poor, visibility and social marginalization of whom grew under the Roman Empire, would one day be redeemed. Appeal to poverty was already, for instance, one of the missionary tactics evident in the New Testament and has recently been given a thorough study by Peter Brown.\textsuperscript{277} The rise of Christian monks to prominence in the fourth century further “announced wider changes in late Roman culture and society”: mobilized by their religious leaders, the Christian poor, over the course of the fourth century, solidified as a constituency wielding significant political force.\textsuperscript{278} Thus, the advantage of poverty (So. ọş’t’wc’h) about which Mani specifically instructs Addā before he is sent to the Roman Empire\textsuperscript{279} would have been targeted at a world that already had a

\textsuperscript{272}Ps.-Bk. II 79.10; 97.31; 157.1–2[2], 3. On ọş as stative for ṣt’w (= ｘｉｅγｒｅ, “increase”), see Clackson et al. 1998, 91.

\textsuperscript{273}Ps.-Bk II 33.22; Keph. 192.6–28.

\textsuperscript{274}U 95.V.184; M14 V.22; Fihrist (Flügel 1862), 63. For the Uyghur text, see Clark 2013, 161. The five commandments, to which the commandment of poverty belongs, have parallels also in Middle Persian and Chinese, but these do not include the term “poverty”; see Sims-Williams 1985, 573–77; BeDuhn 2000, 40–45.


\textsuperscript{276}S 9 Vi.9–14.

\textsuperscript{277}Brown 2002, 1–44.

\textsuperscript{278}Brown 1992, 72. See further 71–117 for Brown’s thesis that the fourth century marked a transformation of the meaning of poverty and the poor for Christian society and more generally for the late Roman Empire.

\textsuperscript{279}So 13941 + So 14285 Ri.11–13 (trans. Klimkeit): rt/ǹ ’yw w’nkw ’pš(t)[y’m ’skwn] ’sk’t’ryk ’ọšw n’ pcxšọ(t’) rt(p)[yš’t prw] ọş’t’wc’h p(rnx)wnt’ky’kh (“And so I command you: first, take of nothing more (than you
certain (Christian) preoccupation with poverty.\textsuperscript{280} Like early Christians, this perhaps meant that Manichaean missionaries appealed to the poor among their audiences or simply that they used the sensational appearances of beggars to lure in audiences.

It is perhaps with this latter sense of (Elect) poverty that, in conjunction with Matt 19:29, Faustus declares to Augustine:

You see (vides) someone poor (pauper), someone meek, a peacemaker, someone with a pure heart, who mourns, who hungers and thirsts, and who endures persecutions and hatred for the sake of righteousness, and do you doubt whether I accept the gospel? . . . When you ask whether I accept the gospel, I say to you: I have left all I possess (omnia mea dimisi)—father, mother, wife, children, gold, silver, food, drink, comforts, and pleasures.\textsuperscript{281}

According to Faustus, then, there is a visual appeal to poverty by which seeing someone poor and meek already conveys the notion of Christianity, since Jesus himself commanded his own disciples to do the same (cf. Matt 19:29). This appeal to similarities between Manichaeans and the disciples of Jesus, which topic I have explored above,\textsuperscript{282} is further expanded on by Mani’s own description of the disciples by way of justifying his dietary habits: “they did not eat by earning their living by laboring and farming the earth, in the way you do today. Similarly, when the savior sent his disciples everywhere to preach they did [not] take a millstone or [oven with] them.”\textsuperscript{283} The implication here is that, just as the first Christian missionaries did not work for their food, so would the Manichaean Elect succeed in their missions if they acted similarly.\textsuperscript{284} The striking visual features of such poverty, then, if it was loaded with this Christian meaning, would indeed have been perceived by Mani, who saw himself as the Johannine Paraclete, as the secret to gaining “victory over the sects and the world.”

Manichaean association with women, on the other hand, is rather more problematic to interpret, but seems to be related to the common association of Late Antiquity between women

\begin{footnotes}
\item[280] Cf. Luke 6:20; Matt 5:3.
\item[281] \textit{Faust.} 5.1: Vides pauperem, vides mitem, vides pacificum, puro corde, lugentem, esurientem, sitientem, persecutiones et odia sustinentem propter iustitiam; et dubitas utrum accipiam ecclesiasticalum evangelium? . . . si perrogant utrum accipiam e vangelium dixero: omnia mea dimisi, patrem, matrem, uxorem, filios, aurum, argentum, manducare, bibere, delicias, voluptates; \textit{Zycha} 1891, 271–72 (text); \textit{Ramsey} 2007, 85 (translation).
\item[282] See section 2.3.5.
\item[284] On this understanding of the text, see Henrichs and Koenen 1978, 177–178n268.
\end{footnotes}
and superstitio, the notion of over-zealous religious fervor (vs. religio, proper faith), often attributed to the supposed phenomenon that more women than men flocked to a new religion.\footnote{On this association and reasons why women would have been advantaged in seeking new religions given their effective social class, including the appeal of asceticism and to a more equal social standing, see, e.g., Beard, North, and Price 1998, 1:214–27, 297–301; Coyle 2009a, 193–94. Research on the role of women in Manichaeism is still relatively new; see the sources cited in Van Oort 2015b, 312–313n1. To these works can now be added Kristionat 2013; Van Oort 2017. Cf. Burrus 1991 for a discussion gender politics in the Patristic sources generally and on Manichaean women as an example.}

This feverish obsession to “protect” women from these new religions is highlighted, for instance, by the scandalous, if likely false, account of the human semen eucharist of Haer. 9–10 discussed above. We are told by Augustine, furthermore, that the account of this sexually deviant practice originates from the trials of direct participants, a certain Margarite, a “girl . . . not yet twelve years old,” and Eusebia, “a Manichaean nun, as it were,” whom Augustine’s biographer Possidius tells us belong to the Elect.\footnote{Haer. 46.9 (text: VanderHout et al. 1969, 315; translation: Rotelle 2007, 44): Ubi puella illa nomine Margarita istam nefarium turpitudinem prodidit, quae cum esset annorum nondum duodecim, propter hoc scelustum mysterium se dicebat esse vitiatam. Tunc Eusebiam quamdam manichaeam quasi sanctimonialem, idipsum propter hoc ipsum passam, vix compulsit confiteri (i.e., Ursus tribunus); Possidius, Vit. Aug. 16.2 (text and translation: Weiskotten 1919, 76–77); et quae inter se illi suo more malo indigna et turpia facere consueverant, feminarum illarum proditione, illis ecclesiasticis gestis declaratum est.\footnote{By Augustine: Mor. Manich. 19.66; Fort. 3; Nat. hon. 47; Adim. 3 and 23; by Cyril of Jerusalem: Catech. 6.23, 33; cf. Ambrose: Epist. Chrom. 14; P. Rylands 469, which comes from the Roman East, discusses the Manichaean eucharist of menstrual blood. On the “fig” of Cyril’s mention, see the discussion in Van Oort 2016b. Following his own discussion of Haer. 46.9–10, Van Oort assumes that the human semen eucharist was a real Manichaean practice but does not account for the rhetorical nature of apophasis in Cyril’s description—on the use of apophasis in Augustine’s Sermo. 350F, see section 2.3.4.1; Van Oort 2016a. Nevertheless, he provides interesting parallels that to the Manichaean eucharist that need not be considered that of human semen and/or menstrual blood discussed in the polemical sources.}

Discussed in like manner is also the topos of the fear that Manichaeans would separate husbands from wives and otherwise discourage marriage, a polemic with a long tradition in early Christian writings against asceticism and, subsequently, in heresiological works.\footnote{See, e.g., Mor. Manich. 18.65; Adim. 3.1–4; 23; Gen Man. 2.13.19; Haer. 46.13; Hunter 2007, 86–170.}

In contrast to these colorful details, Augustine is uncharacteristically and suspiciously silent about the “detestable superstition” (exsecrabilis superstitio) of Manichaean sexual practices when it comes to the woman “with whom I had been cohabiting.”\footnote{Haer. 46.9 (text: VanderHout et al. 1969, 314); Conf. 6.15.25 (text: Verheijen 1981, 90; translation: Rotelle 2008, 157): cum qua cubare solitus eram; cf. Conf. 4.2.2. On these two passages, see further the discussion in Van Oort 2015b, 316–20. As for the reference to the Manichaean mother of the bishop of either Thagaste or Carthage in Conf. 3.12.21, see chapter 3 below for my proposal for how to reconstruct the Manichaean practice of child-giving.} When asked to...
explain the false charges he brings against the Manichaean way of life, Augustine even concedes to Fortunatus that

only those who are your Elect can be fully informed about your way of life . . . For I have often heard from you (i.e., Elect ones) that you also receive the eucharist (Eucharistiam), but, since the time that you receive it was kept hidden (lateret) from me, how could I have known (novisse potui) what you receive? 290

Thus, the particular claims that women were used in acts of sexual deviance can hardly be trusted. Nevertheless, these vehement attacks on and colorful claims about women’s involvement in the Manichaean religion reveals that some attention was paid, whether by the heresiologists only or the Manichaeans or indeed both, to the role women played in the Manichaism of the Roman West.

These polemical entanglements of the attestations of women in the Manichaism of the Roman West thus makes it an exceedingly difficult task to reconstruct the role of women in the Roman West, to “rescue” their religious role from their heresiological portrayal. Nor is it of any help that, of Mani’s instruction to Addâ, the Manichaean missionary assigned to the Roman West, we have only the following cryptic note: “he (i.e., Mani) spoke of association with women and [gave] exhaustive instructions (prβ’yr’ny-τ’k) (concerning this matter).” 291 Thus, although Manichaean sources speak generally of the Elect performing missionary work and of women among the ranks of the Elect, 292 the fact that no source in the Roman West offers any evidence concerning the role women played in the Manichaean mission suggests that no firm conclusion can be established that Manichaean women were actively involved as missionaries. 293 The least that can be said, then, is that women were used either by Manichaeans as “easy targets” for conversion, perhaps appealing to the advantages of asceticism and purportedly equal status, if we

290Fort. 3: De moribus autem vestris plene scire possunt qui Electi vestri sunt. . . . Nam et Eucharistiam audivi a vobis (i.e., Electis) saepe quod accipiatis: tempus autem accipiendo cum me lateret, quid accipiatis, unde nosse potui?; Zycha 1891, 84–85 (text); Ramsey 2006, 147 (translation).

291So 13941 + 14285.Ri.15: ‘ynemy-nch wyry-δ w’β ZY prβ’yr’ny-τ’k; Sundermann 1981, 35 (text); Klimkeit 1993, 203 (translation).

292On the Elect as missionaries, see, e.g., Keph. LXXXV (208.11–213.20); 257.13–18. The female Elect are referred to, e.g., in Hom. 24.9; Keph. 229.10, and depicted in frescoes (c. 9th/10th century?) among the findings at Turfan; see Klimkeit 1982b, 44–45.

293In the Roman East were supposedly a certain missionary known as Julia, reported by Mark the Deacon in his Life of Porphyry of Gaza, and another known as Bassa, whose name survives in an inscription. While Madeleine Scopello treats these instances as factual accounts, J. Kevin Coyle and Jessica Kristionat (who discusses other contested sources) have expressed their reservations about the figures of Julia and Bassa; Scopello 2001; Coyle 2009a, 196–98; Kristionat 2013, 132–63. Besides discussing the lack of evidence suggesting missionary women, Kristionat’s research finds that women were not able to climb to the higher ranks afforded to the male Manichaean Elect.
work backwards from polemical critiques on Manichaean attitudes toward marriage to anti-ascetic writings in early Christianity, or then that women were simply used by polemical writers as appeals to the wholesale (religious) ownership of women by men. The former is perhaps somewhat more likely given Mani’s “exhaustive” (ɲγt’k) instructions on women, but nothing absolute can be concluded from the above reviewed data.

If, at any rate, my proposal that women and poverty played some role in the form of sensationalism in the Manichaean mission is right, it would seem to confirm a relevant observation (366–84) made by an anonymous commentator of Paul:

They (i.e., Manichaeans) arrogantly proclaim that they devote themselves to fasting, though they seem perfectly well-fed (saginati), for it is only by some clever design (arte quadam) that they appear pale, for the sake of deception (falliant). . . . They come upon women (mulieres), who, on account of their singular vanity, desire to hear something, and they persuade them through whatever pleases their ears to commit foul and illicit acts (foeda et inlicita). For women are desirous to learn (cupidae discendi), even if they do not possess the faculty of judgment of right and wrong (iudicium probandi).294

While the latter statement (i.e., regarding women) is rather more suspicious, as it appeals to the general stereotype linking women to superstition, it seems to be the case that poverty was used as some sort of sensationalist appeal to the masses. Earlier in this passage the commentator even seems to suggest that Manichaeans converted women first in order that these women would then go on to convert their husbands, just as “the devil, their [i.e., the Manichaeans’] father, deceived Adam through Even”—a sensationalist strategy, indeed, but unfortunately an uncorroborated one.295

Altogether, I have tried to suggest that Manichaeans made certain sensationalist appeals to poverty, using the visual appeal of a beggar in a context that early Christian missionaries themselves exploited, and to their association with women, by which they perhaps converted

---

294Ambrosiaster, Comm. Tim. 2.3.7.1–2: ieiuniis insistere se iactanter praedicant (i.e., Manichei), cum omnes saginati videantur, tantum quod arte quadam pallidi cernuntur, ut fallant. . . . hi inveniunt mulieres prae vanitate nova aliquid desiderantes audire et per ea, quae placita sunt, suadent illis foeda et inlicita; cupidae enim sunt discendi, cum iudicium non habeant probandi; Vogels 1969, 312 (text). Note that Ambrosiaster (or Pseudo-Ambrose) is the name often ascribed to this text of uncertain authorship, the proposed date of composition for which means that Augustine may have read it himself and been influenced by it; see Kinzig 2012. Samuel Lieu seems to understand the Latin quite differently (e.g., he translates “sagianti” as “well weighted down,” which does not make sense to me), for which reason I have opted to make my own translation; cf. Gardner and Lieu 2004, 119.

295Comm. Tim. 2.3.7.2: ut per eas viros decipiant more patris sui diaboli, qui per Evam Adam circumvenit; Vogels 1969, 312 (text). This connection to the fall of man seems to be the connection played on in the phrase iudicium probandi, which I have attempted to convey be translating “the faculty of judgment of right and wrong” (cf. Gen 2:9, 17; 3:9, 17). On the comparison between this passage and P.Rylands 469.29–35, as well as the possibility that Elect women were specifically accused of door-to-door solicitations, see note 153 above.
women first in order that they would then go on to convert their husbands. While attestation of poverty in the Manichaean sources is ample, they are also cryptic. Likewise, an Iranian source speaks explicitly about the association with women, but it is not clear what is meant. Only in the polemical sources, then, are these explanations found. While the polemical nature of these sources are rather suspect, the context of these missionary appeals to sensationalism at least seems to suggest that there is some truth to their reports.

2.3.7. Ambulatory Lifestyle

On the ambulatory lifestyle of the Manichaean Elect, Augustine mentions in passing, in his time at Rome (388), that a certain auditor, upset by those around him who objected “the utterly depraved morals of the Elect, who lived here and there as vagabonds in a very wicked manner,” once attempted to organize a home that would support the Elect with their necessities. In fact, that the “monasteries” of Manichaens seem generally to have served this purpose of providing temporary homes for the Elect. While this practice in particular seems not to have served a missionary purpose, the wandering lifestyle may have had another connection to the Western mission. That is, the early Manichaean mission made extensive use of the trade route between Rome and Persia, which allowed for the Elect, in the form of wandering merchants, to spread the religion widely and rapidly. If we can believe Possidius’s rather remarkable account, Augustine may have met one such merchant, a certain Firmus, who “had paid out much money in vain to the Manichaens, or rather to those whom they call Elet” and who, upon inadvertently hearing his sermon, “fell down on his knees and prostrated himself at his feet, shedding tears and asking that the priest and his holy companions intercede with the Lord for his sins.”

---

296 See, e.g., Ps.-Bk II 133–186, the ὄρασις ἀρακῶτων, from ἀρακῶτε (“wanderer”), which depicts the wanderings of the Elect from the point of view of the Elect; an excellent study of these texts can be found in Villey 1994.

297 Mor. Manich. 20.74: vage pessimeque habitantium passimque viventium electorum mores perditissimi; Bauer 1992, 154 (text); Ramsey 2006, 103 (translation).

298 On Manichaean monasticism, see, e.g., S. N. C. Lieu 1998b. While the majority of this article focuses on Monasticism in Easter Manichaeism, it is nevertheless worth noting that Manichaean monastic practices in the West are scarcely attested; cf. Koenen 1983. Thus, I have used quotation marks around monastery here to indicate that Manichaean monasteries do not seem to be the same as those attested in the east or indeed as later Christian monasteries.


300 Possidius, Vit. Aug. 15.5: et propter pecuniam multam ipsius Manichaeis, vel eis quos dicunt electos, incassum erogasset . . . ad pedes genibus provolutus sese iactavit, lacrymas fundens, et rogans ut pro suis delictis sacerdos cum sanctis Dominum precaretur; Weiskotten 1919, 74–75 (text and translation).
seems to attest to the fact that the merchant wandering of Manichaeans, possibly even of the Elect, was known as far as the Roman West. Even if this story about this Firmus is not to be believed, since he is a merchant auditor, while we would have expected a merchant Elect missionary, it perhaps attests to the fact that Possidius may have known about the Manichaean practice of employing missionaries in the guise of merchants.

2.3.8. Use of Visual and Auditory Media

Lastly among this review of the practices of the Manichaean mission is the use of visual and auditory media. Unfortunately, attestation of this practice in Augustine is rather scant. We know that he sang songs during his time as a Manichaean auditor, and, based on the Coptic psalm books from Medinat Madi, that the Manichaean hymns were well-suited to religious instruction, but there seems to be no further evidence on this part. Augustine also once reports Faustus’s singing as a form of instruction, refers once directly to the Bema psalms which are known from the Coptic psalm books from Medinat Madi, and twice refers to the singing of Manichaean Elect as a ritual performed to save soul. The situation is equally dismal for visual media in the west. Based on Manichaean literature outside of the Roman West, one would have expected to find ample evidence of visual media in the Roman West used as missionary tools. As discussed earlier, Mani even includes his Picture-Book as one of the strengths of his religion in his mission statement. In two Iranian sources, the Picture-Book (MP ng’r; Pa. ’rhnd) is even connected explicitly to the Manichaean mission. It is thus rather disappointing when Augustine reports the following: “The Romans have made images even of bodily defects, such as Pallor and Fever. . . . You (i.e., Faustus) do not show us in paintings or sculptures or

---

301 Conf. 3.7.14; Van Oort 2006, 721–24. Van Oort additionally compares Augustine’s knowledge of Manichaean cosmology with that presented the in Manichaean Psalm books.
302 Faust. 15.5.
303 Faust. 18.5
304 Enarrat. Ps. 140.12; Mor. Manich. 17.55. This is probably related to the salvific work by the Elect who save the Catechumenate in imitation of cosmogonic figures (Keph. CXV), for which see discussion below in section 3.2. The references here to hymn-singing is also mentioned in passing in BeDuhn 2010, 1:57, where they are not at all explored. Furthermore, BeDuhn mistakenly says that these references are to Augustine’s hymn-singing as an auditor, which only seems to be the case for Conf. 3.7.14. As for Conf. 10.33.49 and Faust. 13.18, these passages seem only to attest to Augustine’s recognition of the power of songs to engrave images and emotions in the mind of the psalmist.
305 See Gulácsi 2015, whose compilation of sources on pp. 25–204 is indispensible for the study of art in Manichaeism; see also Gulácsi’s note on p. 54 on the Manichaean missionary use of visual media.
306 M 2 I Rii.7: Andreas and Henning 1933, 303 (text); M 5815 II Rii.2.3, 25: Andreas and Henning 1934, 858 (text). For a discussion of these texts, see Gulácsi 2015, 70–75
interpretations these and countless other equally silly and crazy things. It therefore seems quite likely that visual and auditory media were not largely used in the Roman West toward missionary ends.

2.4. Conclusions

I have tried to show in the above sections that Manichaean exhibited a wide range of missionary practices that can be corroborated in both Augustinian and Manichaean sources. In addition to Manichaean treatises (2.3.1), their command of language (2.3.2), their exegesis of the New Testament (2.3.3), and their method of scriptural disputations (2.3.4)—all practices that have been well studied in Manichaean scholarship—I have further proposed some missionary practices based on my own findings in the Manichaean sources. For one, I have argued that the missionary practice of Manichaean disputations ended up being used in Augustine as a convenient tool for working with problematic passages (2.3.4.1) as well as toward heresiological ends of associating heresies together as guilty by association (2.3.4.2)—here, I have also revisited the common scholarly claim that Manichaean disputations were heavily influenced by Marcion, showing that, at least in Augustine’s corpus, this does not seem to be the case. Additionally, I have argued that Augustine’s corpus attests to Manichaeans’ use of favorable comparisons of themselves to the disciples of Jesus (and to Thomas in particular) (2.3.5), as well as to sensationalist appeals to the fasting and beggarly appearance of the Elect, known in Manichaean literature as “poverty,” and to their association with women (2.3.6). The ambulatory lifestyle of Manichaeans (2.3.7) seems also to have manifested in the form of merchant missionaries, while the Manichaean use of media other than the written form (2.3.8)—e.g., hymn-singing and illustrations—seem to have been missionary practices used outside the Roman West, or at least they are not attested within Augustine’s corpus.

Faust. 20.9: Nam et corporalium vitiorum simulacra Romani consecraverunt, sicut Palloris et Febris. . . . et alia innumerabilia pariter inepra et insana, nec pingendo aut sculpendo, nec interpretando demonstratis; Zycha 1891, 545–46 (text); Ramsey 2007, 269 (translation). Gulácsi additionally takes et quis numeret omnia deorum officia fabulosa, nulla veritate manifesta, nullis aenigmatibus figurata (Faust. 20.10) as an attestation, translating “Indeed, your gods have innumerable occupations, according to your fabulous descriptions, which you neither explain, nor represent in a visible form”; Gulácsi 2015, 51. However, aenigma can hardly carry the meaning of physicalness she is searching for here; rather, it must refer to some kind of figure of speech, which Augustine here implies is on the same level as truth (veritas).
As a kind of summary to this section, I provide the following table to show how corroboration has been met for each of the missionary practices discussion (the general precepts in the last column refer to those discussed in section 2.1):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Manichaean sources</th>
<th>Augustine</th>
<th>General precepts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Treatises and debates</strong></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Command of languages</strong></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NT Exegesis</strong></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1, 2, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disputations</strong></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Similarity to the disciples</strong></td>
<td>(X)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sensationalism</strong></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>(X)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ambulatory lifestyle</strong></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>(X)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Visual/auditory media</strong></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

( ) signifies some corroboration

The above table shows that Manichaean missionary practices extended well beyond the general precepts declared by Mani, which seem only to be related to Manichaean missionaries’ command of language, New Testament exegesis, disputations of Old and New Testament pericopes, and comparisons between themselves and the disciples of Jesus (with a particular focus on Thomas). While this last practice seems to be attested only in Augustine, the others are well attested in both Augustinian and Manichaean sources, in addition to the composition of treatises against and debates with non-Manichaean religions, which does not appear in the general precepts, but is well attested already in Mani’s own mission.\(^{308}\)

On the other hand, while sensationalist practices dealing with poverty and association with women, the ambulatory lifestyle of the Elect, and visual and auditory media seem to have some relevance to the Manichaean mission as reported by Manichaean sources, Augustine seems to corroborate these weakly or not at all. While Manichaean “poverty” seems to play the role of attracting audiences to the pale and famished wandering Elect and association with women to do perhaps with the practice of converting women in order that they convert their husbands or simply with targeted appeals to women in general, these are practices that are rather ambiguously referred to in Manichaean sources and in rather polemical detail in Augustinian sources. As for the ambulatory lifestyle of the elect, there is an oblique report in Possidius’s biography of Augustine that seems to suggest that Possidius had some knowledge of Manichaean missionaries, though it is not secure whence he received this information or indeed whether he is

\(^{308}\)See S. N. C. Lieu 1992, 70–85.
actually aware of this practice at all. Furthermore, the missionary use of visual and auditory media does not seem to be corroborated by Augustine. In fact, Augustine even makes the explicit remark that Manichaeans make no use of visual media.

At any rate, this section seems to show that external comparisons between Augustine and Manichaean sources and internal comparisons within Augustine’s corpus for consistency has proved to be a productive method for recovering the missionary practices used by Manichaeans in the Roman West.
3. Child Donations as Missionary Trainees

In the following chapter, I propose one further Manichaean missionary practice that seems to be well attested in Manichaean sources of the Roman West—i.e., the donation of children to train as missionaries and become members of the Elect. It seems these children were expected also to pray for the redemption of the catechumenate, especially for the catechumenate parents, in a manner that is justified in the Manichaean cosmogonic myth. Augustinian corroboration is found only obliquely. Before evaluating this evidence, I first introduce the scholarly discussion surrounding the sources. In the end, I provide a reconstruction of this missionary practice and the beliefs surrounding it.

3.1. Scholarly Background and the Finds of Kellis

The apparent Manichaean practice of the training of child missionaries has recently gained attention due to a set of related letters (P. Kell. Copt. 19–30; 52) recovered at Kellis, which, among other things, has renewed the discussion about the practice of donating children for missionary work. The connection between these letters and Manichaean missionary practices was suggested by Iain Gardner already in 1993, though his first publication arguing for the existence of “a multilingual missionary context” based on this evidence does not appear until 1996 in an article co-written with Paul Mirecki and Anthony Alock. This provocative argument is repeated in several publications. However, to the best of my knowledge, there has been no study that examines the claim critically, offers an extensive comparison of relevant texts in the Manichaica, or discusses the broader implications for Manichaean missionary work.

---

310Most spectacularly in Keph., LXXX.
311Gardner 1997a, 83.
312Gardner, Mirecki, and Alcock 1997, 7–8; Gardner 1997b, 166.
313S. N. C. Lieu 1994d, 89, has even speculated that the house in which the Syriac–Coptic bilinguals and missionary letters were found functioned at a Manichaean “safe house,” to which persecuted Manichaeans would flee and continue their work as a “proselytising centre,” though no evidence has yet emerged to support this assumption. Cf. Franzmann 2005, 120; on the missionary connotations of the command of languages see sections 2.1 and 2.3.2 above.
In 1986, an Australian excavation team under the direction of Colin A. Hope\textsuperscript{315} began to unearth in the Dahkleh Oasis what would prove to be the greatest archaeological find to date in Manichaean studies for a genuine, Manichaean community.\textsuperscript{316} The site of Ancient Kellis\textsuperscript{317} is located in modern-day Ismant el-Kharab where it was among some 2000 to 2500 villages comprising Egypt in Late Antiquity.\textsuperscript{318} Located over 300 kilometers from the Nile River, journeys between the oasis and Egypt would have been relatively infrequent, so letters were often heartfelt and communication fairly regular.\textsuperscript{319} Indeed, epistolary material would be one of the most important finds between 1991 and 1992, during the excavations of House 3.\textsuperscript{320}

Built with a mud-brick structure, House 3 is the largest among the houses of the excavation area, totaling 10 rooms and containing by far the most amount of documents and vases among the houses of the residential area.\textsuperscript{321} Numismatic data and papyrological evidence date the occupation of House 3 reliably to the mid- to late-4\textsuperscript{th} century, with the house having been completely abandoned by the 390s.\textsuperscript{322} The dialect has been tentatively assigned the category “general southern” Coptic with the provision label $L^*$ due to its unique morphologies.\textsuperscript{323}

315Hope 1985.
316While Khosroyev 2005 has expressed his doubts about the Manichaean nature of the prayer text found among the Kellis archive (P.KellisCopt. 98), after the study of the Arabic and Iranian parallels to this text in de Blois 2005; Gardner 2011b, there is no longer any question about the Manichaean identity of this particular text; see further Gardner 2013. Khosroyev does, however, introduce valid critique of the philological work that has been done on the prayer and suggests alternative ways of understanding what the editors of texts have otherwise understood to be references to Manichaean dogma, a perspective that should prove especially useful in parsing the religious identity of the material found in the archive that are less securely Manichaean in nature.
317The name is attested within the letters themselves, though with some variation. Generally, as in P.KellisCopt. 40.15, σφλε but also σφλα in P. Kell Copt. 50.40 and σφλι in P. KellisCopt. 41.9. P. KellisCopt. 26 even has Κέλλις in its (Greek) address.
318Bagnall 1996, 110.
321As of my writing this text, the Dakhleh Oasis Project is still ongoing, having only begun to complete the publication of its findings from Area A, the residential section of Kellis; see Hope 1999, 97–98, 116.
322Hope 1999, 109–16. The numismatic data yielded by the 206 coins recovered from House 3 provide especially valuable information about the history of economic activity in the house, as well as a reliable date for its abandonment.
3.2 Evaluating the Evidence of Child Donations and the Training of the Elect

By far the largest group of texts found at House 3 is a set of papyri that has been dubbed the “Makarios family texts,” due to its exchanges between a certain Maria (Μαρία), with her two daughters at Kellis, and her husband Makarios (Μακάριος), who, for a reason left unexplained in the letters, is visiting one Apa Lysimachos (Απα Λύσιμαχος) in the Nile Valley along with his sons Matthaios (Μαθαίος) and Piene (Πιένε). Of interest for the present study is the figure of Piene, the younger of Makarios’ two sons.

Piene features in 5 letters, wherein Makarios relates how Piene has joined the great Teacher (Πηλεξ Πηλεξ) on his travels to learn Latin, the two of whom had left Kellis for Antinoopolis and were presumably headed to Alexandria. Relating this news to his mother, Matthaios writes the following:

But my brother he [Πηλεξ] brought to follow him. I think that he will perhaps come from the north and leave him in a certain place [οὐγκα]. If he does so, you (sg. fn.) will

324 P.KellisCopt. 19–30 and 52. All but P.KellisCopt. 24 were found in Room 6 of the house; see Hope 1999, 108.
325 Lysimachus is the only figure appellated with the honorific “Apa” in the entire archive from House 3. The title (ἅπα ἀπνημία), which derives from Aramaic καβ, itself from Heb. אב (“father”), is frequently cited as evidence for Christian monks in papyrological studies, especially from this period; see, e.g., Derda and Wipszycka 1994; Choat 2006, 62–72.
326 As it appears in P.KellisCopt. 26.8 and the addresses to P.KellisCopt. 25; 26; 27, but also presumably the same person, or at least the same name, referred to as Πηλεξος in P.KellisCopt. 19.3–4, 32, 77, 87, and as Πηλεξος in P.KellisCopt. 20.23, 33, 42, 58.
327 Gardner, Alcock, and Funk 1999, 6, 56, offer a note of caution regarding the identification of conjugal families in the Kellis archive since familial language appears frequently and more often refers to the religious connotations of, e.g., “father” and “mother” as elders in the community rather than as actual family members. Nevertheless, scholarship has generally assumed kinship, especially for the Makarios family texts.
328 P. Kell. Copt. 20; 21; 24; 25; 26.
330 P. Kell. Copt. 25.48–49. This letter, unlike the others that feature Piene, is written by Matthaios.
332 The unusual—and what seems to be the hitherto unattested—use of the conjunctive (in ηηηει) with τακα is quietly translated thus in the editio princeps, but it is worth looking into this unusual grammatical employment. First, one must note that τάκα carries the same meaning as the Coptic expression κτακά (literally, “you know not”) (Crum 1939, 202a). Secondly, the κτακά construction is used as what Bentley Layton calls an “initial attitude marker” in combination with the conjunctive to express doubt (Layton 2011, §§238, 354), a use that is attested in the Coptic New Testament (e.g., Rom 5:7); see Layton 2011, §381. I am indebted to Ivan Miroshnikov for this convincing coptological analysis. Besides this instance, we see the same usage of the conjunctive with τακα in the following documents from P.KellisCopt. 19.74: τακα κελι ουλακα (“Perhaps she will give something”); 19.81: τακα άνη ουλακα ουλακαν (“Perhaps he will give some other things to us?”); 22.14: τακα άνη ουλακα ουλακαν 2 αι κιττ (“Perhaps he will give a small amount [i.e. maje] of jujube and fig”); 25.28–29: η ηηηει τακα άν ηηηει ουλακαν (“Or rather perhaps they are again changing and throwing us another time to you”). All the examples above also happen to derive from the Makarios family collection, perhaps suggesting that this construction may have been idiosyncratic. In these examples, at any rate, it is clear that τακα is employed with the conjunctive as a kind of initial attitude marker. Three further examples to this newfound pattern are to be found within the Kellis.
know. For he loves him exceedingly and makes him read at church. If he depends on the boy, and the boy (παιδιός) is satisfied, by following him, this will be his glory (πελάγος).  

Several questions arise in reading this passage. What is Piene doing on his travels with the teacher? What does he end up doing in Alexandria? In what way will these activities result in his glory? To answer these questions, we must pause briefly to examine some relevant texts, including some of Augustine’s works and relevant material from the Coptic Kephalaia, Psalm-Book, and Homilies.

Augustine relates a similar story early in his Confessions that gives light to some of the activities Piene might be expected to engage in. Shocked by her son's conversion to Manichaeism, Augustine’s mother, Monica, turns for advice to a local bishop, who just so happens to have been a Manichaean:

he told her how he had himself been handed over (datum fuisse) to the Manichees as a little boy by his mother, who had also been led astray (seducta); he had not only read nearly all their books (omnes paene non legisse tantum verum) but had even copied (scriptitasse) some himself, and without anyone having to argue or persuade him it had become clear to him that the sect was something he should flee from. So he had fled.

Thus, we hear the report of a Manichaean apostate whose childhood experiences serve as a parallel to P.KellisCopt. 25. Since this report occurs in a work that is rather critical of Manichaeans, however, it is important to reflect on the veracity of this report as historical evidence. While the narrative coincidence that an unnamed ex-Manichaean bishop just so happens to be in the vicinity of Augustine’s mother in response to her prayer leads me to doubt the historicity of such a bishop, there is no probable reason to doubt that this passage indicates that Augustine was somehow aware of the practice of Manichaeans donating their children to the

---


334 On the Manichaean mission and association with women, see the discussion in section 2.3.6 above, in the context of missionary appeals to sensationalism.

335 Unfortunately, Augustine does not elaborate which books these are. On the books of the Manichaeans and their relevance to the Manichaean mission, see the discussion in chapter 2 above.

Erect to copy\textsuperscript{337} and read out\textsuperscript{338} the works of the Manichaens, given that at least these elements are reflected in the Manichaica.

To be sure, Augustine’s anecdote is corroborated by the Coptic \textit{Kephalaia} [“Chapter-Books”], a relatively late redaction of central Manichaean teachings that was among the finds of Medinat Madi,\textsuperscript{339} specifically in \textit{Keph.} LXXX,\textsuperscript{340} which additionally explains how such a child, given up by its family, would attain glory. The same teaching details the well-known “seals” of the Manichaens, most infamously characterized as the \textit{signacula oris, manuum, et sinu} that Augustine reports as the sexual and dietary restrictions of the Elect.\textsuperscript{341} Following this section on the mandates of the Elect, \textit{Keph.} LXXX describes three works (\textgreek{$\gamma\omega\upsilon\nu$}) that ought to be performed by the catechumenate. The second of these three concerns us here: \textgreek{πρω̱βε παντα} [οι̊\γ̣ω̱ρ̣η̣ ντ[ɛ̣k]ḳliṃia α̣ṭạiḳṃọc̣yṇa} (“A man shall give a child to the church for righteousness (οἰκοσύνη)”).\textsuperscript{342} Here, I agree with Jason BeDuhn’s intuitive analysis that \textgreek{δίκαστος} here

\textsuperscript{337}In P. Kell. Copt. 19,14–19, Makarios himself exhorts his son to practice his Greek and Coptic in order to copy some books back home at Kellis: \textgreek{πε̣λατετ̣ε παντρέ̣ς γα̣θ̣ν̣ι̣ς ό̣τε̣ ὀ̣γ̣λ̣α̣σ̣ο̣ν̣ κα̣τ̣η̣κ̣ρ̣ι̣ς̣ γο̣ς} . . . [\.\.\.\textgreek{μπρ̣ε̣ τε̣κ̣πατ̣γ̣αλ̣δ̣ς} ε̣π̣α̣λ̣ κα̣τ̣η̣κ̣ρ̣ι̣ς̣ γα̣θ̣ν̣ι̣ς} . . . [\.\.\.\textgreek{πο̣π̣τ̣α̣α̣τ̣ο̣ς}}

\textsuperscript{338}See discussion in note 92 in section 2.2 above.

\textsuperscript{339}On the Medinat Madi texts, see the discussion in sections 1.2–3 above; on the \textit{Kephalaia} as a text that emerged only after Manichaean dogma became well established and thus as a relatively late text in the timeline of Manichaean theological development, see Pettipiece 2013. On the question of the authorship of the \textit{Kephalaia} as well as other useful comments on its content and text, see Wolf-Peter Funk’s progress report on the editing of the text in Funk 1997; cf. Tardieu 1987, 134; Pettipiece 2009, 7–19.

\textsuperscript{340}\textit{Keph.} LXXX 192.3–193.22; Polotsky and Böhlig 1940, 192–93 (text); Gardner 1995, 201–2 (translation).

\textsuperscript{341}\textit{Mor. Manich.} 7.10; 9.18. The Four Light-Seals are also reported in the \textit{Xuāstvānīft} VIII B—for which, see Asmussen 1965, 173–180 (text), 196 (translation)—where they refer to Love, Faith, Fear, and Wisdom. An etiological explanation is also given for the “seals” of the Elect in \textit{Keph.} LXX: 172.4–29; in these teachings, however, there are in fact five seals detailed: the seal of the face (= Keeper of Splendour; looking upon the Good), of the heart (= King of Honour; emotional moderation [?]), of the chest (= mystery of the Adamas of light; prohibition of sexual), of the stomach (= King of Glory; dietary regulation), and of the feet (= Porter; treading carefully upon the Cross of Light [?]). On the numerological significance of five for missionary activities, see Pettipiece 2009, 88–89; I have not included this in my discussion of missionary practices in chapter 2, as there does not seem to be enough evidence to support the claim that Manichaens consciously used numerology in their mission.

\textsuperscript{342}\textit{Keph.} LXXX: 193.5–7; Polotsky and Böhlig 1940, 193 (text); Gardner 1995, 202 (translation). The teaching offers these alternatives to donating one’s child, directly following the section quoted above, in \textit{Keph.} 193.7–10: \textgreek{πε̣ρ̣ι̣μ̣β̣̣ρ̣̣ι̣̣ς} [οι̊ πρ̣̣ι̣̣μ̣̣ι̣̣ν̣̣ κα̣τ̣η̣κ̣ρ̣ι̣ς̣ γο̣ς} . . . [\.\.\.\textgreek{φω̣τ̣η̣ς} \textgreek{ου̣λ̣ο̣ρ̣ι̣ς} [ic] κα̣τ̣η̣κ̣ρ̣ι̣ς̣ γο̣ς} (\textgreek{ντ[ɛ̣k]ḳliṃia α̣ṭạiḳṃọc̣yṇa} (“or his relative [or a member] of his household, or he shall save someone in distress (=_adopting an
most probably means the Elect way of life.\textsuperscript{343} BeDuhn does not, however, offer a compelling explanation for why δικαιοσύνη should be understood this way beyond connecting this explanation to his social reconstruction of the Manichaean community. On the other hand, Fernando Bermejo Rubio\textsuperscript{344} demonstrates convincingly that δικαιοσύνη is used in “The Prayer of the Emanations” (“Εὐχή τῶν προβολῶν”), and throughout the Coptic Manichaica, as a \textit{terminus technicus} for the Elect.\textsuperscript{345} It is also likely to surmise, given the use of \textit{parvulum} in Augustine, παιδίον in P.KellisCopt. 25, and references to little children in a similar context in the Coptic Manichaica,\textsuperscript{346} that οὐγομῆρε in \textsc{Keph}. LXXX likely refers not only in biological terms to one’s child, but also in terms of age as in a \textit{young} child. But why does it matter that the young proselytes be given away while still young? 

Although our available sources are silent on the matter, one can surmise that only the children of the catechumenate could become Elect, and if this is so, that only young children could become the Elect, due to the structure of the Manichaean order. To be sure, the catechumenate was commanded to provide food as alms to the Elect,\textsuperscript{347} since the Elect were themselves completely forbidden from agricultural labor and work,\textsuperscript{348} as doing so would harm the light that was “crucified” in matter.\textsuperscript{349}

To explain the continued existence of the Elect, then, in Manichaean communities and as missionaries, I posit the following hypothesis: only very young children—too young to produce food for themselves—could be raised as the Elect, since their auditor parents would provide them food as alms, allowing them already as young children to maintain the Elect prohibition of

\begin{itemize}
\item orphan?, or buy a slave and give him to Righteousness”); Polotsky and Böhlig 1940, 193 (text); Gardner 1995, 202 (translation).
\item BeDuhn 2000, 31.
\item Bermejo-Rubio 2013, 233–35.
\item Bermejo-Rubio 2013, 234n84: \textsc{Keph}. 36.5–6; \textit{Hom}. 14.8–9; 15.12; 31.5; 53.6; \textit{Ps.-Bk. II} 140.12
\item \textit{Hom}. 31.6–7, wherein “little girls” (δίκοι θαλάσσες) are explicitly mentioned and grammatically linked to “a crowd of children” (οὐγομῆρε παιδίον), and possibly later in \textit{Hom}. 31.15–17, which discusses “the first ones fleshly born . . . they will be given to righteousness” (παρθενοὶ οἱ ταυταγμένοι νεωτέροι οἱ πρώτοι τοιαύτης προμακάριοι); Pedersen 2006, 31 (text and translation). Other possible attestations of relatively young children having been given away in the same missionary context include \textit{Hom.} 26.22–34; \textit{Ps. CCXLVIII, CCXLIX, CCLXI, CCLXVIII, CCLXXII}; see discussion below.
\item M 49 I; M 825I; M 6020; \textsc{Keph}. 192.29–33; 208.27–29; 217.11–16; \textit{Conf.} 4.1.1. See also Franzmann 2013.
\item Known, e.g., in Augustine’s terminology as \textit{signaculum manuum}. See discussion above.
\item Known generally as \textit{Jesus patibilis}, the suffering Jesus that represents the sum of all light that was crucified upon matter in the creation of the world. See Böhlig 1978; Koenen 1978, 176–87; Ries 1994, 238–41; as well as the discussion in section 2.2 above.
\end{itemize}
agricultural labor. Furthermore, the Elect could never give birth to the Elect, since sexual contact was absolutely forbidden—so where else could the Elect have come from? It is only logical then that the Elect could only have been supplied by the children of the catechumenate. Toward this evidence, in the Manichaean Psalms, among those dedicated to Jesus, we in fact find five references to the palmist’s status of having been an Elect “since my youth” (χινταμίτσκυί). From this evidence, it becomes apparent that the children to be donated to the Elect described in Keph. LXXX must clearly mean that such a child has been born an Elect. The Coptic Homilies, in an apocalyptic section known as the Sermon on the Great War, contains some eschatological imagery that further corroborates this argument. Especially telling is Hom. 31.15–17: “The first ones (i.e., the first ones following the Great Persecution of the Manichaeans) from time to time which will be fleshly born [. . .] they will be given to righteousness. And the usual vice (πονηρία will cease among them”). This eschatological

350Known especially from Augustine’s term signaculum sinus. See discussion above. In Mor. Manich. 18.65, Augustine misleadingly concludes that reproduction among Manichaeans is dogmatically contradictory: nonne vos estis qui filios gignere, eo quod animae ligentur in carne, gravius putatis esse peccatum quam ipsum concubitum? (“Are you not the people who think that the begetting of children, by which souls are bound in the flesh, is a more serious sin than intercourse?”); Bauer 1992, 147 (text); Ramsey 2006, 99 (translation). In fact, the production of more catechumenate meant more alms-giving for the Elect, thus accelerating the process by which light would be returned to the Kingdom of Light. If it was the catechumenate who biologically furnished the new generations of the Elect, as I suggest, then reproduction among the catechumenate should be seen as especially central to the Manichaean mores.

351Ps.-Bk. II CCXLVIII (56.17), CCXLIX (58.10), CCLXI (75.16-17), CCLXVIII (86.15), CCLXXII (91.22). Only Psalm CCXLVIII potentially presents a problem, since later in the psalm, the singer adds that he or she has given alms (PropertyValue: παροικοίας since his or her youth, the term used almost exclusively for catechumenate almsgiving in the Coptic Manichaica. It would be unusual for these alms to refer to the practice of the catechumenate rank, however, since the same psalms contain various references to practices and beliefs that identify the singers as belonging to the Elect: the renunciation of the world (Ps. 57.23; 91.23) and of sexual intercourse (Ps. 85.29; 86.31) and the singer’s own election (Ps. 58.8.14; 75.28; 76.16–18; 86.6–9). In the Coptic Manichaica, however, we do in fact find non-catechumenate use of the term alms-giving: the Father of the Lights (Hom. 4.7), Bema (Ps. 28.23), the angels of compassion (Ps. 139.41), the compassion of glory (Ps. 162.27), Saints (Keph. 270.30), and the daughter of the first Man (Ps. 175.20) are said to “give alms”, by which is meant to petition for the souls of others. In Keph. CXV, the Manichaean doctrine is explained: only by “giving alms” in such manner is one truly saved; that is, in order to be saved, one must pray for another to be saved. This is the sort of “alms-giving” performed by those above the rank of the catechumenate. It is likely, then, that Ps. 56.17 refers to this particular kind of almsgiving, which is unique to the orders above the catechumenate. This for of Elect alms-giving seems also to be tied to these children Elect in their petitioning for the souls of their parents, discussed below.

352An excellent introduction to this text is to be found in Pedersen 1996, 11–29.

353An exce...
passage suggests that, after the great persecution of Manichaeans, the catechumenate will engage in sexual intercourse only to produce more Elect, as suggested by the phrase “given to righteousness.” This phrase is used as well earlier in the Homilies: “καλωπτο[γ] τη[ρού] ἱππο ἵπποι· οὐκ ἐκ τεσσαρεὶ ὕπος ἣ[ν] τῆς [κα]θολογίας: εὐαγγελεῖα κληρικοσύνην [καὶ] πολ[ίς]: καὶ ἰππο[γ] ἱππαγε ἰππινέ ε[γ]ξι[σ] εὐρίτει εὔος” (“You will find them all, the great and the small, a large number of children [sons?] of [ca]techumens, being given to righteousness in [every] city. You will find the little girls, b[eing ta]ught to write and singing psalms and reading”).

Here, at least boys, and possibly even girls, that have been given to the Elect are seen teaching Manichaean doctrine through hymn-singing, a Manichean practice that may be attested to in Augustine. This eschatological image also parallels P. Kell. Copt. 25 in that it emphasizes teaching such donated children to read and write.

A further detail in the donation of children to become Elect seems to be its connection to the belief that these children, raised among the Elect, would in turn pray for the salvation of their catechumenate parents. This theology, in turn, explains why the catechumenate need not themselves become Elect. That is, while sinners are consigned to wander from soul to soul, the catechumenate need only make alms-giving in order to be saved from “ten thousand Manichaean practice of giving children to the Church,” refers to Koenen and Henrichs 1970, 116–19; Henrichs 1973, 54; Koenen 1983, 102n58, 106n19; in fact, none of the scholars cited in these references expand our knowledge of child donation practices among the Manichaeans. Rather, they discuss the possibility that the Elchasaites community in which Mani was raised adopted children due to the moral devaluation of sexual reproduction in conjugal relationships among Elchasaites, and that this practice may perhaps have been influenced by the Essenes, a similar groups of sectarian Jewish-Christians. It should be noted that Pedersen does refer as well to Keph. 193.4–11, the passage discussed above, but does not expand further on this connection. To the best of my knowledge, this passage has not otherwise been connected with the donation of children for missionary practices discussed herein.

353Hom. 31.6–7; Pedersen 2006, 31 (text and translation). It is possible that the grammatical structure of the latter sentence suggests that only boys are given over to the Elect. This is unlikely, however, due to the large amount of women we find among the Elect; see note 10, above. It is worth noting, however, that the widespread travels of female Elect are reported only in anti-Manichaean polemical sources. It may very well be that we simply do not yet have any genuine Manichaean sources attesting this phenomenon, or indeed that this passage from the Homilies evidences the limitation of Manichaean child donation to boys. With the current data, neither thesis can be argued with unequivocally reliable corroborations. It should also be noted that the entire text is eschatological, so that one cannot ascertain precisely what is exaggerated in this passage—whether the fact that even girls are made literate or that the practices described here (i.e. the normal Manichaean practice of child donation) is seen in every city.

355Faust. 15.5; on hymn-singing in the Manichaean mission, see also the discussion in section 2.3.8 above.

356Keph. XCIX (249.31–251.25); cf. Epiphanius, Pan. 28.1–5. See, e.g., BeDuhn 2000, 80–81

357Keph. 280.5: ἐπίσθησας; Polotsky and Böhlig 1966, 280 (text). Heuser and Klimkeit 1998, 77, understands this passage as referring to the catechumen, who must be reborn ten thousand times until he is reborn as an Elect and is then saved. Although the passage is admittedly rather fragmentary, I argue that, given the theology of redemption discussed here, this passage must refer to the catechumen as the one who is saved from ten thousand transmigrations due to his or her alms-giving.
transmigrations." This is because, as Keph. CXV explains, the Elect beseech the Father of the Lights on behalf of the catechumenate in the same manner as was done when the deceased First Man had been redeemed by the prayers of the Mother of Life. This kephalaion not only reveals the Manichaean notion of the fate of the soul after death and their concern for the dead, it demonstrates a connection between the alms-giving of the catechumenate and their salvation by the prayers of the Elect. Furthermore, since the chief form of alms-giving by the catechumenate is the donation of their children, it follows that the children of the catechumenate as Elect were expected to pray for the redemption of their parents after their parents had died. It is this prayer for the dead that is referred to in the cosmogonic myth that the Mother of Life redeemed the First Man through prayer.

One final connection to consider is the possible relationship between the donated child of the catechumenate and the figure of Jesus the Child (Copt. παίδος; Pa. kwmʿr). While not much is understood of this figure, it seems that he is somehow related to the Living Soul, the divine principle that, in the cosmogonic myth alluded above, redeems the First Man through the prayer of the Mother of Life. If this is the case, it seems that it may be more than a coincidence that Jesus the Child is associated with the same myth used to describe the petitioning of the souls of deceased catechumenate by what I have proposed are Elect who were donated as children.

---

358 Keph. 280.13–14; ἡντὸν ὑπεκτατίσθητι; Polotsky and Böhlig 1966, 280 (text). On the transmigration of the souls in the Keph. see further the thematically linked teachings in XC–XCI.


360 Keph. 193.5–7.

361 This, in turn, seems to be the redemptive work of the Elect through prayers and psalms to which Augustine refers in Enarrat. Ps. 140.12; Mor. Manich. 17.55.

362 See, e.g., Keph. 35.27–34; 61.25–28; Ps.-Bk. II 167.64; 204.2–205.9; cf. the discussion on the word παίδος above.

363 Heuser and Klimkeit 1998, 34–39, 58–60; Franzmann 2003, 107–24; Van Lindt 1992, 35–44, 81–93, 149–53. Franzmann 2003, 132, even goes so far that, in relation to the Living Soul, Jesus patibilis, on which see the discussion in section 2.2 above, and Jesus the youth are “equivalent.” It is with the body of the First Man, devoted by the enemies of Darkness, from which the world is said to have been constructed. The Living Soul, equivalent to Jesus patibilis in the Roman West and consubstantial with all beings of Light, comprises the light particles that are cut up and dismembered, or “crucified,” in the matter of the world.
Furthermore, in a Parthian text, Jesus the Child is said to have been left behind like an orphan (sywg) when Jesus the Splendor ascended to the heavens.\(^{364}\) Perhaps this description of Jesus the Child as sywg lends further support to a link between Jesus the Child and the donation of children to the Elect, as donated children become, in a way, orphaned.\(^{365}\) Unfortunately, the scantiness and obscurity of the material surrounding Jesus the Child prevents deeper analysis, but it is at least worth considering that the language and mythical association of Jesus the Child, as well as of course the description of Jesus the Child as a child and the similarity in the notion of the orphaned Jesus the Child and the donated children of the catechumenate, are all compelling links to the practice of donating children to the Elect.

My review of the Manichaean sources on the practice of donating children for missionary work thus suggests that this is a well-attested practice. While the Kellis archive provides a concrete model in the boy Piene as a missionary trainee, the Coptic sources of Medinat Madi provide the theological background to the donation of children as a “work” or “alms-giving” of the catechumenate. Furthermore, by donating their children, the catechumenate seem to have safeguarded their own redemption, since the Elect were expected to pray for the redemption of the souls of the catechumenate in a manner that seems both to reflect the cosmogonic myth of the redemption of the First Man and to be related to the enigmatic figure of Jesus the Child (= the “alms-giving” of the Elect and divine principles of Light). Based on this review of sources, I provide the following summary regarding the practice of Manichaean child donation:

1. Children of the Catechumenate were offered up to join Elect
   a. Alternatively, a relative, adoptee, or else slave could be donated, perhaps to serve as an provider of food, rather than as a member of the Elect
2. Donating one’s child was one of the three crucial “alms” of the catechumenate
3. Donated children were educated to read, probably in multiple languages
   a. Children would read texts in church and sing hymns
   b. These children, perhaps also as adults, copied books for the Manichaean community
4. Children would accompany the ambulatory Elect to learn the practices of the mission

---

\(^{364}\)M 42 Ri.12–16; Andreas and Henning 1934, 879 (text). This language is reminiscent of John 14:18.

\(^{365}\)In the Coptic texts, the Greek loan-word ὀρφανος seems to be used in all but one instance with the biblical allusion to the care for orphans (Πορφανος) and widows (Θηρα): Hom. 7.19; [17.12]; 44.26; 53.5, 31; 56.13; 58.14; 61.7; Ps.-Bk II 53.25; 62.17; 175.22; 187.12 (cf., e.g., Exod 22:22; Deut 14:29; Ps 68:5; 94:6; 146:9; Job 31:16–17; Jer 7:6; Lam 5:3; James 1:27). In the fragmentary passage of Ps.-Bk II 187.12, Allberry reconstructs πορφανος ἑταρνη, “these wandering orphans,” though, even if this reconstruction is correct, the term “wandering” (σαρκε) seems to refer not to the kind of wandering of the Elect (e.g., Ps.-Bk II 133.1: σαρκαστιον, “wanderer”) but rather to “going astray” or “sinning”; Allberry 1938, 187 (text and translation); Clackson et al. 1998, 132.
5. After the death of their catechumenate parents, the donated children (now Elect) prayed for, among others, their parents’ redemption
   a. This act, the “alm” of the Elect and the divine principles, echoes the redemption of the First Man by the Mother of Life in Manichaean cosmogony, a myth also associated with Jesus the Child
4. The Light in the East: Conclusions

Over the course of this thesis, I have given a comparative examination of the sources that evidence Manichaean missionary practices. By comparing Western polemical sources with genuine Manichaean sources, I have tried to produce a critical evaluation of the available data on Manichaeism as to the details of the Manichaean mission that can be securely established in the context of the Roman West. In the second chapter, I used this method to evaluate Augustine, from whose corpus can be extracted six general Manichaean practices that seem to be corroborated in Manichaean sources:

1) the use of polemical treatises and public doctrinal debates;
2) the use of language to translate texts as well as for effective rhetorical persuasion;
3) exegesis of the New Testament to demonstrate the Manichaean nature of the biblical scriptures;
4) the comparison of Old and New Testament scriptures to demonstrate that the Old Testament was of ill mores and ought to be discarded—were any Christian sects not to, they could not claim to be true Christians;
5) the use of the naïve docetic beliefs by Jesus’s disciples to justify Manichaean Christological beliefs and the use of certain apocryphal texts;
6) sensationalist appeals to the visual aspects of poverty and association with women

In addition, in the third chapter, I have tried to show that the further practice of the donation of children by the Manichaean catechumenate to the Elect can be recovered from the sources with the reconstructed belief that these children would be raised as Elect missionaries and would in turn pray for the salvation of their community and particularly of their parents.

One of the limitations of this study, especially in chapter 2, has been the heavy focus on Augustine. While Augustine is the wealthiest source for Manichaeism in the Roman West, he is hardly the only source. My case for focusing on Augustine has been that his own attestation of Manichaean practices can be subjected to an internal comparison—that is, attestation in his corpus of any given missionary practice can be checked within his own corpus for consistency. Without this focus, for instance, it would have been easy to lose sight of the fact that his implicit claim of Manichaeism’s link to Marcion seems already to have been refuted in his debate with Faustus (2.3.4.2) and seems to be more polemical in nature than other instances in his corpus where he refers to the Manichaean practice of Old versus New Testament disputations.

Nevertheless, I hope in the future to improve this aspect of the study by including a comprehensive survey of the available data in the Roman West. Furthermore, the study of the Manichaean mission would benefit from a comparison with practices evidenced in the Roman
East and in South and Far East Asia. A dissertation with this topic would not only fill a scholarly gap in the study of the Manichaean mission discussed herein, it would naturally lend itself to the spirit of international scholarship because of the rapid and wide geographical dispersion of the religion over just a few centuries.

However, even though this thesis could not comprehensively study even the Manichaean mission of the Roman West, by studying Augustine’s corpus, it has provided most of the verifiable data on the Manichaean mission in the Roman West. Furthermore, this thesis has produced unique insights, including an analysis of a recently discovered sermon by Augustine that evidences the appropriation of the Manichaean missionary practice of disputation (2.3.4.1) and the following missionary practices: comparisons by Manichaeans to the disciples of Jesus (2.3.5), sensationalist appeals to poverty and to association with women (2.3.6), and the donation of children to the Elect (3.2). Additionally, the appendices present the first translation into English of Augustine, Serm. 350F with a commentary, as well as two tables that draw up the Manichaean disputation of Old versus New Testament contradictions in Augustine’s corpus. These insights, together with a fresh review of what is known about the Manichaean mission, contribute overall to a better understanding of what the Manichaean mission looked like in the Roman West, a work that I hope can continue to be built on.
Appendix A. Translation of Serm. 350F (= Serm. Erfurt 4)

I have translated Serm. 350F here to accompany the discussion of the text in chapter 2.3.4.1. Since the edition of the text is still relatively new, translations have thus far appeared only in Spanish and Italian.\(^{366}\) The translation is based on the edition prepared by Schiller, Weber, and Weidmann, the editio princeps of the unique manuscript discovered in Erfurt.\(^{367}\) The editors suggest that the textual tradition attested here is parallel to the shorter one attested by Lambot’s edition (= Serm. 164A),\(^{368}\) which is based on 7 manuscripts.\(^{369}\)

The sermon of St. Augustine on almsgiving, which ought to be for all\(^{370}\)

1. There are those who believe that alms (eleemosyna)\(^{371}\) should be given merely to the righteous, while nothing ought to be given to the sinful. The Manichaeans hold the foremost rank of sacrilege\(^{372}\) relating to this error, being those who believe that the limbs of God are imprisoned, mixed thoroughly with and bound up in all manners of food, and ought to be treated sparingly lest they be polluted by sinners and woven into more lamentable knots.\(^{373}\) This

I am grateful to Ivan Miroshnikov and Georgy Obatnin who provided helpful comments in our ad hoc Latin reading group of this text.

\(^{366}\) Anoz 2010; Catapano 2012.

\(^{367}\) Schiller, Weber, and Weidmann 2009, 201–13. As the title suggests, the two other texts in this publication are also on the topic of almsgiving, but do not touch on Manichaean themes so are not discussed herein. Serm. 350F is here assigned Serm. Erfurt 4.

\(^{368}\) A recent translation can be found in Hill 1990b, 199–201. Prior to Verbraken’s resystematization of Augustine’s sermons, this text was previously referred to as Serm. Lambot 28.

\(^{369}\) Schiller, Weber, and Weidmann 2009, 206; Lambot 1956. In this text, cap. 1–3, 8 are parallel texts, while cap. 4–7 are unique. While the earliest manuscript in this tradition predates the parallel tradition by at least three centuries, this tradition is not only shorter but seems to be more prone to errors.

\(^{370}\) This title is attested as such in Possidius, Indic. X.192; Wilmart and Morin 1932, 207 (text). Cf. the title of Serm. 164A, De generalitate elemosinarum (“On the universality of almsgiving”), about which the difference with Possidius’ attested title Lambot does not seem to express any reservations, rather claiming that the titles “convient parfaitement” (Lambot 1956, 154).

\(^{371}\) The Greek loan-word eleemosyna (Gk. ἐλεημοσύνη) is used here and two other instances in this sermon, in cap. 7 and 8; otherwise, all other 13 instances of the word “alms(giving),” including those in biblical citations, use the native Latin word misericordia; additionally, stipis is used once. While the term misericordia throughout the sermon slips between connotations of general “mercy” and concrete “almsgiving,” I am of the opinion that concrete almsgiving serves as the chief metaphor for mercy in this sermon rather than the other way around—thus, the references to feeding (pascere), assistance (suscipere), money-giving (ergogatio, erogare), making rich (ditare), reward (praemia, merces), beggars (medicans, mendicus), hunger (fames), thirst (sitre), wealth (ops), purses (loculi), feasts (epulum, festus), purchasing (emere), the wealthy (dives, largus), the poor (pauper), and terms that unambiguously mean almsgiving (i.e., opus misericordiae, stipis, eleemosyna). I have therefore translated below all instances of misericordia as almsgiving—except once, misericorditer (“mercifully”). The alternate approach would be to interpret misericordia as always meaning “mercy” (N.B., opus misericordiae would still mean “act of mercy,” or “almsgiving”) or then to see the denoted meaning of misericordia as shifting throughout the sermon.

\(^{372}\) All manuscripts except this and R (Paris BN. Lat. 2030, s. XV, 180v–181r), a late recension in the alternate textual tradition, suggest “sacrilegious Manichaeans (sacrilegi Manichaei),” though -i in that tradition could just as well be understood as in this case if understood as a syncopation of the genitive singular ending -i, the full form of which is attested here. An argument can also be made that the sacrifici et impii of cap. 5 could point to a preference for the adjectival use here of sacrilegi, but this phrase occurs in a separate context, and primum sacrilegi locum here seems to be the better word order.

\(^{373}\) On Augustine’s varying treatments of this Manichaean cosmogonic myth, cf. Enarrat. Ps. 140.12; Faust. 6.3; Haer. 46.10; Nat. bon. 44; Agon. 4.4, discussed above in section 2.2.
madness is perhaps not worthy to rebuff than to let it offend the senses of all sane people, if it should be set out in such a manner.

But some who think\textsuperscript{374} no such thing still believe that sinners ought not to be supplied with food, lest we venture against God, whose indignation against those sinners has been made clear, so much so that he might even become angry with us for this reason, that we would want to aid those whom he himself wants to punish. They even employ proofs from sacred scripture, where we read: \textit{Give alms, do not assist the sinner, and return vengeance upon both the impious and the sinful; do good unto the humble man, and give not to the impious one, for the one most high hates sinners and will return vengeance upon the impious} (Sir 12:4, 6–7).\textsuperscript{375} Not understanding how these words ought to be understood, these people deck themselves with detestable cruelty. For which reason, we ought, my brothers, to address your charity for some time on this matter, lest you should agree with this human deformity. should you not understand the divine will in the divine books because of this perverse way of thinking.\textsuperscript{376}

2. For Paul the apostle most clearly teaches that alms ought to be bestowed upon all, saying, \textit{So let us do good tirelessly to all while we have time, especially to those at home in the faith} (Gal 6:9–10).\textsuperscript{377} From this, it is abundantly clear in works of this manner that the righteous ought to be placed ahead. For whom else might we understand as \textit{those at home in the faith}, since elsewhere it is clearly put.\textsuperscript{378} \textit{Does the righteous man live by his faith?} (Gal 3:11; Heb 10:38; Rom 1:17 cf. Hab 2:4). However, we ought not to close our hearts to almsgiving, not even should they carry a hostile demeanor against us, since, as our Savior himself reminds us, saying: \textit{Love your enemies; do good unto those who hate you} (Matt 5:44). Nor is this absent from the

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{374}The reference here to \textit{nonnulli . . . sentientes} (“some who think”) is obscure and cannot be fully established, since the dating of this text is equally uncertain. Most likely, if Augustine had a group in mind, he would not have hesitated to name them, as he like to do in his sermons to defend his congregation from heretical influences (see, e.g., \textit{Serm.} 73a.2; 252.4; 364.4). Rather, this \textit{nonnulli} seems to have the same referent as the Manichaeans mentioned earlier—namely, to serve as rhetorical devices to facilitate Augustine’s exegesis of a problematic passage, one perhaps that has even been critiqued by Manichaeans. For this discussion, see section 2.3.4.1 above.

\textsuperscript{375}Augustine’s quotation here of Sir 12:4, 6–7 mostly agrees with the extant VL fragments, except for the first two words (\textit{da misericordiam}, “give alms”; Sir 12:4). LXX gives δῶς σῷς σώσεβεί (“give to the pious”), while V gives \textit{da misericordi} (“give to the merciful”). The VL text, on the other hand, gives \textit{da justo} (“give to the righteous”). This is a remarkably curious discrepancy on Augustine’s part, as he even insists to Jerome that the latter should rely on a Greek-based translation of the OT—see, e.g., Jerome, \textit{Epist.} 112.22; Augustine, \textit{Epist.} 82.5.35. Perhaps Augustine is avoiding the Manichaean overtones that might have emerged from the comparison of the LXX of Sir 12:4 to the later NT reference \textit{operemur bonum ad omnes, maxime autem ad domesticos fidei} (Gal 3:11; Heb 10:38; Rom 1:17), which could be understood as a justification of the practice of almsgiving by the Manichaean catechumenate to their Elect; cf. \textit{Keph.} LXXX. For the VL text (= Text I), attested by a fragment in the Bavarian National Museum of Munich (CLM 29265/6) and a fragment in the Capitular Museum of Verona (I(1) App; frag. 1 (fol. 1–3)), see Thiele 2005a, 14, 26; Thiele 2005b, 134–36.

\textsuperscript{376}The parallel tradition is quite different here and much shorter (see Lambot, 1956, 156): “For which reason, we ought, my brothers, to address your charity on this matter, lest you should come to disagree with the divine will because of this perverse way of thinking.”

\textsuperscript{377}Cf. \textit{Keph.} 165.21: “As long as there is time to do good” (καθαρὺς κρύσταλλος ἀπόρρητος ἁστιγμάτων) (text: Polotsky and Böhlig 1940, 165; translation: Gardner 1995, 174a); M 5815 ii.1.1–2 (text: Boyce 1975, 48; translation: Klimkeit 1993, 260): “And do not put off the good you can do now, for time is passing swiftly” (“bystny kr’h; bcy sỳ ‘w’s kyrbg sh’h kyrdn, ny frgwsh’h, cy jm’n rg n[yd]ryyd).

\textsuperscript{378}The pun here of \textit{aperte sit positum} (= \textit{ponere}) “clearly put” with \textit{praeponendos} (= \textit{praepone}) “ought to be placed ahead” seems to be intended for rhetorical effect.
\end{footnotesize}
Old Testament, for there it is written: *If your enemy should hunger, feed him; if he should thirst, give him drink* (Prov 25:21), of which text the apostle also makes use (cf. Rom 12:20). Nor, however, is the passage we have set out earlier false, for they themselves are holy tenets: *Give alms and do not assist the sinner* (Sir 12:4). For those words are said against your doing good to some sinner for the reason that he is a sinner, so that you would rather do good to one you hate, not because he is sinful, but because he is human.

Thus will you keep both tenets, neither being lax toward vengeance, nor inhuman toward aid. For everyone who rightly censures a sinner—what else could it be than that he wishes the sinner were not a sinner—he therefore hates in that sinner what God also hates, that he would efface what the man has done and let free what God has made. Indeed, what man has done is sin, while what god has made is man himself. And when we say those two words, “man” and “sinner,” neither are said in vain. Therefore, reproach him for being a sinner, but he is to be pitied for being a man. Indeed, you shall never liberate the man entirely, so long as you should persecute him as a sinner.

### 3.

All manners of discipline is intent on this duty, just as it is fitting and in the interest of any governor, not only for a bishop who governs his people, but also for a pauper who governs his home, a wealthy man who governs his family, a husband who governs his wife, a father who governs his young, a judge who governs his province, or a king who governs his nation. All of these, if they are good, certainly wish well upon those they rule and, according to the authority bestowed upon them by the Lord of all—he who governs even the governors—take pains so that those very ones they govern might both remain human and perish as sinners.

They thus fulfill what is written: *Give alms and do not assist the sinner* (Sir 12:4), so that they should not wish to be well in him what is the sinner, *and return vengeance upon both the impious and the sinful* (Sir 12:4), in order that what constitutes the impious and the sinful in him might be effaced; *do good unto the humble man* (Sir 12:6), for the reason that he is humble, *and give not to the impious one, for the reason that he is impious, for the one most high hates sinners*

---

379 On similar themes in Manichaean discussion, cf. *Adim.* 7.1; 8; 17; *Serm.* 110a.8.

380 The trope of “man” and “sinner” as what distinguishes the man-made self (= peccator) from the God-made self (= homo) is a common trope in Augustine and is chief among the themes the editors have used to prove the authenticity of the sermon, comparing *Adim.* 7.5; *Enarrat.* Ps. 102.13; 139.2; *Tract.* Ev. Jo. 12.3; *Serm.* 4.20; 13.8; 22.7; 24.3—see Schiller, Weber, and Weidmann 2009, 203; Lambot 1956, 153; cf. Migne 1857, 1227–30, where the sermon is relegated to a section with sermons of uncertain identity, though the reason for rejecting its authenticity is not given. Additionally, cf. also *Serm.* 23A.1; 125.4; 379.4; *Enarrat.* Ps. 44.18; 100.5; *Tract.* Ev. Jo. 42.16; *Tract. ep.* Jo. 7.11. It is interesting to note that this rather Manichaean dualistic tendency on Augustine’s part to divide man from sinner within the individual is most often linked to Augustine’s expositions on John, with its Gnostic tendencies, and the Wisdom traditions of the Proverbs and Sirach.

381 Augustine here makes use of the implicit etymological connection between miserere (“to pity”) and misericordia (“alms”).

382 One late manuscript (Paris, BN lat. 2030, s. XV, 180v–181r) in the parallel textual tradition gives the intriguing but doubtlessly wrong dominum (“lord”) here; thus, “for a pauper who governs his master.” While this reading would make sense in a general Christian context, it hardly makes sense in the context here; cf. Hill, 1990b, 201n4.

383 On similar themes, cf. Civ. 2.19; Gaud. 1.19.20. Besides the rhythmic isocolon that opens this cap., the final clause regi regenti gentam suam (“a king who governs his nation”) rings with a striking alliterative pattern, interweaving “r,” “g,” “n,” “t,” and “m,” a shining example of Augustine’s rhetorical acumen.

384 Cf. the phrase “king of kings” (VL rex regum; GNT/LXX ὁ βασιλεὺς τῶν βασιλευόντων) in Ez 7:12; 2 Mac 13:4; Dan 2:37; 1 Tim 6:15; Rev 17:14; 19:16. VL parallels are attested in the NT citations; the phrase is also found in parallels to GNT/LXX and V.
and will return vengeance upon the impious (Sir 12:6–7); however, he, because they are not just sinful and impious but also human, causes His sun to rise upon the good and the bad and lets rain fall upon the righteous and the unrighteous (Matt 5:45). Thus, alms should be restricted from no man, impunity enjoyed by no sin.

4. For what do we accomplish with reproach, if we do not punish sins?—And when anyone turns to God to repent, what else but to reproach and punish himself? For in no way do you err in the work of alms when you persecute in someone what even you wish he would mercifully persevere in your own self. Witness what the prophet proclaims about the preachers of the future kingdom of heaven: The righteous will exalt in glory, they will rejoice upon their couches, exaltations of God in their throats and double-edged swords in either hand to strike vengeance upon the nations (Ps 149:5–7). And, lest anyone should think that blood be shed by such swords and a slaughter of bodies made—as if opposing thoughts of such kind with the explanation, when he had said to strike vengeance upon the nations (Ps 149:7)—he has added what sort of vengeance: Reproach, he said, of the nations (Ps 149:7). This do the swords in either hand accomplish—i.e., they have been given for the authority of use.

For the two swords are double edged with respect to the anguish of present times and the dread of future times. Who is there, the apostle said, who can gladden me, except he who is saddened because of me? (2 Cor 2:2) Behold, the anguish of present times. And when I come, he says, I shall not show consideration. Or do you want to have proof of Christ, the one who speaks in me? (2 Cor 13:2–3). Behold, the dread of future times. In another place, he again points out the governance of his Lord among men: For if we would not judge ourselves, we would not be judged by the Lord. When we are judged, we are censured by the Lord, lest we be condemned along with the world (1 Cor 11:31–32). The anguish of present times exists in the

---

385The phrase here nisi peccato punimus (“if we do not punish sins”) recapitulates the ending of the previous cap., nulli peccato impunitas relaxanda (“impunity should be enjoyed by no sin”). This play between peccato impunitas and peccata punimus also seems to explain the otherwise awkward lack of parallelism at the end of cap. 3: nulli homini . . . nulli peccato (i.e., contrasting a man with a sin rather than a man with a sinner). In the alternate tradition, three manuscripts even correct peccato to the seemingly more parallel peccatori; Schiller, Weber, and Weidmann, 2009, 210.

386Here, again, misericorditer is used in the sense of “mercifully,” alongside the “work of alms” (opera misericordiae), a phrase unambiguously associated with the act of almsgiving; see Blaise 1954, s.v. misericordia.

387Similar wording suggests that Augustine is here referring back to the previous paragraph: “the authority bestowed upon them by the Lord of all (imperitam ab universorum domino potestam).”

388The editors suggest that the emendation here of Christi to Christus is “perhaps better” and would then read “Or do you want to have proof of the one who speaks in me, Christ?” (Schiller, Weber, and Weidmann, 2009, 210). Alternatively, while Christi is rather out of place in the Latin text at the end of the sentence, perhaps one reason is that Augustine’s scriptural quotation directly mimics the syntax of the GNT: ἐπί θυσίαν δοκιμής ζητεῖτε τοῦ ἐν οἷς λαλούντως Χριστόν.

389The word used here is regimen, which clearly calls back to the notion in the previous cap. of regi regenti gentam suam (“a king who governs his nation”) and qui etiam regentes regit (“he who governs even the governors”).

390This is a curious paraphrase of the first verse which otherwise reads, “But if we judged ourselves, we would not be judged” (1 Cor 11:31, NRSV). The word dominus is not present here in V, nor is κύριος present in GNT. Augustine’s reading seems to be more absolute than the scriptural referent, suggesting that the scenario of judgement of man by man/self is unthinkable. This notion seems to play on Augustine’s reference in the next cap. to the general rule of cum quisque sic pascit hominem quemlibet tamquam homo hominem (“when anyone thus feeds whoever man, as a man a man”).
blow of reproach, the fear of future times in the threat of damnation. These are the double-edged swords, this persecution is due to the sinner, lest alms be denied to the man.

5. But it may seem strange and perhaps incredulous to those paying little attention, how even a sinner is assisted and fed on account of the fact that he is indeed a sinner. For it is one thing, when anyone feeds a man, because he has either thought or believed that the man is righteous, all while thinking on his reward, about which it is said: Who accepts the righteous in the name of the righteous receives the reward of the righteous (Matt 10:41). Another thing entirely, when anyone thus feeds whichever man, as a man a man, serving that general commandment where the Lord has said: Whatever good you wish done unto you, do these yourself unto others (Matt 7:12). Indeed, there are those who delight in the actual sins of the sinners, on account of which sins they supply them lavishly, so that you would not at all see that this sort of deed is opposite that of giving to the righteous because they are righteous.

For just as the righteous and the laudably pious hurry to render the service of kindness upon the servants of God, by which sort they themselves are received into their eternal homes (cf. Luke 16:9), so do the sacrilegious and impious contrariwise seek the sorts of iniquities in men, and, toward the purchase, as it were, of such people, they scatter their temporal goods and, accompanied with this sort, afterwards come into everlasting tortures. Between these two there lies some middle ground, where kindness is given from man to man, not because of righteousness or sin but because of fellowship in nature itself. This middle ground do the pious consciously use and the iniquitous themselves sometimes touch upon.

6. While, therefore, it is one thing to furnish the steward of the kingdom of the heavens with the necessities, as Onesiphorus to Paul (cf. 2 Tim 1:16); another to give alms to a beggar, as the one who sat at the Beautiful Gate (cf. Acts 3:2, 10); and another to reward shameful acts, as actors, charioteers, and gladiators enriched by the mad: the church exercises only the first and second kind of money-giving and does so often, on the other hand, condemning, rebuking, and chastising the one opposite the first and best.

---

391 Anoz takes “servants of God” here is a reference to Gen 50:17, referring to the Israelites in the OT (Ezra 5:11) and the Christians in the NT (1 Peter 2:16; Rev 7:3); Anoz 2010, 26n112. While these referents are certainly the true, Gen 50:17 need hardly, as Anoz argues, be the precise location on the basis that it is the only dative plural use of servis in the phrase servis Dei. As already shown in this text, Augustine is highly fluid in his use of scriptural quotations. Rather, it seems that Augustine is making reference to the general topos of Jews and Christians as “servants of God” without referring to one scriptural passage in particular. Alternatively, this phrase could have some thematic connection to the dispenser (“steward”) refered to twice in the next cap.

392 Augustine seems to be playing on the notion of buying slaves in the phrase qui quodammodo emendis (“toward the purchase, as it were, of such people”) in the context of sin, which contrasts with the pious form of servitude described in the preceding clause: obsequium praebere Dei servis (“to render service upon the servants of God”) with the structure sicut . . . sic (“just as . . . so . . .”).

393 This word (dispensator) translates οἰκονόμος in 1 Cor 4:1, 2; Luke 12:42; Tit 1:7; 1 Pet 4:10. See esp. Tit 1:7 (VL dispenser Dei; GNT θεοφ οικονόμος), the phrase used later in this same cap. The VL parallel was available only in Tit but is otherwise attested in V.

394 The word used here for “alms” (stips, -is, f., though not attested in the nominative form) is used only 4 other times in Augustine’s works: Ord. 1.8; Ep. 261.1; Civ. 6.7; 18.54. All other instances except Civ. 6.7 (de stipe templi), which uses stips in a different context, refer to almgsiving to the beggars or the wretched and suggest a rather small amount.

395 Cf. also Serm. dom. 2.6; Civ. 18.54.
Indeed, the indolent among us, those who scarcely break bread for the hungry Christ (cf. Matt 25:31–46), ought to be roused by this contrary deed, when the wealthier thespians hardly leave bread behind for their children. On the other hand, it is possible, on account of this middle ground where kindness is owed by one man to another, for a son of Gehenna, roused by some compassion, to feed a steward of God and equally for a son of the church to feed a gladiator, should he find one frail from hunger. Indeed, the former did not delight in righteousness, but was not able in any way to belittle the universal condition of mortality, nor did the latter assist a sinner, but rather did not deny another human alms.

7. The Lord speaks in this way on that first sort of good deed: Who accepts the righteous in the name of the righteous receives the reward of the righteous, and who shall accept a prophet in the name of a prophet will receive the reward of a prophet, who shall give but a goblet of cold water to one of the least of these in the name of a disciple, truly, I say unto you, that one shall not lose his reward (Matt 10:41–42), and on what I mentioned a little earlier: Make for yourselves friends from the wealth of iniquity, so that they also would accepted you into eternal homes (Luke 16:9), then there is also this: Come, ye blessed by my Father, take hold of the kingdom which has been prepared for you from the beginning of the world, for I was hungry and you gave me eat, etc. (Matt 25:34–35). But they said, When did we see you hungry? (Matt 25:37). To which he said, What you have done for the least of these of mine, you have done for me (Matt 25:40). Thus, about this sort of almsgiving—in which the affliction of no man is belittled, though no alms are owed to the sinner simply because he is a sinner—he admonished us, when he spoke about to the one who invited him along with the others: When you give a feast, do not invite your friends, the sort by whom you could also be invited, but invite the lame, the blind, the crippled, the beggars, those who have not the means to give you recompense. But you will be given recompense at the resurrection of the righteous (Luke 14:12–14).

From there, we are also able to return to the disciples, who thought about the custom of the Lord himself that he had ordered Judas, his traitor, to prepare something to give the poor on the day of the feast (for he had a purse on him) (cf. John 13:29), when he said to him: Do quickly what you are doing (John 13:27). For on what basis would they suspect this against him, if the Lord had never taught by also giving such sorts of alms? For, regarding this first sort of good works, in which anyone yields service to the righteous because of the merit of their righteousness, such submission is rather given to this kind than to the others. For whence even did that purse accumulate money except from offerings of submission? Also, quite clearly named in the Gospel are even certain pious women who, when they accompanied his circumnavigation with their servicing devotion, provided for him from their own resources (cf. Luke 8:2–3).

---

396This pericope is discussed again in the next cap.
397The phrase here, theatrici largiores (“wealthier thespians”), is corrected “with hesitation” to theatrici largitores (“theater sponsors”) in Schiller, Weber, and Weidmann, 2009, 205: 211 The sense would then be that this third kind of money-giving is bad because such money-givers leave no bread for their own children. The editors also suggest, with a similar sense, the emendation theatricis largiores (“those more generous toward thespians”). As with Anoz, 2010, 26–27n19, I see no reason why theatrici largiores is untenable here as an ironic statement. Indeed, the thespians are, in a way, said to be made “richer” (largiores) “by the mad” (ab insanis . . . diatuntur) earlier in the same cap.
398That is, about the righteous who are “received into their eternal homes” (iusti et laudabili pietate praediti . . . ipsi recipiantur in tabernacula aeterna) (cap. 5).
399Here again, Augustine make use of the etymological connection between miseria (“affliction”) and misericordia (“almsgiving”).
8. From this, then, ought most importantly to be understood how one should not belittle almsgiving, which is devoted to all paupers by the law of kindness, since indeed the Lord lifted up the needs of the poor from His purse, which he filled with the wealth of others (cf. John 13:27, 29). But if anyone should perhaps say that neither those cripples and beggars whom the Lord ordered be invited (cf. Luke 14:12–14) nor those to whom he was wont to pay from his purse were sinners and that it does not thus follow that sinners are commanded by the Gospel texts to be assisted by the merciful or to be fed—that one should turn to what I have already mentioned earlier, because sinners certainly and criminals most of all are the ones who hate and persecute the church, about whom it is nevertheless said: *Do good unto those who despise you* (Luke 6:27; cf. Mat 5:44), and this is built on by this example of God the Father, *who causes His sun to rise upon the good and the bad and lets rain fall upon the righteous and the unrighteous* (Matt 5:45).

Therefore, let us not assist sinners because they are sinners, but treat even them nevertheless, because they are also human, with human consideration. Let us persecute the proper iniquity in them, let us have pity on the shared condition (i.e., of humanity), and, therefore, *let us do good tirelessly to all while we have time, especially to those at home in the faith* (Gal 6:9–10).

---

400 Here, *misericors* (“the merciful”) is used adjectivally, while *suscipere* (“assisting”) is given as comparable to *pasceere* (“feeding”). Mercy is thus tied concretely to the act of almsgiving.

401 Neither in the shorter text of Lambot’s edition nor here does Augustine actually seem to address the persecution of the church. Perhaps this refers instead to the persecution of the sinner in oneself discussed in cap. 4, but reference is not made to the golden rule until the next cap. and in a different context; there, it is even to Matt 7:12 as opposed to Luke 6:27 here. Additionally, no criminals are mentioned elsewhere in this sermon. Alternatively, and perhaps more likely, “what I have already mentioned earlier (*illud . . . quod iam superius commemoravi*)” refers to the citation of Matt 5:45 in cap. 3 and Matt 5:44 in cap. 2, with similar wording as the text of Luke 16:9 reintroduced from cap. 5 in cap. 7 with the words “on what I mentioned a little earlier (*illud . . . quiddam paulo ante commemoravi*).” In this case the *quia* (“because . . .”) clause introduces the reason why Augustine’s imaginary retorter should turn to (*attendat*) the Matthean passages mentioned earlier by Augustine. In this case, it is not necessary to assume that Augustine had sometime earlier mentioned the persecution of the church, as in Hill 1990b, 201n5, but rather that Augustine only now explains that “sinners certainly and criminals most of all (*utique peccatores et maxime scelerati*)” are the ones who “hate and persecute the church (*oderunt et persequentur ecclesiam*).”

402 Namely, the *peccator* (“sinner”) that exists in them alongside the *homo* (“man”); cf. cap. 2.

403 Augustine’s final call to action, employing the hortatory subjunctive, is to have pity (*misereri*) on the unrighteous (*impii*)—here, the sinners (*peccatores*)—thus returning to the question posed in the beginning about whether alms (*misericordiam*) should be given even to the unrighteous. All the connections between *misericordes* (“the merciful”), *miserere* (“having pity”), and *misericordia* (“alms-giving”) fall into place with this final call: to pity (*miserere*) one’s fellow man necessitates being merciful (*misericors*) and thus giving alms (*misericordia*) to all.
Appendix B. Manichaean Disputation in Augustine, Arranged by Source

The following table comprises all instances in Augustine’s corpus which cites Manichaean disputations of OT vs. NT pericopes. The fourth column (“alleged contradiction”) presents a summarized account of the contradiction allegedly presented by Augustine. Due to the question of the historicity of these arguments, I have included the word “alleged” to indicate that the authenticity of these disputations cannot always be entirely verified (see discussion in section 2.2 and 2.3.4). Similarly, references to OT and NT passages include only those Augustine explicitly claims are cited by Manichaens. In compiling these sources, the Brepolis *Library of Latin Texts* was an invaluable source for searching through Augustine’s corpus.\(^{404}\)

In the endnotes to the table, I have listed all scholarship I am aware of that discuss the passages in Augustine’s corpus that specifically relate the Manichaean practice of OT vs. NT disputations. Based on this survey of literature, it seems that *Serm. 350F* (see section 2.3.4.1) and *Serm. 170.1–2* (see section 2.3.4.2) have not previously been used in relation to the discussion of Manichaean disputations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text(^i)</th>
<th>OT</th>
<th>NT</th>
<th>Alleged Contradiction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Adim.</em> 1</td>
<td>Gen 1:1–5</td>
<td>John 1:10</td>
<td>Was the Son present at the Creation (NT) or not (OT)?(^{ii})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Col 1:15–16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Adim.</em> 2.1</td>
<td>Gen 2:2</td>
<td>John 5:17</td>
<td>Did God rest on the seventh day of Creation (OT), or does he continue working even now (NT)?(^{iii})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Adim.</em> 3.1</td>
<td>Gen 2:18, 21–22, 24</td>
<td>Matt 19:29, Mark 10:29–30, Luke 18:29–30</td>
<td>Are we to leave our family for our wife (OT) or abandon both family and spouse for the kingdom of heaven (NT)?(^{iv})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Adim.</em> 4</td>
<td>Gen 4:10–12</td>
<td>Matt 6:26, 34</td>
<td>If the earth was made barren after Cain’s murder of Abel (OT), why do animals eat readily (NT)?(^{v})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Adim.</em> 5.1</td>
<td>Gen 1:26</td>
<td>John 8:44, Matt 3:7; 23:33</td>
<td>How can man be made in God’s image and likeness (OT), but non-believing Jews are fathered by the devil and vipers (NT)?(^{vi})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Adim.</em> 6</td>
<td>Exod 20:12</td>
<td>Luke 9:59–60</td>
<td>Should one honor one’s parents (OT) or prioritize their faith (NT)?(^{vii})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{404}\)Centre «Traditio Litterarum Occidentalium» 2017.
<p>| Adim. 7.1 | Exod 20:5 | Matt 5:45, 48, 48 Matt 18:22 | Is sin inherited (OT) or are we to give forgiveness liberally (NT)?viii |
| Adim. 8 | Exod 21:24 | Matt 5:38–40 | An eye for an eye (OT) or are we to give forgiveness liberally (NT)?ix |
| Adim. 9.1 | (Gen 3:9–19; 4:6–15; 13:1–3, 7; etc) | John 1:18; 5:37–38 | Is it only the Son who has seen God (NT), or did those in the OT also see God (OT)? |
| Adim. 10 | Exod 25:2–8 | Matt 5:34–35, 1 Tim 6:16 | Does God reside in heaven/inaccessible light (NT) or in a little tabernacle (OT)?x |
| Adim. 11 | Exod 20:5; 34:14 | John 17:25 | Is God jealous (OT) or just (NT)?xi |
| Adim. 12.1 | Deut 12:23 | Matt 10:28, 1 Cor 15:50 | Is the soul part of the body (OT) or not (NT)?xii |
| Adim. 13.1 | Deut 4:23–24 | Mark 10:17–18 | Is God jealous (OT) or good (NT)?xiii |
| Adim. 14.1 | Deut 12:15–16 | Luke 21:34, Rom 14:21, 1 Cor 10:21 | Should we eat as we desire excepting blood (OT), or should we moderate our appetite (NT)?xiv |
| Adim. 15.1 | (Lev 11) | Matt 15:11 | Do we become clean by what goes into our mouth (OT) or by what comes out (NT)?xv |
| Adim. 16.1 | Deut 5:12–15 | Matt 23:15, Gal 4:10–11 | Should we to observe the Sabbath (OT) or not (NT)?xvi |
| Adim. 16.1–2 | Gen 17:9–14 | Matt 23:15, 1 Cor 7:18–19 | Should we be circumcised (OT) or not (NT)?xvii |
| Adim. 17.1 | Exod 23:22–24 | Matt 5:44 | Should we kill our enemies (OT) or love them (NT)?xviii |
| Adim. 18.1–2 | Deut 28:1, 3–4, 6 | Matt 5:35; 16:24, 26; 8:38 | Are the rewards of God spiritual (NT) or worldly (OT)?xix |
| Adim. 20.1–3 | Lev 26:3–10 | Matt 10:9, Luke 12:20, 1 Cor 14:33 | Does God give worldly rewards (OT), or are all worldly things (except peace) in vain (NT)?xxi |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adim. 22</td>
<td>Num 15:32–36 Matt 12:10–13</td>
<td>If Jesus abrogated the old law (NT), doesn’t this mean that the old law was unnecessarily harsh (OT)?xxiii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adim. 23</td>
<td>Ps 127:2–4 Matt 19:12</td>
<td>Is our progeny the sign of the Lord’s blessing (OT) or is celibacy (NT)?xxiv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adim. 24</td>
<td>Prov 6:6, 8 Matt 6:34</td>
<td>Should we be frugal about our world things (OT) or not concern ourselves with them at all (NT)?xxv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Adim. 25</td>
<td>Hos 9:14 Matt 22:30</td>
<td>Is the state of barrenness or celibacy a blessing (NT) or a curse (OT)?xxvi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adim. 26</td>
<td>Amos 3:3–6 Matt 7:17</td>
<td>Does evil originate from God (OT) or from evil itself (NT)?xxvii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adim. 27</td>
<td>Is 45:7 Matt 5:9</td>
<td>Does God create evils (OT), or are his followers peacemakers (NT)?xxviii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adim. 28.1</td>
<td>Is 6:1–2 1 Tim 1:17</td>
<td>Is God visible (OT) or invisible (NT)?xxx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Enarrat. Ps. 145.13–14</td>
<td>Ps 36:6 1 Cor 9:9</td>
<td>Does God nourish both man and animal (OT), or is man His only concern (NT)?xxxx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faust. 14.1</td>
<td>Deut 21:33 (Luke 22:43; Gal 3:13)</td>
<td>Does Moses’s curse against those who hang from a tree (OT) apply to Jesus and the penitent thief who were hung at the cross (NT)?xxxxii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faust. 16.1, 6</td>
<td>(Exod 20:8–1; 31:13–15) John 5:17, 46</td>
<td>Is the Sabbath holy (OT) or not (NT)?xxxxiii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faust. 18.2</td>
<td>(Gen 17:9–14) Matt 23:15</td>
<td>Is circumcision a mark of a believer (OT) or a sinner (NT)?xxxxiv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faust. 18.2</td>
<td>(Num 15:35) (Matt 12:10–13; 23:15) (Gal 4:10–11)</td>
<td>Should the Sabbath be observed (OT) when Jesus did not do so (NT)?xxxxv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Passage 1</td>
<td>Passage 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faust. 18.2</td>
<td>(Lev 1–7)</td>
<td>(Matt 9:13; 12:7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faust. 18.2</td>
<td>(Lev 11; 20:25) (Deut 14:8)</td>
<td>(Mark 7:13) (Matt 15:11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faust. 32.5</td>
<td>(Deut 21:23)</td>
<td>(Matt 27:35) (Mark 15:24) (Luke 23:33) (John 19:18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felic. 2.10</td>
<td>Deut 21:23</td>
<td>Gal 3:13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. Man. 1.22.33</td>
<td>Gen 2:2–3</td>
<td>John 5:17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. Man 2.13.19</td>
<td>Gen 2:24</td>
<td>Eph 5:31–32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serm.xli 1.1–3</td>
<td>::1</td>
<td>John 1:1–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Serm. 2.2</td>
<td>Gen 22:1</td>
<td>???</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serm. 12.1–2</td>
<td>Job 1:6</td>
<td>Matt 6:8 John 10:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serm. 50.1, 13</td>
<td>Hag 2:8</td>
<td>Luke 16:9 1 Tim 6:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Serm. 71.15</td>
<td>Deut 13:3</td>
<td>James 1:13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Serm. 82.5.8</td>
<td>Prov 10:10</td>
<td>Matt 18:15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Serm. 110a.8 [= S. Dolbeauxlviii 17]</td>
<td>Exod 21:24</td>
<td>Matt 5:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Serm. 152.6</td>
<td>(Exod 20)</td>
<td>Rom 7:12–13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| *Serm. 153.2 | (Exod 20) | Rom 7:5 | Paul accuses the OT law as being one of sin.  

| Serm. 159a.6  
[= S. Dolbeau 13li] | Exod 20:12 | Luke 14:26 | Should one honor one’s parents (OT) or prioritize their faith (NT)?  

| *Serm. 170.1–2 | (Exod 20) | Phil 3:6–9 | Giving of one law in the OT and a second in the NT. Possible conflation here with Marcionites.  

| *Serm. 350f.1–2  
[= S. Erfurt 4li] | Sir 12:4, 6–7 | Gal 6:9–10 | Shun almsgiving to sinners (OT) or do good to all (NT)?:  

| *Serm. 354a.11  
[= S. Dolbeau 12lv] | (Isa 31:9 LXX)  
(Deut 25:5, 10) | 1 Cor 7:29 | Does one demonstrate one’s faith by raising children into the faith (OT) or refraining from sex (NT)?  

| Serm. dom. 2.9.32 | Job 1:11  
Isa 66:1 | Matt 6:13  
Matt 5:34–35 | How could Satan speak to God (OT), if God resides in heaven (NT)?  

| Serm. Possidius 32lviv | ??? | ??? | ??? |  

* Indicates passages in which association with Manichaean disputation is possible but uncertain or at least not explicit.  
() Indicates implied passage.

---

1Critical editions, corrigenda, and textual criticism of the following texts are too extensive to repeat here, but see the comprehensive list with notes compiled in Mayer 2010.  
2Baker-Brian 2009, 191–92, 222–26; Van den Berg 2010, 160–61; BeDuhn 2013b, 2:177. See also Baker-Brian’s table on pp. 135–136, which organizes Manichaean biblical contradictions in Adim. by thematic elements of behavior, theology, and anthropology. Misprints in this table seem to be repeated in Baker-Brian’s other publications, for which see emendations below.  
5Baker-Brian 2009, 239–45.  
The following table sums up Verbraken’s system, updated with the sermons recently discovered:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Topic of Sermon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1–50</td>
<td>On the OT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51–183</td>
<td>On the NT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>184–272B</td>
<td>On the liturgical seasons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>273–340A</td>
<td>On the saints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>341–396</td>
<td>On miscellaneous topics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Baker-Brian 2009, 342–44. Note that Baker-Brian’s Prov. 6:6–8 should be emended to Prov. 6:6, 8.

Baker-Brian 2009, 344–47; BeDuhn 2013b, 2:175.


Van den Berg 2010, 99–102. As Van den Berg notes, arguments given in Faust. 8.2 are not side-by-side disputations as are neatly given in *Adim.*, but the themes and structures of the argument bear striking resemblance to the whole of *Adim.* It is also curious to note that the other chapters of Faust., though they mention at least 16 biblical passages or topics similar to those of *Adim* (see p. 97n186), do not lay out OT vs. NT disputations.


Decret 1978a, 96; Decret 1978b, 74n28.

Decret 1978a, 97; Decret 1978b, 74n28.

Van den Berg 2010, 162; BeDuhn 2013b, 2:177.

Numbering of the sermons follows the system in Verbraken 1976, 53–196 (which includes references to the dating, authenticity, and edition of each text, as well as approximations of where the sermon would have been given), updated now to reflect the discoveries of sermons since the publication of Verbraken’s work, for which see notes on Serm. Erfurt and Serm. Dolbeau below. This numbering system originally combined the *sermones ad populam* edited by the Benedictines of St. Maur in the seventeenth century, reprinted in Patologia Latina 38 and 39, with the additional sermons discovered in the eighteenth through the early twentieth century, the largest find of which include the 50 edited and published by Germain Morin: see Migne 1865; Migne 1845; Morin 1930. According to Verbraken’s estimate, some 8,000 sermon texts are known with Augustine’s name, of which only around 450 can be authenticated (Verbraken 1987, 106). Recent overviews of the history of Augustine’s sermons and their modern discoveries and publications can be found also in Weidmann 2012, 444–49; Brown 2000, 441–62. The following table sums up Verbraken’s system, updated with the sermons recently discovered:

Note that Baker’s inclusion of Acts 5:1–10 in his table, pp. 135–37, is almost certainly a typographical error, as he even discusses the rejection of Acts among Manichaeans referred to in *Adim.* 17.5 (pp. 318–20).

“Deut. 28. 1–6” should be emended to “Deut 28:1, 3–4, 6” and “Mt. 16. 24–26” emended to “Matt 16:24, 26” (Baker-Brian 2006, 76; Baker-Brian 2009, 136).

Brian’s Prov. 6:6–8 should be emended to Prov. 6:6, 8.

Note that Baker-Brian’s Prov. 6:6–8 should be emended to Prov. 6:6, 8.

Van den Berg notes that the other chapters of Faust., though they mention at least 16 biblical passages or topics similar to those of *Adim* (see p. 97n186), do not lay out OT vs. NT disputations.
Van den Berg at least claims that this is an example of a Manichaean contradiction, but even he admits that “no quotation from the New Testament is mentioned which disagrees with anything in Gen. 22” (p. 88). While certain rhetorical strategies in Serm. 2 are indeed “reminiscent” of Adim. (p. 86) and Van den Berg is likely right in attributing the invective here against Manichaeans, Van den Berg supplies little evidence to establish a convincing connection between Adim. and Serm. 2. More likely, this passage is an example of the general Manichaean rejection of the Old Testament (on which see sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4.2), which need not tie this passage back to Adimantus.

This sermon, given the title de sacrificiis spiritualibus contra quos supra (“On the spiritual sacrifices made against the Higher Ones”) has not yet been discovered but is given in Possidius’s Elenchus as Augustine sermon no. 32, one of the five Augustine explicitly delivered against Manichaeans; see Wilmart and Morin 1932, 167. Based on this title, one can imagine some connection to Faust. 18.2, where Lev 1–7 seem to be juxtaposed with Matt 9:13; 12:17, but this is impossible to prove until the sermon is discovered, assuming it still survives somewhere. Of the sermons Possidius claims Augustine delivered against Manichaeans, three have thus far been identified (no. 29 = Serm. 1; no. 30 = Serm. 50; no. 12 = Serm. 12), on which see de Veer 1969; Decret 1978b, 70–71n8.
Appendix C. Manichaean Disputations, Arranged by Theme

The following table presents the same passages presented in Appendix B, arranged this time by thematic similarities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>OT</th>
<th>NT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On the Creation</td>
<td><strong>Adim. 1</strong></td>
<td>Gen 1:1–5</td>
<td>John 1:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Adim. 2.1</strong></td>
<td>Gen 2:2</td>
<td>John 5:17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Serm. 1.1–3</strong></td>
<td>Gen 1:1</td>
<td>John 1:1–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Adim. 23</strong></td>
<td>Ps 127:2–4</td>
<td>Matt 19:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Adim. 25</strong></td>
<td>Hos 9:14</td>
<td>Matt 22:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Serm. 354a.11</strong></td>
<td>(Isa 31:9 LXX)</td>
<td>1 Cor 7:29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Adim. 5.1</strong></td>
<td>Gen 1:26</td>
<td>John 8:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Adim. 16.1</strong></td>
<td>Deut 5:12–15</td>
<td>Matt 23:15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Adim. 16.1–2</strong></td>
<td>Gen 17:9–14</td>
<td>Matt 23:15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Faust. 16.1, 6</strong></td>
<td>(Exod 20:8–1; 31:13–15)</td>
<td>John 5:17, 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Faust. 18.2</strong></td>
<td>(Gen 17:9–14)</td>
<td>Matt 23:15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Faust. 18.2</strong></td>
<td>(Num 15:24)</td>
<td>(Matt 12:10–13; 23:15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Faust. 18.2</strong></td>
<td>(Lev 1–7)</td>
<td>(Gal 4:10–11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Gen. Man. 1.22.33</strong></td>
<td>Gen 2:2–3</td>
<td>John 5:17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Adim. 21</strong></td>
<td>Deut 21:23</td>
<td>Matt 19:21; 16:24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Faust. 32.5</strong></td>
<td>(Deut 21:23)</td>
<td>Gal 3:13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Felic. 2.10</strong></td>
<td>Deut 21:23</td>
<td>(Matt 27:35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Adim. 6</strong></td>
<td>Exod 20:12</td>
<td>(Mark 15:24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Serm. 159a.6</strong></td>
<td>Exod 20:12</td>
<td>(Luke 23:33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Adim. 7.1</strong></td>
<td>Exod 20:5</td>
<td>(John 19:18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Adim. 8</strong></td>
<td>Exod 21:24</td>
<td>Matt 5:45, 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Adim. 17.1</strong></td>
<td>Exod 23:22–24</td>
<td>Matt 18:22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Matt 5:38–40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Matt 5:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>References</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Visibility of God</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serm. 110a.8</td>
<td>Exod 21:24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Serm. 350f.1–2</td>
<td>Sir 12:4–6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serm. 82.8</td>
<td>Prov 10:10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adim. 9.1</td>
<td>(Gen 3:9–19; 4:6–15; 13:1–3, 7; etc)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John 1:18; 5:37–38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adim. 10</td>
<td>Exod 25:2–8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adim. 28.1</td>
<td>Is 6:1–2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serm. 12.1–2</td>
<td>Job 1:6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matt 6:8; John 10:7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serm. dom. 2.9.32</td>
<td>Job 1:11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Isa 66:1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matt 6:13; 5:34–35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ill Character of OT God</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adim. 11</td>
<td>Exod 20:5; 34:14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adim. 13.1</td>
<td>Deut 4:23–24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adim. 22</td>
<td>Num 15:32–36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Serm. 2.2</td>
<td>Gen 22:1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Serm. 71.15</td>
<td>Deut 13:3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>James 1:13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cleanliness Within vs. Without</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adim. 15.1</td>
<td>(Lev 11)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matt 15:11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faust. 18.2</td>
<td>(Lev 11; 20:25)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Deut 14:8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Mark 7:13)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Matt 15:11)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Worldly vs. the Spiritual</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adim. 12.1</td>
<td>Deut 12:23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matt 10:28; 1 Cor 15:50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adim. 18.1–2</td>
<td>Deut 28:1, 3–4, 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matt 5:35; 16:24, 26; 8:38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adim. 19.1</td>
<td>(1 Kgs 3:13)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Prov 6:11)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matt 5:3; Luke 6:24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adim. 20.1–3</td>
<td>Lev 26:3–10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matt 10:9; 1 Cor 14:33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adim. 24</td>
<td>Prov 6:6, 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matt 6:34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serm. 50.1, 13</td>
<td>Hag 2:8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Luke 16:9; 1 Tim 6:10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evil’s Origin in OT God</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adim. 26</td>
<td>Amos 3:3–6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adim. 27</td>
<td>Is 45:7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matt 7:17; 5:9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Man vs. Animal</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Enarrat. Ps. 145.13–14</td>
<td>Ps 36:6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Cor 9:9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>On Marriage</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adim. 3.1</td>
<td>Gen 2:18, 21–22, 24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. Man. 2.13.19</td>
<td>Gen 2:24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eph 5:31–32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OT vs. NT law</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Serm. 152.6</td>
<td>(Exod 20)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Serm. 153.2</td>
<td>(Exod 20)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Serm. 170.1–2</td>
<td>(Exod 20)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phil 3:6–10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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